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GROWING INTEREST in the history and 
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East Mrica to Korea. As varied are the 
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1905; Themes in Burmese Culture; Literary 
Movements in North Korea; the French 
Theory of Imperialism in Vietnam before 
1914; Lucknow Pact; the Relation Between 
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Domination of Moldavia in the sixteenth 
century; Political-Religious sect in South 
Vietnam; and New Soviet Interpretations of 
Tsarist Colonial Policies in Asia. 

These interesting papers have been written 
by eminent scholars who have made a 
specialised study of the subject of their 
research. A book of wide scope it is bound 
to evoke further interest in researches of this 
type being undertaken at various universities. 
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PREFACE 

The present volume is the result of an exciting adventure in 

scholarship. With a grant from the Mary Reynolds Babcock 

Foundation of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, providing the 

initial stimulus, Wake Forest College and Salem College and 

Winston-Salem State College joined forces in projecting a program 

in Asian Studies that, so far as I know, is unique. 'Vake Forest 

College is a Baptist coeducational liberal arts college. with a School 

of Business Administration, a School of Law, a School of :tvledicine, 

and a program of graduate studies. Salem College is a Moravian 

liberal arts college for young women. Winston-Sakm State Colleg~ 

is a coeducational state-supported school for Negroes. To lead 

this program we secured Dr. Balkrishna Govind Gokhale as 

Prof.essor of History and Director of Asian Studies. He came to 

Winston-Salem in 1960 from Seattle, Washington, where he had 

served as Visiting Lecturer at the University of 'Vashington. Prior 

to his service there he had taught at St. Xavirr's College and 

Siddharth College in Bombay, India, and at Oberlin College and 

Bowdoin College in the United States. He recei\·ed his bachelor's, 

master's, and doctor's degree from the University of Bombay. 

Under Dr. Gokhale's leadership other scholars have been 

brought into the program, either to offer courses or to participate 

in seminars or group discussions. A good collection of library 

materials has been brought together. Efforts hav·e been made with 

considerable success to enlist student interest. An invitation has 

been extended to other college teachers and to certain groups 
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of high school teachers to part1c1pate in some of the discussions. 

No barriers as to racial or religious identifications were crl'ctcd. 

\-\"hen topics for seminar papers were selected by participants 

in the program extensive research resulted and significant papers 

were read. Now in this volume a first effort is m:\de to share 

some of these papers with a wider public. I leave it to the readers 

to judge the merits of each paper, but for us this hns been a 

valuable experience which we hope to continue with future editions. 

HAROLD \V. TRIBBLE 

President 

1-1' ake Forest College 



I~TRODUCTORY NOTE 

The nme papers included in this first \"Olumc of a projected 
scril's of .-l..lian Studies represent the interest of faculty members 
of the three colleges particip:.1ting in the Asian Studies Pro~ram 
in Winston-Salem. Many of tlwse papers were discussed first a~ 

,·arious sessions of our faculty seminars during October 1960 and 
December 196-L The subjects were not "assigned" but were selected 
bv each scholar depending upon his special interests and com
p~tence in the handling of source materials in the various languages 
of Asia and Europe. Each paper first appeared in a mimeographed 
draft circulat-ed to members well in advance of the seminar 
meetings. The seminar was primarily devoted to a detailed discus
sion of the various points raised by the draft paper. It was a most 
stimulating experience for all of us aJH.l we feel that what has 
bern done has been quite worthwhile. 

Three of the papers were also pre~entcd in one for!n or 
another at meetings of professional associations. Dr. Banks' paper 
on Two Themes in Burmese Culture was read in part at a meetil''' 
of the American Anthropological Association held i:1 c;;~:cagu m 
November 1962. Dr. Chrc's paper on Litt:rary Afovements in 
North /(orca was presented at the first Southeastern regional meet
ing of the A~sociation for Asian Studies held at Duke University 
in Durham, N.C. in January 1962. B. G. Gokhale's paper figured 
as a part of the panel on Co11stirutional Afovements in Asia at 
the annual meeting of the American Historical Association held 
in December 196-~ in Philadelphia. Dr. Jumper's paper The Cao 
Dai of Ta~' Nihn was specially prepared for this volume and has 
not been presented before. 

In their scope the papers cover a broad area extending from 
East Africa to Korea and Siberia. Their subject matter too is 
varied. Two of the papers relate to South Asia (Gokhalc and 
Gregory), three arc on Southeast Asia (Banks, Garrett and Jumper), 
three deal with East Asian subjects (Mrica, Chee and Tiilett) and 
one discusses a \Vest Asian subject (Hitchins). Five subjects belong 
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to the discipline of history, one is in the field of historiography, 
and one each in the areas of sociology, political science and literal)' 
history. 

I may be permitted to anticipate some legitimate points of 
criticism here. It is likely to be pointed out that the volume 
lacks a unity of theme. This is true but may be explained by 
the fact that this is a collection of papers by various individuals 
with special interests in the diverse aspects of non-Western history 
and civilizations and not a work on a single theme by diverse 
hands. It may also be stated that the area covered is too wide 
to be significant and some may specially question the propriety 
of the inclusion of a paper on an East European subject. But I must 
submit that all the papers arc, in one way or another, related to 
Asia and this is as much true of Dr. Gregory's paper on Indo
African Relations as Dr. Hitchins' on Ottoman Domination. 
Dr. Keith Hitchins discusses concepts like Dar-al-lslam, ]chad and 
]ezia, concepts which for those interested in the Islamic history of 
Asia will be found significant in their application to a European 
context. 

Of the merits of the different papers it is not for me to say 
anything. Our readers will judge them on their own merits. All of 
us who participated in these seminars felt that they were useful. 
We hope to continue this experiment and look forward to issuing 
the subsequent volumes in this series at regular intervals in the 
future. 

Our thanks arc due to Mr. Charles H. Babcock of the Mat)' 
Reynolds Babcock Foundation, Drs. Harold W. Tribble and 
Edwin G. Wilson of Wake Forest College, Drs. Dale H. Gramley 
and Ivy Hixon of Salem College and Dr. Kenneth R. \-\'illiams 
of ~inston-Salem State College for their support to the Asian 
Studres Program. I also wish to thank Mrs. Harold L. Grogan 
for her ungrudging secretarial assistance. Finally, we arc grateful 
to Mr. Ramdas Bhatkal for undertaking to publish this volume. 

Wake Forest College 
Winston-Salem, N.C., U.S.A. 

B. G. GoKHALE 
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I 

RUSSIAN-CHINESE RELATIONS 

AND 

THE AMERICAN PRESENCE IN EASTERN ASIA 

1898-1905 

by 

PHILIP AFRICA 

Far as the result [of the impact of o·utside influences ort Chi11a] 
lies beyond our present horizon, it is difficult to contemplate 
with equanimity such a vast mass as the four hundred millions 
of China concentrated into one effective political organization, 
equipped with modern appliances, and cooped within a 
territory already narrow for it. 

Alfred Thayer Mahan 
The Problem of Asia 1900 

... to speak of ar1 ideology binding Russia and China is to 
place a faith in that ideology which the events in Yugoslavia, 
in Hungary, and in Poland do not command. Nor, if tensions 
between Russia and China are further exacerbated in the 
next ten years, can we expect economic interest alone to hold 
the Chinese ... 

Stillman and Pfaff 
The New Politics 1961 

TooAv's RELATIONS between China and Russia seen in historical 
perspective would seem to confirm the French adage that the 
more things change the more they remain the same. The un
resolved status of the border lands-the Steppe Empire of 
Chingghis Khan that has kept the great empires of the north 
Asian land mass from being contiguous still exists: "a cushion of 
sparsely inhabited steppelands" and deserts still divides and 
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insulates the two at the same time it exacerbates the principle 
of socialist solidarity.t Moreover, the vast reaches of sparsely 
inhabited Siberia the Amur and Maritime provinces, stretching 
away to the no;th, poses a standing temptation to an under
nourished and over-populated China, whose estimated numbers 
may comprise one-half of the human race by the end of the 
century.2 

It has also become increasingly clear that China's dependence 
upon military and economic assistance from Russia have not 
been adequate inducements for the Chinese to submit to un
f~vourable territorial adjustments. On the contrary, ideological 
differences, serious food shortages in both countries, and the 
trad"t" 1 Ional xenophobia of the Han people toward the "lonrr 
no~" · · ~ , mcluding the Russian proboscis, have augment<'d past 
controversies over control of the border lands. To point out the 
obvious h · · · h t I I 

1 . , owever, IS not to Insist t a· one or t 1e ot I·cr will 
uh~Imately dominate a Steppe Empire equivalent to that of the 
t uteenth 1 d" b" · B h . century by totally exc u mg or su jugatmg the other. 
a~~ s~des have known peaceful, if gr-udging, co-existence before 

bo d wtll probably continue to do so. Russian probincr into the 
r er I d ~ 

of li.T an s opened the problem and brought about the Treaty 
"'~erch" With Ins~ ( 1689), "the first ever to be concluded by China 

also ~ for:tgn power on terms of equality.'' This treaty may 
confr Vlewed both as evidence of Chinese realism when 

anted b . ness of Y a stronger aggressor, as well as of Russian aware-
over-ext · s · · 1 · the With ens10n. ubsequent treaties m ater centunes, and 

retainin drawal of Russia from Manchuria in the 1950's, while 
~ountcy in Outer Mongolia, confirmed the still 
lJ. v I) . 

T . avtdso H 
~ u.ng (Lond n- ouston, Russia and China: From the Huns to Mao Tse-
• 1s1?- c.an be 0d~ [c.]. 1960), 175. To speak of borders in th~ interior of 
P.am In Inn ne. In only a general sense. As Owen Lattimore makes 
ihaphieal va~~a AHan. Fro"!tiers of ,China, if Russia is taken as the geo
p e ~lack to th[ie pomt, mner Asm becomes a frontier stretching from 

armrs, the H' e Yellow Seas. If one looks outward from China the 
lan_ds. Owen Irnal~yas, and the Ye~low Sea :im the In~er Asian b~rder 
.19:>1), xx.ii ~attimore, Inner Aszan Frontzers of Chzna (New York 
Intended to r~f 3. My reference to Chingghis Khan, therefore, is not 
attempt to el' ~r to a precise area, but only to recall the most ambitious 
land mass inl;nmate !he fr~mtier problem by the absorption of the ent-ire 

~:\ Doak B 0 one Impenal system. 
Arnold J a!pett,1 Communist China and Asia (New York, [c.]1960), 380; 
Mrz~;azir e. 2o9ynS)ee, "Is a 'Race War' Shaping Up?", New York Times 

1 • ept., 1963. 
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tllb:·alnl qatus of tit,· bo,dn lands. :More recently, reports of 
um-c'>t ;!!Jd C:hint·,,· tro•'P mn\TillCllts in Sinki::mg have pinpointed 
otw sou 1n· of cu1 rent Sino-Sl>vict disagreement, and once again 
reminded us that the iron tiers of inner Asia remain inadequately 
defined. For Americans in particular the unrest recalls an earlier 
time when limiting Russian power m China first became an 
objective of our diplomacy. 3 

Th!s artidt· is intenc!Pd to canvass <'pmtons held by some 
:\mericans about the significance of Russo-Chinese relations at 
the opening of the twentieth century, both to see how much 
things do remain the same after some sixty years, if they have; 
:md secondly, to evaluate the worth of the predictions made by 
men who because of educ:ttian and interest, if not first-hand 
t•xperience, were in a better position than most Americans to 
:tssess a situation that would become of increasing importance to 
this nation. \Vhat they thought was by one means or another 
thrown into the hopper of public opinion and entered into the 
decision-making process of the government itself. The image of 
Eastern Asia, and what the United States' relations with that 
part of the world should become, would condition to some 
immeasurable extent what would come to pass in the lifetime 
of those who arc reading this article. This is, of course, not to 
say that American policy determined the course of events in 
Eastern Asia; merely that what the United States chose to do, 
or not do, and the reasons given, deserve to be taken into account 
whenever we seck understanding. 

The g-roup whose opinions I have chosen to include might 
be called, for lack of a better term, "Teddy's boys" (If America 
were England "The Establishment" might do): men whose 
articulate and forceful opinions were before the count1y at the 
time when Theodore Roosevelt moved front and center on the 
American, and to a large extent, the world scene. Matthew 
Josephson had the same group of conservative intellectuals in 
mind in his two boeks: The Politicoes and The President Jo.1akers. 
Others, like Julius Pratt, have referred to the same group as the 
"Expansionists of 1898". But "Teddy's hays" is intended to sing-le 
out those individuals who had Roosevelt's ear, which is not to 

~Davidson-Houston, Russia and China, 72; Harrison Salisbury To Moscow 
and Bej'ond: A Reporters' Narrative (New York 1960 ' 182; Owen 
Lattimore, Pivot of Asia (Boston, 19SO), 22-23. ' ' 
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say that before or after he became President he necessarily took 
their advice. 

1898 was tha year of the "great aberration" according to 
Samuel Flagg Bemis, careful historian of American diplomacy. 
Yet such a chronological demarcation cannot be taken literally. 
Well before 1898 the Cushing Treaty with China was signed 
~ 1844) ; Commodore Perry had made his historic visit to Japan 
m 1853; William H. Seward engineered the purchase of Alaska 
in 1867 and coveted Hawaii and Samoa came into the American 
orbit in 1872. In 1895 :he American Chinese Development 
?orporation was organi7Jed to pursue American economic interests 
m Eastern Asia. These expressions of American interest in the 
~orld of the Far Pacific were reinforced and broadened by the 
Sl~~ltaneous acquisition of Hawaii, Guam, Wake, and the 
Philippines, all in the momentous year of 1898. Arguments 
against the extension of the American frontier into the Pacific 
were of no avail. When opponents of expansion argued against 
the ~ddition of non-contiguous territory, Senator Albert J. 
Bevendge snapped back: "Our navy will make them contiguous." 
~ark Hanna answered those who charged that increased trade 
Wlth China was a gross materialistic motive for holding onto 
t~e Philippines with, "if it is commercialism to want the posses
Sion of a strategic point giving the American people an opportunity 
to m · · 

amtam a foothold in the markets of that great Eastern 
country f G · 1. "4 ' · · · or od's sake let us have commercia 1sm. 

m _The United States was indeed in Eastern Asia, whatever the 
othlVe. Whether it was there to stay depended upon three, 

per aps mor .. 
had d e, uncertainties: 1. In the nineteenth century Bntam 
th hone our fighting in that part of the world for us even oug "W 
Of ' e seldom acknowledged that our first century or more 

access to Chi . . · d 
phila hr na rested m part upon Amencan enterpnsc an 
. p n_t 1 opy and in part upon the harsher facts of British 
1m ena cont 1 ·1 
th" , 5 2 ro and exploitation, which we considered an cv1 
~role of Japan-a source of increasing concem 
•Howard K B 1 . . 

World Pow~r CB e,. Theodore Roosevelt and the Rw~ of Am.eTlca to 
the Progr ss" Ealtlmore, 1956), 178; Claude G. Bowers, Beveridge and 
A . e(Pt~e •ra (New York, 1932), 76; Foster R. Dulles, China and 

mer1ca ~nceton, 1946 ), 103• 
5]ohn ~- Fatrbank, The United States and China (revised edition, 
Cambndge, Mass., 1958), 253. 
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to Europe and the United States after the Sino-Japanese War 
of 1895. :~. The subject of this article-the intentions of Czarist 
Russia with regard to China and the presence of competitors 
operating in China. T11•ing to deal with only one leg of a three
legged stool obviously can't be done; but if the one is stressed 
to the slight of the other two, it is an emphasis that has once 
again, in 1964, become the most important. 

The official United States estimate of the situation in Eastern 
Asia flowert'd in the Open Door Policy of 1899-1900. Treated 
in the past as a policy of expediency, a policy without a future, 
the Open Door Policy has been refurbished and extolled by its 
latest investigator, William A. Williams, University of Wisconsin 
historian. Williams contends that the policy was soundly based 
on the premise that America's "ovenvhelming economic power" 
would givt' it an advantage over other interested nations; and 
that because the policy worked all too well it engendered 
opposition. 6 One need not accept Williams' amoral pragmatism 
to agree with his analysis of Hay's motives. In 1899 it was Hay's 
intention to follow up a British proposal of the previous year 
to secure equal application of tariffs, railroad rates, and port dues 
in all spheres of interest for all countries interested in the China 
trade. Pn!occupation with Korea and Manchuria led Russia to 
c·vade Hay's proposal, whil·e Germany acc-epted only on the 
condition that other interested parties do likewise.7 Even though 
Hay blandly chose to interpret silence as consent, it was apparent 
from the outset that the future of Sino-Russian relations would 
necessarily have much to do with the viability of the Open Door 
Policy. The Boxer Rebellion, followed by Russia's occupation of 
all of Manchuria in force, led to Hay's second circular note of 
3 July 1900, calling for great power observance of the integrity 
of China. Again Russia failed to agree. Significantly, later that 
same y~ar. ( 1900) an A_nglo-Gennan agreement, while recognizing 
the prmc1ple of the mtegrity of China made it clear that . , 
Manchuna should not be considered as a part of China proper. 8 

6 William A. Williams, 1'he Tragedy of American Diplomacy (Cleveland, 
1959), 43. 

7 Samucl F. Bemis, A Diplomatic History of the United States (New 
York, 1946), 984-85. 

•Elting .E. Morison (Ed.), The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt (4 Vols., 
Camlmdge, Mass., 1951), II, 1422-23. 
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In light of the recent Russian activity m Manchuria, 
prominent Americans in 1900 saw ruptured Ru~sian-Chin(·s.· 
relations as a danger not only to Eastern Asia but to world 
peace, and they were momentarily willin~ to subordinate their 
suspicions of imperial Germany to the interest of a tacit und(·r · 
standing on the part of the "Teutonic nations" to bring pressure 
to bear on Russia to desist from further encroachments on China. 
Andrew D. White, United States Ambassador to Berlin, confided 
to the Empress Frederick, widow of Frederick III, that he "hoped 
to see the day when Germany, Great Britain, and the United 
States would stand together in guarding the peace of the world.'"'' 
Theodore Roosevelt, Vice-President elect, who had seen Germany 
as the bete noire of the United States in the Pacific in 1898, now. 
in November 1900, saw Gennany in a more favourable light: 
and he tried to persuade his friend, the British diplomat Cecil 
Arthur Spring-Rice, that a strong Germany should be wclc:onll'd 
by the British as a necessnry ally in Eastern Asia. Roo~evelt was 
angered by statements in the English press which had interpreted 
the Op:n Door Policy as anti-English when "most emphatirally 
our pohcy has been anti-Russian rather than anti-English." 10 

Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan geopolitican and ardent 
expa · · ' · 

. _nsJonJst, agreed with White and Roosevelt. In 1900 he wal' wntmg . 
. a senes of articles to be published at the end of the year 

enlltled Tl p b · 1 
Po[" . lc To lem of Asia and its Effect Upon lntnnatw1za 

lC!CS Th h . d b .. I 1 • e sout ward drive of Russia, prompte y natura aw and ra • . . . . . 
south f " cc Instmct," must neccssanly encounter opposr tlon 

fort" tho the broad dividing belt between the thirtieth and 
IC paraJ)el " B d 

w · 5 · ccause the center of the Russian a vancr> as msulated f . , . 
land rom Interference by the sheer bulk of the Astan 
a d _mass, opposition would come on the flanks both in Chinn n Ill the M"d . ., .. 
on the 1 die Ea~t, in the fonn of a meeting of the mmds 

Part of th T B · · G d the United e cutanic seapowc>rs- ntam, ermany, an 
be allowed t!t~tes, plus Japan. Russia, Mahan believed, mt~st 
E A . each the sea and acquire a \V.aim-water port m ,astern s1a · but th . 

' ere must be a qzm/ pro quo : 

PAndrrw D White, A utob · D Tl'l · r 1 "' York. 1905), II, 195_ zography of Andrew . · uti' ( 2 \ o s., ,~rw 

1 "Morison, f_pl/f r.r of Theodore Roosevelt. I, 772, II, 1422-23, I !lRO. 
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In acknowledgment of their willing acquiescence m thi~ 

coast tenure, opening free communication into the seas of 
the world. the sea powers may reasonably claim [with?] equal 
candor of admission that the navigable stream of the Yang
tse-ki:mg is thPir necessary line of access into the laml, and 
the nucleus essential to the local spread of their influence. 
Like all arrangements here suggested, this reciprocal agreement 
should not be in till' nature of formal convention, but of an 

understanding; which is not arbitrary, but rests upon existing 
facts that rC'ceivc rPco~nition in a spirit of mutual concession. 
It carries the corollary that there shall not be established upon 
the bank~ of the Yang-tsc-kiang, hy fortification or otherwise. 
any military tt'nm.· by which its waters can be forcibly closed 
to thr~ sea powers.11 

The balancing of land and sea power in the dangerously weak 
Pnvironment of a hapless China would demand an enlightened 
realism on the pa1 t of the forPign powers and due respect for the 
difficulties facing the Chinese people as they emerged into the 
civilization of the twentieth century.12 Hence, in the third essay 
in the book Effat of .Asiatic Conditions, written after Hay'~ 

'second circular note, Mahan applauded the tenor of the United 
States' position implying our commitment to obtaining a solution 
for the Asian Problem in China; but he wanwd that that commit
uwnt should he gt·ographically limited: 

Assuming our resolution to maintajn our commercial rights 
and to exert influence in China by encouraging and supporting 
native action, though not by any assumption of authority 
or acquisition of territory, the valley of the Yang-tse is clearly 
indicated as the central scene of our general interest. . . The 
open door, both for comm£"rce and for intellectual interaction. 
should be our aim everywhere in China; but it can most 
ea.c;ily be compassed in this middle rerrion and there find 

::> ' 
the surest foundation for impression upon other parts, 
because there sea power can most solidly establish itself ... this 
valley is the decisiVI' field where commerce, the energizer of 

11Aifr~~ T, Mahan, The Problem of Asia and its Effect Upon ]71ternational 
Pol1c1es (London, 1900), 120-21. 

J2[bid., 104-06. 
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material civilization, can work to greatest advantage, and 
can most certainly receive the support of the military arm 
of seapower, ... It must also for some time to come to be the 
main reliance of the Chinese people in resistance to foreign 
domination as distinguished from legitimate foreign influence 
(italics mine) .1a 

For Mahan, then, the problem of Asia was the containment 
of Russia in order to give the Chinese the time to regroup and 
enter the twentieth century under what he maintained was 
the "legitimate" aegis of the Western nations rather than 
subservience to Russia. To that end, he was more concerned with 
upholding the first of Hay's circular notes rather than the second, 
and thus in agreement with the position taken by Britain and 
Germany in the same year (see page 5) . 

Not all the Roosevelt circle were so sure that Manchuria 
and northern China would go to Russia by default. Brooks Adams, 
younger brother of Henry Adams, world traveller, geopolitican, 
~nd congenital pessimist, was just back from a trip to Western 

urope, including Russia, in 1900. But for once in his life he 
was _anything but pessimistic about the future of the United States, 
particular! h · · · · E A · 0 th Y w en It came to our posttton m astern sta. n 

like !contrary, it was his contention that Eastern Asia weuld more 
loo~y dthan not fall under the sway of the United States; and he 
E e forward confidently to "vast prosperity" for this country. 

astern A· . . . 
Gre B . st~ would fall to the Umted States by manifest destmy. 
to ttld ntatn's poor showing in the Boer War revealed her inability 

10 her · · of e . posthon as a world leader; Germany was incapable 
xpanston · · d" l "1 Ru . ' except mto terntory a Jacent to her own; w 11 e sstan ad . . . . . 

As" 14 mtntstratton was too sluggtsh to act with force 10 
ta. Ada l 

Ada ms tad expressed these views privately at first to Henry 
ms, and th . h . . f 1900 en wntten t em mto arttcles in the first part o 

Hay's second circular note in July, 1900, had caused Adams' 
cup of confid · cnce to run over: 

·-··--···-
13/bid., 176-7. -

14Letter from Brooks Adams to Henry Adams. 26 Feb., 1900, Brooks Adams 
MSS. Houghton Library, Harvard University. 
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The news today a.'isun·s us all that you [Hay] ha\·e won for 
us the greatest diplomatic triumph of our time. No lh·ing 
minister, in the world, has done the like. . . I acccpt it as 
certain that but for you no immediate advance would have 
been made, and th:~.t finally the Russians and the Germans 
would have gained control. As it is we hold command in 
the East with possible consequences which I cannot measure, 
but which arc certainly greater than anything which has 
happened since 1870.1 ~ 

Brooks Adams believed that what was at stake in Asia were 
the great iron and coal resources of China; "some of the richest 
mines in the world" were in Shansi province. The only way in 
which the European powers could stave ofT American hegemony 
in the twentieth century would be to acquire control of these 
resources. Thus, while the United States could subsist on its own 
mineral resources for its domestic market; international leadership 
demand that it deny exploitation of the Shami mines to European 
powers. The chief risk to the United States would come from a 
German-Russian agreement to combine forces in Asia and exclude 
the United States. This prospect posed the problem of Asia for 
Adams: 

Our geographical position, our wealth, and our energy 
preeminently fit us to enter upon the de\·clopment of Eastern 
Asia, and to reduce it to a part of our economic system. And 
moreover, the laws of nature arc immutablc. ~v!oney will 
flow where it rarns most return, and investments once made 
are always protected. Evidently Americans cannot be 
excluded from China without a struggle, . . . The Chinese 
Question must, therefore, he accepted as the great problem 
of the future, as a problem from which there can be no 
escape .... 16 

On the fringe of the Roosevelt group, not a fully accepted 
member of "the club", stood the least abashed nationalist of all 
of the conservative intcllcctuals, Senator Albert J. Beveridge. 

'~Letter from Brooks Adams to John Hay, 17 August, 1900, John Hay 
MSS, Library of Congress. 

18Brooks Adams, Amnica's Economic Supremacy (New York, 1900), 
220-21. 
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\Vhile he was not as sure as Adams that the future of China 
would be shaped in accordance with American interests, he was 
equally insistant that the United States must involve itself in thl' 
affairs of Eastern Asia. In 1901 he took an extended trip througl: 
Russia, including Siberia, in order to get into Manchuria to sc't" 

at first hand what the prospects for the United States were in 
that part of the world. An expansive soul, Beveridge saw not 
only China but all of eastern Siberia as a potential market for 
the United States: 

Then [in addition to the European Russian market] there i~ 
Asiatic Russia, chiefly Siberia. Our sales to her arP 
inconsiderable. Yet all eastern Siberia, as far as Irkutsk, is 
our natural market. The Russian occupation of Manchuria (if 
Russia continues to let our goods in free and does not 
differentiate against us on her railroad rates) will double om 
trade there. 

He~e, then, arc virgin markets. Why not have them? ... But 
be It remembered that they arc not to be occupied by polite 
notes or banquet speeches. They have got to be occupied 
by ships, commercial agents, modern methods, the cxpenditun· 
of money; and the resourceful vigilance of a firm and 
comprehensive business policy.17 

I, S~d the United States would have to act! And the till,· of 
>even ge' b 

the R . 8 ook The Russian Advarzce expressed his thesis that 
usslans ' . . IT . I . I I . , .. a h . vere actmg, and acting e cct1ve y, pa1"l1cu ar y m 

oV.l nc una Th . . . . 
had d · e Russ1ans, ovt"r and above geographical proxmuty. 

an a vant · · 
did h age m dealing with the Chinese that other Westerners 

not ave N t I . I 
racial . · . 0 on y was there an absence of any attltuc P of 

supenont b . . . } 
their f II y, ut the Russian w11lmgness of wantmg to wlp 

e 0 W-n1en · Cl · was sensed and appreciated by the , 1mese: 
'But you . , . . . . . 
,.t . . see, cxplamc·<.l the Russian physiCian [to Bevendgc] ... 
J IS our 1" 

po 1cy to help the people among whom we have 
come, from the highest to the lowest. in every pos;;ible wa\" 
we can. N . . · · 

, · · othm~ pleases a Russian more than to help some 
otJwr prrson wh · · I h Ch" f I I . · o IS m nerd. Apparent y t e , mcsc ce t 11s. 

: 7Aibcrt J. Bl"vcridge, The R11ssia11 Advance (New York, 190·~), 206-07. 
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for, as you se(', they l"Oillt' on their own motion and very 
willingly ... ' 

Greater credit was given this sl:li.ement from having observed, 
again and again, in Sibcri:1, many instann·~ of the same 
personal kindness and hclpiul desire of the Russian nature. 
And so, once more, it appeared that . . . the hand of the 
Russian when opposed is a han! h::md; but when the oppo:;ition 
is crushed a soft, soothing, and even caressing handY 

Dissenting from Adams' v1ew that Russians were poor 
administrators ( Be\'ericlgc was a great admirer of General 
M. D. Skobcletr, who had crushed Turcoman opposition in Central 
Asia), he insisted that the Russians could deal with Asiatics bctlt'l 
than any other power. The Russian system of brutality followed 
by kindness both worked and was understood and respected by 
the Chinese: 

At <my rate, no man can deny that it has been successful 
wherever ('mployed; for be it remembered that Russia h<L' 
absorbed more territory, assimilated a greater number of 
different people, and fought more border wars than any 
modern nation; and that in the whole course of her ceaseless 
march there has never been a single serious uprising against 
Russian authority, once that authority has hcen establislu-d. 
That is a fart worth examining and reflecting upon.10 

The cvillt•JH'c of Russi:m activity in 1lanchuria, the num\)l'r 
and variety nf functions exercised by the branches of the Russo
Chinese Bank, and the vigoro11s Pxpansion of the Odessa-based 
Russian voluntPc'r fleet measured for Beveridge the cver-widenin" 
extent of tlw Russian advance in Asia; and it was his convictio~ 
that there was something to the rumors that the Chinese welcomed 
what was going on: 

It may he said, hmvl'\Tr, that the observer becomes impressed 
with a sort of atmospht·rp of Russo-Chines!' unity quite 

tiiJbid., 41; Be\'cridge cited formn Boxers workin~ as laborers on the 
Manchurian railroads who now expressed their ~atisfaction in working 
for the Russians: " 'We like the way the Russians treat us ... We don't 
know and we don't care who go\'erns the country. All we want is 
to make money, ... ' " Ibid, 53. 

1!1Jbid., 47. 
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impossible to intelligently analyze. Despite Chinese protests 
against the Russian advance and all the hostile words 
exchanged between the two governments, things usually come 
out as Russia wishes. Of course this may be due to the 
superiority of Russian diplomacy, backed as it is by armed 
force; but the rumors of a secret understanding between the 
two governments are worth noting merely to fill in the 
general picture.2o 

Theodore Roosevelt, not yet Prrsident, was inclined in 190 I 
to concede Russian hegemony in China. As he told Captain 
Mahan, American ignorance about China made it unlikely that 
op~nion in this country would countenance an Anglo-American 
~lhance _to withhold the Yang-tse valley from Russian penetration 
m the mterests of civilization and the future of Asia. All of 
Manchuria, all of China, was not worth the bones of an American 
marine in the eyes of the general public. It was indeed deplorable 
that the Russians had not withdrawn their troops from lvlanchuria 
after the Boxer uprising had hccn put down, hut who was to bell 
the Russian bear and proll:ct China? China had no alternative but 
to succumb to f · "TI · orce; or, as John Hay put 1t, 1e oprn hand wtll 
not be so co · · ·1 f Cl · k · 
I b , · nvmcmg to the poor dcv1 s o un ·s as the rmscd c u •21 I I 

F B. n a etter written later in the year to his f ricnu, George 
· ecker offi · 1 . . • S • 1 Ph"l· . ' tcta geologtst wtth the Umted tates Army m t u· 

ttppmes p l . . 
a · t ' "-Ooscve t accepted a China dommatcd by Russia a., 

VIC ory for civilization: 

From all I . 
G can gather I believe that neither Germany nor 

reat Britain 1 d h ld 
Pre la t e slightest idea that they could or wou 

vent Russia' · h · I h" k ·r outs"d s entermg Mane una. . . t m that 1 no 1 e powers · · 
R · Interfered Japan could at the moment gtvc 

ussta a stiff fi h . 
her li · g t in the far [sic] East, for I do n('ft bcheve 

nc of comm . . "b . . . ffi . I 
good d umcatton across S1 ena 1s as yet m su c1cnt y 

or er to b . 
mass ena le her to use effecuvely her enormous 

· · : · Undoubtedly the future is hers unless she mars tt f 
rom. within. But it 1s the future and not ·----

~0/bid., 102-03, 153. 
21 Mori~on, Letters of Th , . 

to .J\fahan express· eo1ore Roosevelt, Ill, 23. !'loose\·elt h,ad wntte.n 
f · h · lng h1s general agreement w1th Mahan s analys1s 

0 / 1evth·ntsf/m t (C, PVro1blem of Asia; William R. Thayer, Life and Lett~rs 
0 0 " ay .. 0 s., Boston, [c.] 1908), II, 369. 
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the present ... As you know, I fed that it is an advantage to 
civilization to have a civilized power gain at the r:xpensc of 
barbarism. Exactly as Turkestan has been benefited by 
Russia's advance, so I think China would be. But then I 
look at the matter from a rather visionary standpoint, and 
it may be that if I knew more of the trade needs between China 
or Asia generally and our Pacific slope, I might alter my 
views.22 

Brooks Adams, for his part, still ref used to share in the 
opinion that Manchuria, and possibly all of China, would go to 
Russia by default. He returned to print in 1902 with a sweeping 
reassertion that the future of Asia would be determined by the 
United States. The New Empire took the measure of all the major 
powers and found them wanting. The New Empire, dwarfing 
all predecessors would be the United States, athwart the lines of 
world trade like a colossus: 

The world seems agreed that the United States is likely to 
achieve, if indeed she has not already achieved, an economic 
supremacy. The vortex of the cyclone ['westward migration 
of the seat of energy and the center of mineral production'] 
is ncar New York. No such activity prevails anywhere; 
nowhere arc undertakings so gigantic, nowhere is administra
tion so perfect; nowhere arc such masses of capital 
centralized in single hands. And as the United States becomes 
an imperial market, she stretches out along the trade routes 
which lead from foreign countries to her heart. . . Supposing 
the movement of the next fifty years only to equal that of 
the last, instead of undergoing a prodigious acceleration, the 
United States will outweigh any single empire, if not all 
empires combined. The whole world will pay her tribute. 
Commerce will flow to her both from cast and west, and the 
order that has existed from the dawn of time will be 
reversed. 23 

But if these Americans, except Adams, were willing to write 
off Manchuria, and possibly all of China, to the Russians, Japan 
was not. Disturbed by the presence of 20,000 Russian "forest 

22Morison, Letters of Theodore Roosevelt, III, 112. 
2SBrooks Adams, The New Empire (New York, [c.] 1902). 208-09. 
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rancrers" in Korea/' which added insult to the forced disgmgment 

of t~rritory on the mainland of A~ia in 18_95: t.h.e Japanese sought 
and obtained an alliance with Great Bntam m January, 1902. 
looking toward the isolation of Russia from Germany or France 
when Japan chose to act. The Russians, for their part, correctly 
interpreting the Japanese intent, redoubled their efforts m 
Manchuria but confused the whole situation by sir:,rning an 

' evacuation agreement with China in April, 1902.~~ Yet, a year 
later Russia was still in Manchuria, and TheodorP Roosevelt, 
now President, was angry. In a letter to his friend Lyman Abbott 

1n June, 1903, he wrote: 

... I am having great trouble with Russia, simply because 
of the extra-ordinary mendacity with which we arc being 
treated by the Russian authorities. In this Manchurian 
matter we are not striving for any political control or to 
help any nation acquire any political control of the territory 
in question. All that we ask is that Russia shall do what 
over and over again she has agreed to do and shall not 
prevent the Chinese from giving us the rights for which we 
have fought in connection with the open door policy. We 
wish for our people the commercial privileges which Russia 
again and again has said we shall have ... but which China 
refuses to give because Russia threatens her with dire 
~onsequences · .. I do not know what action may be necessary 
m the ~ut.ure, but I wish you to be acquainted with some 
of the mside facts of the situation so as to be prepared far 
whatever comes up in the way of a new phase. 2n 

John Hay was equally disillusioned and angry with Russia. 
"Dealincr with a · h h . · . "' . government Wit w om mendac1ty IS a 
SC!e~ce · · · IS an extremely difficult and deliberate matter," as he 
put lt. Yet Hay had written off Manchuria and thotwht Roosevelt 

"' 
2·1 Raymond A ron C 

. D. 1 ' . cntury of Total War (Boston, 1955), 59. 
2'Bem1s :p omallc H" 

Russi~ and Chin •8story of the United States, 490; Davidson-Houston, 
a, 9 

2GMorison, Letters of Th 
"The Far Eastern p .eodore Roosevelt, III, 500-01; Ernest R. May, 
R•IWl- r apancse Wa .ohcy of t.he U~ited States. in the. Pe~iod of ~he 
( fanuarr. ]957), 34'5_5 A Russ1an V1ew," Amer~can. J:Itstoncal Revtew 
M. l · from th L May su~gests that Hay's w1lhngness to exclude 

anr 1una e t f h. 0 · d 
R . long h erms o t e pen Door may have encourage 

uss1a to pro er stay in Manchuria. 
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should do likewise. However, lw was not above allowing tlw 
(~ 11ssian ambassador to think that tl:·· Cnited States might be 
go:uled into joining the Anglo-Japanese alliance; and he had tlw 
subsequent satisfaction of negotiating an agreement with Russia 
opening up ports in l\Ianchuria to the United States and 
nmcluding a nc:w conmH"ITial treaty with China. Then according 
to Tyler Dennett, his astute bio~raphcr, Hay sat bark and 
·•waited for Japan to bring on the war." 27 

Unfortunately, when the Russo-Japanese War did break out 
in February, 1904, Theodore Roosevelt was deeply involved in 
Jomestic politics looking toward his nomination for a S!'cond term. 
His correspondance for ltte year reveals a grudging respect for 
the Japanese, an attitude which alarmed the Russian ambassador 
to Washington, Count A. P. Cassini; but Cassini was sure that 
the President's views were not those of "serious-minded Americans 
who deplored the President's adventurous J apanophile policy."~8 

Had Cassini known the length to which Roosevelt had gone in 
talks with the Japanese minister, Baron Takahira, he might have 
had even greater concern, as might the Chinese themselves: 

I [Roosevelt] then said that as far as I was concerned I 
hoped to see China kept together, and would gladly welcome 
any part played by Japan which would tend to bring China 
forward along the road which Japan trod, because I thought 
it for the interest of all the world that each part of the 
world should be prosperous and well-policed; I added that 
unless everybody was mistaken in the Chinese character I 
thought they would have their hands full in mastering it ... 20 

What Hay and Roosevelt were able to accomplish on behalf 
of China, however passive the role of the Unit~d States may 
have been, was to administer a rebuff to an ambirruous and 

b 

C"S~entially dishonest overture from Germany to write off North 
China to the belligerants. Hay, especially was quite aware that 
Germany had the unstated purpose of encouraging Russian 
dabbling in Eastern Asia as a means of detaehino- Russia from 

0 

~ 7Tylcr Dennett, John Hay: From Poetry to Politics (New York, 1934) 
404-06. 

~~!\fay, "Far Eastern Policy of thl' Un·ited States," 348. 
2DMorison. Letters of Theodore Roosevelt, IV, 830-31. 
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its entente with France, as well as enlarging German holdings 
In China.30 

After Hay's death m 1905, Roosevelt's pos1t1on became n~ore 
openly pro-Japanese than ever, but with a significant reservatiOn. 
The outcome of the war must not permit Japan to dictate the 
exclusion of American interests in China, despite what Roosevelt 
had told Takahira the year before. Just before his death, Hay 
had brought to Roosevelt's attention the sagging affairs of the 
American-China Development Company. Committed to build a 
railroad between Hankow and Canton, the company had violated 
its _charter by allowing control to pass to Belgian entrepreneurs 
whlle completing only 28 out of 850 miles of the road in five years. 
The Chinese had informed Hay in December 190'l that the 
concession was forfeited. Interpreting American prestige in China 
as being at stake, Roosevelt besought J. P. Morgan to insist on 
having the concession extended, but Morgan thought otherwise 
and withdrew-obtaining a 100% profit from the Chinese 
government.Jl 

That same year-1905-E. H. Harriman, the American 
~ilroad . builder, undertook steps to buy out the Southern 
h anchunan and the Chinese Eastern railroads in order "to save 

t .e CCJrnmercial interests of the United States from being entirely 
Wiped fro h .. 
b rn t e Pacific Ocean in the future." Japanese oppositiOn 

rought tl 1 · S att le pan to naught the followmg year. . ubsequent 
to eml pts to deal with the Chinese, the Japanese, and the Russians 

c ear the f Am . h . ra·l way or encan management of the Mane unan 
li 1 ro_ads, although backed by Roosevelt came to nothing with 
~an's death in 1909.32 The Japanes'e and the Russians went 
SOJb:d---
SlT~ ., 1099, footnote. 

c extent t h" h R . 
Russian is 0 w •c. .oo~evelt ~as pro-Japanese, cautious, or anti-
SOon to b revealc? m h1s Instructions to George von Lengerke Meyer, 
Prepared e appomted Ambassador to Russia -instructing him to be 
embass }0 talk over the situation with a 'member of the Engl_ish 
than { h rom whom Roosevelt had gained "better informauon 
except· ave ever gained from our own people abroad save [two 

•ons] , C "d . h B . . • "tl .Japan R · · · · ons1 crmg t at nta1n had a formal alliance WI 1 
appoi 't oos.evelt's reliance on British sources to inform a newly
Russi~ ed diplomat is indicative of his acceptance of Japan's anti
His L !1 role. Mark A. DeWolfe Howe, George von Lengerke Meyer: 
Roo tfe1 and Public Services (New York, 1920) 111· Beale Theodor~ 

seve t and the Rise of America to World P~wer '200-11: 
3 ZGr·orgc p K ' 

r J ·192 · en nan, E. II. Harriman: A Biography ( 2 Vo1s., Boston, 
c · 2), II, Chapter XVIII. 
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on to sign a convention in 1910 to freeze all other countries out 
of Manchuria. 

This brief period between the acqulSltiOn of the Philippines 
and the Russo-Japanese ·war found the United States confronted 
with the necessity of formulating a policy for Eastern Asia which 
would permit individual American interests to function in that 
part of the world, particularly in China. The terms of the Open 
Door Policy, accompanied by Russian penetration of China, marks 
the beginning of concrete Russian-American antagonism, as the 
economic interest of the two countries confronted each. other in 
Manchuria and northern China. At the turn of the century the 
"problem'' of Asia for the United States was the fact that we 
could relate ourselves to China only in terms of what appeared 
to be the inevitable clon1ination of much of China by Russia. 
The only apparent alternative to being frozen out was to ally 
ourselves with those nations capable and willing to interpose their 
power between Russia and China. But most of the Americans 
whose views have been set forth here realized that American 
opinion would not countenance anything smacking of entangling 
alliances in Eastern Asia. Brooks Adams alone thought that 
America could of itself forestall Russian domination of China. 
Hence the opportunity to try to bring about a China independent 
of Russia, probably at the cost of writing Manchuria off as lost 
to Chinese suzerainty, was not seized. Japan's effort to do what 
the United States did not attempt to do, in conjunction with 
others or unilaterally, came to grief in 1945, suggesting the wisdom 
of the American refusal to make the effort. 

In the 1960s the gray zone of the border lands of inner Asia 
has again become an area of considerable interest to American 
policy makers. When the Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic 
of China signed a treaty of friendship in 1950, thereby apparently 
slamming the open door shut for once and all, Captain Mahan's 
apprehension of "a politically effective" China, powerful in its 
own right, seemed to be realized. The United States found itself 
not only excluded from China but virtually alone and without 
allies in trying to stay in Asia, even on the perimeter. As the 
Chinese shouldered the burden of fighting in Korea, secured the 
withdrawal of the Russians from Manchuria, occupied Tibet, 
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imposed a border settlement on Burma, and invaded India, 
it appeared possible that the borders of inner Asia would 
in time be those deemed desirable by the Peoples Republic of 
China, and that China would go on to strike a modus vivendi with 
the Soviet Union regarding its northern and western borders that 
would confirm modem China's ability to handle her own interests 
in her own way. 

However, the disclosure to the world of the nature and extent 
of the dispute between Russia and China in the last few years, 
~ccompanied by Russian determination to maintain its influence 
m autonomous Outer Mongolia, continued aid t_o India, and 
acllcepft~nce of refugees from Sinkiang, emphasizes that China, for 
a o Its recently · · · · · · . acquired strength IS still not m a positiOn to 
wnte her own t" k ' · 1 

f Ic et on border settlements. Is it therefore, entire y out o the . ' 
question, however unlikely it may appear at the 

~oment, that the Peoples Republic of China acting in her own 
mterests might seek . ' 
w"th h' U . to set m motion some sort of rapproachement 

I t e ntted Stat h · 
0 t es t at would re-open the door to this country 

n erms acceptable to both countries with or without the 
concurrence of th S . . ' 
w · h . e ovxet Uruon ?33 If the need for a rnake-

eig t agamst the S · · · · · h · 
was . ovxet Umon m 1964 xs less obvwus t an It 

agaxnst Tsarist R . . J 
War) · . . ussxa m 1904 (before the Russo- apanese 

' It IS still pos "bl · Ch" might · . 51 e that m order to lock the back door, ma 
InVIte company in the front: 

'For the une'l<n 
This · h --l""ected, gods always find a way 

IS w at the gods did here, today.'34 

33The speech of Assistant 
1963 seemingly gave Se~retary of State Roger Hilsman in December 
than the Peoples R.ep t~f. Instigating role to the United States ra~hcr 
denied any alterationu fc of China; although Mr. Hilsman has smce 
1ntcntion of the Us ~h.U. S. policy was intended. Whatever the 
the overture. New y ~;k T.ma, as far as I know, did not respond to 

1mes, 12 Jan., 1964. 
34 Guy Wint, c;':...r:::l~ Sense About China (New York, 1960), 176. As 

1964 opens seem that President DeGaulle is prepared to assist the gods. 
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TWO THEMES IN BURMESE CULTURE1 

by 

E. PENDLETO~ BA~KS 

1.:-JTRODUCTION 

ONE oF the most fruitful approaches to the study of culture 
that anthropologists have tried during the last three decades is 
the structural approach. The key to the problem of accounting 
for the specific and diverse features of human cultures is seen as 
assuming that a culture-Navaho, Chinese, Frer.ch-has a definite 
structure and in devising ways of analyzing and describing that 
structure. If sufficiently objective and systematic ways can be 
found and the structure of a number of cultures can be analyzed 
and described, either the task of explaining cultural features has 
been accomplished or at least has been made easier. 

The structural approach has emerged slowly from the efforts 
of a number of anthropologists; sometimes it has appeared as 
a by-product of descriptive ethnography (as when Dutch 
ethnologists were almost forced into a structural way of thinking 
by the characteristics of Indonesia culture) ,2 sometimes as a con
sequence of a prior theoretical commitment {as in the case of 
Clyde Kluckhohn) .3 There has been no single line of d~elop
ment, no special school of thought, and as a result there is still 
no generally accepted terminology or collection of techniques. 

IA paper with the same title was read at the annual meeting of the 
American ~nthropological Associ!ll'ion in Chicago, November 1962; the 
present arttcle represents a. considerably expanded and reV'ised version. 
I wish to express my gratitude to the U. S. Educational Foundation 
in Burma and the Fulbright Program of the Department of State, the 
Graduate Council of Wake Forest College and the Public Health Service 
for financial support, and to Miss Katie Ku, Dr. Hla Bu, Dr. Khin Maung 
Win, Dr. Jane R. Hanks and Dr. F. K. Lehman for assistance and 
sul!"~estions. 

2See Rassers 1959. 
3C. Kluckhohn 1951. 
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Ruth Benedict was one of the pioneers in the field; in a scril:-; of 
papers4 she called attention to the need for a new approach to 
the study of American Indian cultures to supplement the con
ventional ethnohistorical and trait-distribution methods that had 
prevailed. Her research culminated in a book:; that broadened 
the scope of the new approach by applying it to non-Indian 
cultures and that incidentally appealed to a wide audience. 

It is certain, however, that the work of Benedict and many 
other structuralists was stimulated by the anthropologist and 
linguist Edward Sapir. Impressed by the fertility of the concept 
of structure when applied to language, Sapir made frequent 
suggestions about applying similar concepts to the analysis of 
culture, although he published no systematic body of work along 
these lines.6 In the background too was A. L. Krocber, whose 
lifelong insistence on the relative autonomy of culture had an 
influence on many.7 

Following Benedict's explorations a number of anthropologists 
proceeded to use the structural approach on a variety of bodies 
o.f data, usually making in the process some conceptual modifica
tions and improvements in technique. Gregory Bateson worked 
out an elaborate scheme in the course of studying a culture in 
New Guinea, contributing a demonstration of the desirability of 
separating cognitive and affective structures.8 Morris E. Opler 
s:lected a single insight from the structural approach-the assump
t~on that most of the details of a culture can be seen as expres
Sions of a limited number of themes or basic assumptions-and 
applied · · ' 1t systematically to several variants of Apache culture.9 

One variation that developed in the basic strategy of 
structural research was an emphasis on the study of values. In a 
sense th~ search. for the values of a culture is simply a search for 
~hose thmgs-objects, persons, behaviors-that the culture considers 
rmportant, a search that is implicit in any structural analysis 

4flencdict 1923, 1930 and 1932. 
vBenedict 1934. 
GSapir 1949. 
7See Krocber 1952. 
sBatcson 1936. 
!lQpler 1945 and 1946. 
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of a culture. In another sense, though, the introduction of the 
tam "values" introduced a new approach, if only because of the 
philosophic implications of the word itself. A whole new set of 
propositions suggested themselves, some derived from the age-old 
controversies among philosophers : what is the difference between 
bets and values? Arc such categories commensurable? Can values 
he studied empirically? Are values absolute or relative? 

Clyde and Florence Kluckhohn and their associates have 
pursued the search for values perhaps as assiduously as any.10 

They were responsible for introducing a number of ideas in this 
connection; for example, the concept of "value orientation" in 
which a culture is thought of as containing a number of value 
orientations, each composed of a mixture of assumptions about 
reality, goods or purposes, and positive and negative evaluations 
of behavior. Analyzing the structure of a culture consists of 
identifying and stating the principal value orientations of that 
culture. F. Kluckhohn emphasized the important point that most 
cultures contain more than a single set of value orientations, 
a healthy corrective to the naive assumption that a society 
can consist of a number of people who share the same out
look on everything. (This point has been clarified also by 
A. F. C. Wallace.) 11 C. Kluckhohn urged the desirability of 
separating the normative patterns of a culture from the behavioral 
patterns, and studying them separately; he showed convincingly 
that much of the confusion in studying culture is caused by the 
failure to consider these two kinds of patterns separately. 

So far we have been concerned mainly with the work of 
American anthropologists. To a great extent the structural 
approach has been the product of American thought. The British 
anthropologists under the influence of Radcliffe Brown and 
Malinowski have tended to focus on social structure rather than 
on culture; thus, when they talk of "structure" it is the ordering 
of relations among people that they mean, and this tends to divert 
their attention from the problems that Americans have been 

·preoccupied with. On the other hand, they have discovered that 
some social structures can best be explained in terms of the under-

toe. Kluckhohn 19H, 1943, 1956 and 1958; F. Kluc - d-.•. 
F. Kluckhohn and Strodtbcck 1961. \.\ \.\1 E Q F AD Vr ,1 • 

11 • w 11 1961 %\ ---- '>f· A.F.C. a ace . ~ \~,- l8'",l7'·,;. 
"'=' ( Ace. No .......... f. 

~-\' DntA .... ::1.1:1~1. 
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lying world-view of the cultures in question, and some o£ their 
work in laying bare such world-views has brought them close 
to the American point of view after all.12 

Another school of thought is represented almost entirely by 
one man: Claude Levi-Strauss, who boldly entitled a collection 
of theoretical essays Structural Antlzropolog)•.13 Influenced by 
Durkheim and heavily exposed to American anthropological litera
ture he seems however to have developed his ideas about structure 
independently. According to a statement in his volume of 
memoirs/"' he arrived at his position from an early interest in 
geology: structure in a culture is a hidden phenomenon that accounts 
for visible details in much the same way that in geology the nature of 
the underlying rock formations determines the soil, vegetation, 
drainage and other surface features. This position is not far from the 
one held by Benedict, Opler et al; what is strikingly original about 
the work of Levi-Strauss is the method by which he proposes to 
search for the underlying structure. He leans heavily on art, 
ritual and myth, finding in them the key to a culture. The 
behavior of men, he suggests, is a series of messages in code; the 
task of the anthropologist is to translate these messages, and in 
order to do that· he must first discover the code that is being 
used. He finds myths especially rich in evidence leading to the 
decoding of cultures, and has developed a brilliant technique for 
their analysis.15 

THE STRUCTURE OF BURMESE CULTURE 

I have been attempting for some time to apply the structural 
ap_proach to the study of Burmese culture, and the purpose of 
this paper is to present some of the results of this work. I am not 
ready to present more than a highly tentative and preliminary 
statement of some aspects of Burmese culture; the work is far 
from completion. There are many problems connected with the 
study of Burmese culture : inadequate documentation and the 
geographic remoteness of the subject are two obvious handicaps. 

t~Fortes 1959. 
13Levi-Strauss 1958b. 
tc~vi-Strauss 1961. 
1 ~Levi-Strauss 1955 and 1958a. 
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In addition there are all the problems inherent in taking methods 
that, like most anthropological techniques, have been developed 
in the study of relatively simple non-literate cultures and attempt
ing to use them in the study of a high culture. To give an example: 
if it is misleading to think of the least sophisticated "primitive" 
culture as a single unified whole, how much more bewildering 
diversity is one likely to encounter in a culture such as that of 
Burma, with its regional, class and occupational variations? How 
can one mind grasp, or one statement encompass, all of the 
significant variations in values and premises, theory and practice, 
that exist in such a society? These are serious difficulties and 
I would not minimize them; still the job seems worth attempting. 

One thing that encouraged me was the admittedly subjective 
impression that despite regional variations there is a distinctive 
Burmese culture. Many of the details of the culture, of course, 
can be found in neighboring countries, but the combination found 
in Burma is always distinctive. In religion, for example, there 
is a certain homogeneity throughout most of Southeast Asia; yet 
an experienced traveler who was set down in a Burmese pagoda 
would not be in any danger of thinking he was in Thailand or 
Cambodia (even without the clue of language). The regional 
variations within Burma are interesting and significant for close 
analysis; but Burmese culture is enough of a "great tradition" 
to retain its unity. It has been helped by such institutions as 
that of the pwe, the travelling show, which brings to villagers and 
city dwellers alike a mixture of drama, music and dancing that 
serves to perpetuate a standardized version of court life, among 
other things. For the literate, always a high proportion of 
the population of Burma, literature both classical and popular 
performs much the same function. 

While living in Burma in 1960-61 I had an opportunity to 
visit a number of pagodas and monasteries ranaina in time and 

' 0 0 
space from the well-preserved ruins of Pagan, dating from the 
11th and 12th centuries, to buildings still under construction in 
Mandalay and Rangoon. The architecture of these buildings and 
the arts of painting, sculpture, etc., that embellish them show 
a remarkable continuity over the centuries. To be sure there 
have been changes in style and technique, but the underlying 
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continuity parallels and demonstrates the conservatism of Burmese 
culture in general. 

It occurred to me that it might be possible to sec in the 
art and a~chitccture of Burma some clue to the structure of 
Burmese culture. There are obvious correlations between the art 
and some other aspects of the culture, in which specific traits arc 
depicted or echoed in artistic form; the pagodas arc full of religious 
symbolism, for example. What I had in mind was something less 
explicit, some general theme or themes that \•;ould be suggested 
by pervasive characteristics of form. 

Before long it became apparent that the art and architecture 
could be described by two sets of terms that are easily distinguished. 
Some features clearly could be described by such terms as simple, 
symmetrical, uncomplicated, austere. Others suggested such terms 
as elaborate, complicated, asymmetrical, even gaudy or grotesque. 
Examples of the first type would be the ground-plan and overall 
design of the square temples of the Pagan period, with their 
cruciform internal passages, four symmetrical images facing the 
cardinal directions, neatly graduated terraces, etc.; also the stupas 
found in many modern pagodas with a radially symmetrical shape 
and a general simplicity of design. Examples of the second type 
would be the grotesque statues of demons and mythical animals 
that are found at most pagodas and the proliferation of wood or 
metal "gingerbread" work on many religious structures. 

We arc not merely dealing with two different schools of 
architecture. The two types frequently occur together. Much of 
the statuary, frescoes and other embellishments of the Pagan 
temples must be classified with the second type, leading some 
observers to speak of "wedding cake" architecture, while most 
modern pagodas contain numerous auxiliary buildings, carvings, 
etc., of the second type. 

If these two types or styles of art are taken as representing 
two themes in Burmese culture it is not difficult to find expres
sions of them in other aspects of the culture. (Technically these 
are not themes in the sense in which Opler uses the term; they 
arc not so much "postulates or positions" as they are motifs or 
elements of ethos. They are non-discursive elements, to use the 
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terminology of Susanne K. Langer, JG whereas Opler"s themes can 
be stated in propositional, discursive form. It is expected, however, 
that ultimately these points can be stated more discursively, and 
the present terminology will be retained for convenience. The 
general motif of simplicity, symmetry, austerity will be designated 
Theme I; the opposite motif will be known as Theme II.) To 
begin with religion, which many regard as the key to Burmese 
culture, the Theravada Buddhism that prevails in Burma provides 
many examples of patterns that belong with Theme I. The 
doctrines aad rituals emphasize simplicity and austerity, while 
avoiding the extremes of asceticism and self-torture that arc found 
in some neighboring religions. Both monks and laymen are 
enjoined to avoid extravagance and intemperance, and much space 
is taken up in the scriptures with detailed prohibitions; the Vinaya, 
one of the three parts of the Tripitaka, is entirely concerned with 
monastic discipline. At the same time this school of Buddhism 
eschews elaborate theology and fantastic mythology (with some 
exceptions), basing its spiritual life on a series of simply phrased 
principles, the holy eight-fold path : right views, right intentions, 
right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right 
mindfulness, right concentration. The principal activity of a 
Buddhist should be meditation on the truths as set forth by the 
founder; and it is all made explicit by the relative austerity of 
Buddha images. 

For examples of Theme II, on the other hand, it is necessary 
to look no further than that aspect of Burmese religion known 
as nat-worship. The world is peopled with nats or spirits in large 
numbers and their propitiation occupies much of the time of the 
Burmese. The pictures and statues of nats always portray them in 
elaborate and fantastic costumes and surrounded by objects such 
as swords or tigers that are grotesque or frightening. Nothing could 
show more of a contrast with the calm, simple representations of 
the Buddha. The myths that accompany nat-worship are full of 
violent and extravagant events: poisonings, assassinations, betrayals. 
The myth concerning Min Mahagiri and Taunggyi Shin, the two 
spirits who are supposed to live on Mt. Popa and who are 
worshipped as leaders among the thirty-seven principal nats will 

1°Lang-er 1948. 
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serve as an example. They were brother and sister; the brother 
was a blacksmith of superhuman strength who caused earthquakes 
when he smote his anvil. An envious and fearful king plotted 
against the smith, finally luring him to destruction by marrying 
his sister. The king ha.d the smith tied to a tree and burned to 
death, whereupon the sister threw herself into the flames. The 
two spirits lived in the tree and brought death to all who came 
near; and when the king had the tree cut down and cast into 
the Irrawaddy River it was rescued by people downstream and 
carved into images of the spirit pair. These images were installed 
on Mt. Popa.u 

While much of nat-worship involves activities similar to those 
of Buddhism, such as visits to shrines and simple offerings of flowers 
or food, one aspect of the complex stands in striking contrast to 
the serene, unemotional approach to the Buddha. This is the 
practice of employing mediums, known as natkadaws, to com
municate with the nats on certain occasions. These women go into 
tran~es, speak with the voice of the appropriate nat, dance, sing 
and m general behave in abnormal fashion. One nat, for example, 
was noted for drinking and dissipation while on this earth; a nat
kadaw who specializes in communicating with him will give a 
dramatic imitation of a drunkard. 

Many other aspects of Burmese supernaturalism illustrate 
Theme II. Not all of these can be identified either with Buddhism 
or n~t-worship. The practice of alchemy has until recently been 
a senous pursuit in Burma and it involves unusual behavior on 
the part of the would-be al~hemist, to say the least. At one point 
he must allow himself to be buried alive for seven days. When 
succe~sful he can not only transmute base metals into gold but 
also hve forever, fly through the air, and enjoy pleasures of the 
flesh with compl t f d ls e e ree om. 

If we turn to the social structure and everyday social life of 
Burma we find other expressions of the two themes; and as in 
the case of religion and supernaturalism, they are sometimes care
fully segregated and sometimes inextricably combined. An example 

17For descriptions of nat-worship see Htin Aung 1962 and Temple 1906. 
1 ~Srr Htin .'\ung 1962 and Nash 1963a. 
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of segregation would be the explicit distinction made between the 
Tlzanga, or monastic order, and the laity. The nonnative patterns 
associated with the T hang a require (as pointed out above) behavior 
that is governed almost entirely by Theme I, and actual behavior 
conforms rather closely to the patterns. :Monks must avoid worldly 
pleasures and lead a quiet life; there are at least two schools of 
thought among the Thanga, however, differing mainly as to the 
strictness of the regimen that must be followed. But the differences 
appear minute to the outsider: should monks wear sandals and 
smoke cheroots? Does the rule that prohibits eating after noon 
include tea drinking? The laity, on the other hand, needs only 
observe the simple commandments against lying, stealing, taking 
life, using intoxicants and lascivious behavior. In practice, of course, 
many laymen arc pious and avoid ,..-orldly temptations as assiduously 
as the monks; but many Burmese are fond of gambling and other 
extravagances forbidden to the monks, and most Burmese take 
great pleasure in attending pwcs, or theatrical performances, which 
include low comedy, secular music and dancing, etc.-in short, 
expressions of Theme Il.10 

Other aspects of the social structure illustrate the themes; 
for example, the contrast between the simple, unsophisticated, 
relatively democratic social structure of the villages and the 
elaborate, formalistic structure of the royal capital. However, this 
kind of contrast seems to be inevitable in a peasant society that 
IS governed by a monarchy and little is gained by "explaining" 
it in terms of themes. 

A look at Burmese personality traits reveals a series of polar 
contrasts that fit the formulation of themes very neatly. Numerous 
observers have described the "typical" Burmese personality as con
taining a paradoxical mixture of two sets of traits. On the one 
hand, the Bmmese are described as beinrr cheerful spontaneous 

0 ' 
and carefree; on the other, as being sensitive, aggressive, cruel. 
Lucian Pye, in a recent study of cultural and personality factors 
in Burmese politics/0 lists a series of paradoxes in Burmese 
personality: gentleness vs. violence, need for controls vs. fear of 

1 °For a detailed and on the whole sympathetic description of traditional 
Burmese social life see Scott 1963. 

~OPyc 1962. 
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provoking others to violence, inaction vs. ovcraction, and analtde vs. 
awza. Analzde is an untranslatable expression often heard as an 
explanation of Burmese behavior that seems passive and lacking 
in initiative; it implies that one failed to act out of consideration 
for another, to avoid causing him embarrassment or loss of face. 
Awza means roughly the same as charisma; it is the power, the 
personal aura, of a natural leader, who incidentally will be praised 
for action that violates the rule of analzde. 

DISCUSSION 

If the structural approach has any value as applied here to 
Burmese culture it will be in the explanations it suggests and the 
questions it raises, both for Burmese culture in particular and 
for the theory of culture in general. I should like to discuss a few 
of these explanations and questions without claiming an exhaustive 
coverage. 

Why do we find these two themes in Burmese culture? The 
most obvious explanation is suggested by the fact already 
mentioned that Theme I is associated with Buddhism and Theme II 
with other forms of religious and supernatural belief and practice: 
Theme II represents a historically older stratum of culture overlain 
b~ an imported religion that embodies Theme I rather explicitly. 
History supports this explanation by dating the arrival of 
Theravada Buddhism in the heart of Burma during the reign 
of Anawrahta in the 11th century and by emphasizing the con
tra.st between the new religion and the corrupt practices of the 
An monks who were superseded, and by describing the efforts 
of Anawrahta to stamp out nat-worship. But a careful reading 
reveals that this history is heavily infused with myth; it represents 
a Burmese attempt to explain some of the contrasts in their own 
culture and carries the truth of symbolism rather than of literal 
fact. Buddhism (as other versions of Burmese history, as well as 
what is known of the history of South and Southeast Asia in 
general make clear) in various forms was introduced into Bmma 
long before Anawrahta, and the old religion was probably not 
as bad, nor the new religion as good, as the myth would have 
liS believe. Furthermore, it has already been pointed out that 
the cleavage between Buddhism and nat-worship is far from clear-
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cut, with expressions of Theme II turning up in Buddhist contexts. 
Thus, if the historical c..xplanation were accepted and we assumed 
that everything associated with Theme II is ancient and indigenous 
whiie everything associated with Theme I is modern and imported, 
we would be led into many erroneous conclusions about specific 
details. The situation is complicated by the fact that later importa
tions-for example, dance and the drama, most forms elating from 
the conquest of Ayuthia (Siam) in the 18th century-are rich in 
expressions of Theme II.~ 1 

A psychological explanation for the contrasts in Burmese 
personality has been suggested by Pyc, b:.1secl on the work of 
several psychologists and :.1nthropologists. The personality traits 
are seen as the product of certain incidents in the socialization 
process of Burmese children. Early permissiveness is followed by 
capricious vacillation between attention and indifi"erence on the 
part of the mother. The carefree boy is disciplined in school, 
and other events in adolescence reinforce the earlier experiences 
and leave the Burmese male, at least, with a mixture of generalized 
optimism and a. specific distrust of human relationships.~2 My chief 
criticism of this formulation is that it is based on hasty and 
superficial interpretations of inadequate data. In terms of current 
psychological theory it makes sense, but we do not know whether 
it really applies to Burma. There is also considerable doubt if all 
aspects of any culture can be explained in purely psychological 
terms. Often it is much easier to sec the personality of the 
individual as being influenced by the art, literature, and religious 
dogma of a culture than it is to see these sometimes ancient and 
enduring patterns as the expression of something as tenuous as 
the "typical personality" or "basic personality." 

Some light is shed on the problem, however, if we look at the 
two themes as representing not merely two historical traditions 
or two conflicting collections of personality traits but as two states, 
or conditions, between which individuals may move. There is, 
for example, the amok-like pattern of most Burmese homicide in 
which a previously qMiet, dutiful, even pious person suddenly 
breaks and lays about him with a dah (sword or bushknife) until 

21Sce Nash 1963b. 
22Pyc 1962. 
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he is subdued-or more likely killed. There is the interesting , ' 
pattern of relatively free alternation between the Thanga and the 
laity, whereby a man may enter or leave the monastery with a 
minimum of difficulty, undergoing drastic changes of status that 
in most societies would be either impossible or highly restricted. 
There is the fact that individual Burmese could and did move 
freely from the world of the village to the world of the royal 
court; many kings began life as peasants or servants, and there 
was no stable aristocracy. And there is the well known pattern 
of the individual life cycle, in which a person is expected to be 
worldly and indulge in behavior of the Theme II variety in youth 
but to become more pious and to observe the Theme I rules of 
Buddhism in old age. 

We might go further and take the position that most cultures 
can be analyzed as the product or embodiment of conflicting 
themes. What is distinctive about a specific culture is thus not 
~he presence of a paradox as such but rather which paradox 
Is emphasized. It is customary to analyze Western European 
culture in terms of the conflict between reason and feeling
~eason is displayed in opposition to faith, intuition or passion 
In much of European thought and literature and art, and the 
classic debates between philosophers, theologians and politicians 
are tYPically phrased in terms of this opposition. If my formulation 
of. Burmese themes is correct we would not expect a Burmese to 
thmk in terms of this opposition or to understand readily what 
some of th · · h" b e great controversies m our 1story were a out. 

_Much remains to be done before the structural approach as 
apphed to Burmese culture can be fully tested. A more detailed 
analysis f h" f 0 the culture must be made, searc mg or other express· 
f Ions of the themes that have been postulated as well as 
or other h 1 F 11 · 

T ~ • t emes, possibly even other po ar contrasts. o owmg 
LJeVI.,Stra } l . f h d folk uss we would expect a thoroug 1 ana ys1s o myt an 
. h tale to be illuminating alona with a study of the symbolism 
m erent · • 0 

b In ritual practice. The morphology of the language must 

I .ke analyzed to discover the classification of phenomena that it, 
1 e all la · · I Th" · · · li nguages, contains imphc1t y. 1s 1s a prom1smg ne 
0~ research. The fact that Burmese is morphologically very 
different from. Pali, the language in which Theravada Buddhism 
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took form and was presented to the Burmese, suggests an 
explanation for the changes that Buddhism and other Indian 
patterns underwent in Burmese hands. The goal is a deeper under
standing of Burmese culture and hopefully of cultural structure 
and process in general. 
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III 

THE RISE OF MODERN LITERARY MOVEMENTS IN 

KOREA: 1880-1935 

A STUDY OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INFLUENCES ON 

LITERATURE 

by 

CHANGBOH CHEE 

LITERATURE, AS an abstract and artistic expression of man 
and place, reflects and interprets society. The primary interest 
of this paper is to present and discuss the rise and the trends 
of modern literary movements in Korea, their continuity and 
growth in relationship to the underlying total socio-cultural 
conditions which seem, to a great extent, to have influenced the 
popular themes, characters, and symbolic expressions presented 
in literary writings by major writers of the periods. 

Modern literary movements in Korea cover a period of about 
fifty years, from l880 to 1935. This period roughly covers those 
years in which Korean writing is characterized by literary 
movements as such. In the 1880's the door to the Hermit Kingdom 
was opened to western influences for the first time. Under the 
impact of foreign culture and literary norms the old conventions 
of the traditional literature were abandoned. Korea's literary 
history from the 1880's becomes a series of movements reflecting 
the changing patterns of the society. By the middle of the 1930's, 
approximately by 1935, these movements as such had virtually 
come to a standstill because of the pressure of the Japanese 
suppression being exerted on Korea, especially on Korean 
intellectuals, at that time. 

These modern literary movements have been shaped by two 
powerful social and cultural influences~ one, the flow of western 
philosophical thought and its reflected influences in Korean 
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literary movements and the other, the turbulent currr-nls of social 
and cultural change within Korea itself. 

Korea's own social and cultural history during this period 
is characterized by her assimilation of western influences. Tl~ere 
is a marked tendency to compress and accelerate the vanous 
western movements into much shorter periods of time than we 
find in the maturation of the European and American literary 
movements. There is also the tendency to assimilate western 
influences as they become compatible expressions of Korean 
attitudes and sentiments arising from her own social and cultural 
history. This tendency makes Korea's modern literary movements 
frequently depart from the same order of development we find 
in the European influences on American literary movements which 
follow the European pattern fairly consistently up to W. W. II. 

The modern literary era in Korea began with the Enlighten
ment Movement. This was a period in Korean history 
characterized by a passionate but blind zeal for new things and 
ideas from the West. This first literary movement was followed 
by a second movement known as "National Independence" 
literature which expressed the struggle and agony of the Korean 
people in their efforts to achieve independence after Japan's 
conquest of Korea in 1910. When Korea's struggle for 
independence failed in 1919, the Korean intellectuals reacted to 
their despair and disillusionment which contributed to the rise 
of a third literary movement, Naturalism. Naturalism followed 
western deterministic philosophy and analytical or scientific 
thought about human life and social reality. The naturalistic 
literature was often expressed in the form of realism in style by 
pursuing a realistic interpretation of man and his world. 
Naturalism was expressed in dichotomous reactions to the defeat 
of the National Independence movement in 1919. One aspect was a 
cool, cynical approach to life that revealed itself in a decadent 
nihilistic literature; the other was romantic in reacting to the cold 
naturalism and to the cynical nihilism and was characterized by 
it-s romantic escape into the fantasy kingdom of the "White Tide" 
~-roup. In the middle of the 1920's both the decadent literature 
and the romantic literature were challenged by "Social Literature" 
:n which the writers expressed their social concern and self-
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involvement with the betterment of the society. This trend formed 
au ardent action-centered Proletarian literary movement which 
unfortunately, ended prematurely in 1935 under the external 
suppression of the Japanese impe1;alistic policies in Korea. After 
the tragic ending of this literary movement there was no well 
defined literary movement as such up to 194·5, the national 
c·mancipation from Japan's domination. 

Modern literature is synonymous with "new'' literature in the 
context of Far Eastern languages; new in contrast to old. The 
movement of ''new" literature in Korea was a series of rebellions; 
rebellion against the old traditional feudalistic life pattern and 
rebellion and protest against social and political adversity and 
despair. It is no surprise to notice that the modern literary 
movements began with the upsurging westernization or moderniza
tion campaign of the society. These movements played an 
Pxtremely important role in the social and political movements 
of the country. Korea, then called the Hermit Kingdom, was 
forced to open her doors to the outside world, following the painful 
Kangwha Incident which forced Korea to open her door to Japan 
m 1876.1 

The "open-door" brought significant changes in the society 
self-realization of her own backwardness and weakness, the crea
tion of a burning hunger for western style education, and the 
aspiration of the young generation to acquire western knowledg€ 
or new ideas to combat Korea's own backwardness. These 
influences formed the Enlightenment or the modernization move
ment which was then sweeping national sentiments. This 
modernization movement was formallr spelled out in the form 
of government decrees by the Kabo Social and Political Revolu
tion in 18942 under the leadership of Kinrr Kozonrr TaewonO'un 

0 O' 0 

and the premier, Kim Hongjip, in their attempt to rescue the 

1 Korca concluded (open-OOor) treaties with Japan in 1876 with the 
U. S. A. in 1882, with Britain and Germany in 1883, with Russia and 
Italy in 1884, with France in 1886, and with other major western powers 
5oon after. 

~It was the last d~astie reform attempted by the declining Yi Dynasty 
( 1392-1910). It mcluded such refsrm items as· denunciation of the 
ancient so~ial class . system of Y angban and Sa~gnom; prohibit.io~ o{ 
early marnagc: p•·actlccs as well as traditional family arranged marrtage 
system; penrussion for the reman-oiage of widows; prohibition of the 
Sh;~ma.n practice of the superstition cult; and tbe like. 
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nation and maintain her national sovereignty and integrity. This 
national zeal penetrated into every facet of the society and of 
the literature, quickly prompting young minds to gra.c;p new 
progressive ideas and to free themselves from old feudalistic 
ideologies. 

The first phase of modern literature appeared as the "new 
novel" in its structure and as the Enlightenment novel in its 
motivation. This Englightenment movement was led by such 
authors as Yi Injik, Yi Haejo, and Choe Chansik, all then ardent 
champions of western civilization. Reflecting the above-mentioned 
social and cultural milieu, new novels of these writers, without 
exception, created ahnost identical characters in similar themes 
and similar philosophies, such as: a happy ending for the young 
people who struggle successfully against the bondage of traditional 
social customs and go abroad to study; a western ·educated young 
man who is always good, right and victorious; the depiction of 
a contrast between father and son in their old and new world 
perspectives with symbolic dialogues between the age-old tradi
tional moral doctrines and the new ideas of individual freedom; 
obvious rebellion against the practice of early marriages imposed 
by the family-arranged marriage system; advocation of free 
association between the sexes and equality of' men and women. 
To illustrate only a few examples of the Enlightenment novels, 
T~te ~ears of Blood ( 1906), the first novel in the new style, by 
YI lnJik,. emphatically expresses these set themes through creating 
the leading character, Okryon, a girl who triumphantly carries 
out her ambition to study in Tokyo, Japan, and Washington, D.C., 
both capital cities of advanced nations. She and a young student, 
Ku Wanso, decry the old family-arranged marriage system .and 
~eco~e advocates of free-choice marriage at the end. Yi Injik, 
m hls most controversial novel, The Voice of the Devil, fiercely 
attacks the ?ld system of marriage by letting the leading character, 
Kang, an Ignorant common man, murder a nobleman. Kang, 
at the end of the story, exclaims that one of the greatest crimes 
he ever committed in his life was the crime of having sold his 
daughter to a nobleman as a concubine. He murders the nobleman 
as an expression of his new consciousness of his daughter as a 
human being deserving of humane treatment and equal status. 
Contrast between old and new ideologies was characterized 
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through all of Yi Injik's writings including his other major works: 
Pheasant Hill ( 1912), The Silvery World, and The Plum in the 
Snow. Yi Injik was followed by other writers of his contemporaries 
in a similar vein.3 Among these, Yi Hacjo's The Liberty Bell 
(\cservcs special attention because the leading characters in this 
novel arc all housewives. symbolically protesting the old concep
tion about women's status and inspiring emancipation of women, 
who toll the "liberty bell" for freedom and equality of women. 

From a strictly literary viewpoint, however, the "new novel" 
movement in this pioneer period was not more than a naive and 
immature attempt to produce literary works, only by amplifying 
or directly preaching national motives. Nevertheless, according to 
Lim Hwa,• a literary critic in a later period, we can not under
(·stimatc its lasting contribution as a transitional literature bridging 
between the old and the new : first, by adopting the descriptive 
style departing from the old traditional narrative style which, was 
mainly story-telling of the past; second, by developing fictional 
literature in contemporary settings with present-day problems and 
characters in contrast to myths and legendary stories of the old 
literature; and third, by bravely adopting the colloquial prose 
~tyle in Korea's own written language, Onmun,5 divorcing itself 
from the traditional Chinese verse style which had been the only 
acceptable literary writing in the past. It thus paved the way 
to the future development of full-fledged modern fiction and poetry 
in the 1910's which marked the second stage of the modern literary 
movement. 

The "Enlightenment" literary movement was superseded by 
a strongly nationalistic movement in literature resulting from a 
Pcaction to .Japan's occupation of Korea in 1910. As the title 

3Among them,_ Y1 Haejo and ~hoc Chanshik were notably outstanding 
!or the followmg noyels: by Y• •. The Blood of Flowers, The Liberty Bell, 
The Screen of Peon1es, The Voace of the Devil, The Devil-Chase Sword; 

4 
a?d by Choc,. The Beams of Autumn Moon, A Dream in the Spring etc. 
L1m Hw~, Shan Munhak Sa (A History of New Literature), Seoul Korea 
1939. (m Korean) ' ' 

'Onmun (f!teaning "\"c~nacular writing") or Han'gul (meaning "Korean 
letters") 1s a phonetic language consisting of 24 phonetic symbols. 
I 0 vowels and 14 consonants. This written language of Korea wa~ 
created and developed by King Scjong and was officially adopted by 
royal decree in 1446. Unfortunately, the importance of the Korean 
phonetic language was not recognized until the time of the new literature 
movement in the late 19th century. 
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. ('J'/u· l/cartlc:.s) publishl'd in I~JI/. 
ofYiK · . cl MuJonf!. ' · 1 . . wangsu s nov. ' a llcartlcss and heart-breaking penoc 
~ndtcatcs, the 1910's was Contrary to hirrh horx·s and 

th 1 . f I country. n 
m e ustory o t lC f 11 to the Japanese conquest Korea's 
strenuous effort~, Ko~ea ~ and independence from J~pan con
struggle for natiOnal mtegnty tl w \V I K . · , dccph' · · 11 after 1e · · ., orc.1 was , tmued to o-row and especta y, 1 . . t 
· . d o d cy and ardent y destrcd to regam 11er 
mspue by western emocra . . 1 · 1 
· d d . d · formed a strong nat10nahsm w 11c 1 m epen ence. Tlus es1re . 

fl d · h 1. tut·e as well as m all other facets of was re ecte 1n t e ttera ' 
th , l"f d this period can well be named the e country s 1 e, an 
"Independence Literature" era. 

C . extremely adverse in Korea. Japan 1rcumstances were . . . . 
deprived Koreans of many human nghts_, po!ttl.cally, econormcally, 
and culturally. To mention only a few restnctive measures by the 
Japanese military government-by the so-called "Assembly" law 
of 1911 the rio-hts of the press, assembly and free speech 'I.Vcre 

' 0 • , d 
eliminated; by the "Land ReallocatiOn ccree ?f 1910, most of 
the agrarian land was exploited by the East Cultivation Company 
controlled by Japanese firms; and, Japanese suppression was 
manifested in the usc of fear and in the exercise of brutality in 
making arrests of intellectuals with "Dangerous thoughts and idea:;." 

Amidst the adverse circumstances, major moods and themes 
in the literature of the 1910's were characterized by the desire for 
national independence and political freedom and liberty. The two 
most influential literary figures of this period were Yi Kwangsu 
and Choe Nam-son-Choe Nam-son through his poetry in the 
vernacular and Yi Kwangsu through his poetry and more 
importantly through his new style of fiction.G 

6Choe Nam-~n. started_ his literary . activities at the very early age of 
19 by pubhshmg a hterary ma~azmc for the young generation titled 
Sonyon or The Boy in 1908. Through this publication he established 
the use of the vernacular -in poetry, divorcing it from the Chinese 
verse style, and he also inspired the youth of the country with 
nationalis~ic . idealis"?. Yi Kwan.~su, a co!'ltc~porary of Choe, also 
started his literary life at an early age begmnmg with his short story, 
"To Our Young Friends" in 1914. As one of the most outstandinn- and 
influential literary figures in the history of modern literature in Korea, 
Yi continuously produced countless literary works up to the national 
tragedy of the Korean War in 1950, at which time he was taken north 
of the 38" parallel. He left more than twenty long novels such as, 
Mujong (The Heartless), Chaesaeng (Revival) Kaechokja ('flll· 
Pioneer), Hulk (The Soil), Sahrhang (Love) and· c~untless short stories, 
essays, poems, and literary critics. He is also credited with the usc 
of thr· vernacular and the Korean written lan~uage, Hangul or Onrnun. 
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The first prose work expressively directed towards inspiring the 
nationalistic spirit was a short story, "To Our Young Friends," 
written by Yi Kwangsu in 1914. However, the era of modem 
literature did not fully develop, in the strict sense of literature, 
until the publication of Yi Kwangsu's Mujong {The Heartless). 
Mujong or The Heartless, his first long novel, was the most 
important and epoch-making masterpiece of this time for this 
novel employed the new style of fiction writing with no remnants 
of the traditional style nor the age-old Oril'ntal moral preaching 
of reprimandinrr vice and rewarding virtue. As author, Yi Kwang:su 

b ... -

himself argues:' he established literature as an independl'nt artistic 
activity of artists rather than as a side-line hobby of leisure-class 
scholars as it had been in the past. Not only did he distinguish 
literary works from the form of religious or ethical preachings, 
but he also attempted to create an illusion of reality through the 
plausibility of his characters rather than maintaining the stereo
types of the old style of fiction. 

Mujong was the most symbolic expt'Cssion of the time and 
the society in that period. The reader meets various kinds of 
people in the novel; students, educators, farmers, landowners 

' ministers, evangelists and even socially ostracized Ki'saeng, or 
women entertainers, all of whom are equally concerned with the 
single goal of the country-national independence. There is a 
heroic and ideal type of social leader who is cmbucd with the 
spi~t of social consciousness. Serving as the ~rinc~pal o! the newly 
bmlt Taesong School, the first of the people s pnvate mstitutes in 
Korea, he delivers inspiring lectures every evening to student~ and 
common pe~plc. Tlus heroic leader is, . of co~rse, imprisoned by 
Japanese pohcc on the charge of subversive anti-Japanese activities 
and "dangerous thought" (enlightening Korean people for the· 

· 1 · • ) Th Ir nattona mtegnty . ere are equally social-conscious students, 
Hyongshik and _three other girl students, who finally go to Japan 
and to the Umted States to grasp new ideas of the West. The 
reader also meets a very attractive girl character Wolhwa a wo 

. • ' man 
entertamer, who characterizes a new type of equal and free woman 

7L: Kwangsu .• "A Critiqu.e on a Fiction Contest," Chongchun (The 
\ o~th) a hter~ry. magaz~ne, Seoul, Korea, Nov... 1917 (in Korean). 
!h1s was of .h1s 1mpress1on and critique on fiction w1itin~ after he 
J udgcd a fictiOn contest. 
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daring to expose her romantic love lor a stmlt-nl lrmn 

aristocratic family. 

an 

The "Independence Literature" as a utopian theme came ~o 
an abrupt close with the defeat of the Independence Revolt m 
March of 1919. This drive for political independence was crushed 
under Japanese anns, resulting in the death of 2,000 Km:eans 
and about 20,000 arrests. Idealistic dreams and promise of natiOnal 
independence and freedom collapsed and the people were once 
again plunged into cold human reality. After this time the theme 
of independence was rendered in the minor keys of either romantic 
escapism or nihilistic naturalism. The theme of political 
independence was not revitalized in positive tones until the period 
of socialistic literature in the late 1920's. 

Nevertheless, the "March 1st Independence Movement," 
(March 1, 1919), even if it failed to achieve its primary political 
objective, brought about new outlook and a new trend for modern 
literature in Korea. The impact of the Independence Movement 
upon literature was two-fold: one is external and the other internal. 
First, externally, it alarmed the Japanese government so effectively 
that Japan was forced to adopt an appeasement policy by relaxing 
the rigid military "fear'' policy in Korea. 8 Under a nrw cultural 
administration, a relatively relaxed policy, Koreans were allowed 
for the first time to publish Korea's own language newspapers, the 
"Choson Ilbo" (The Korea Daily) and the "Tongah Ilbo" (The 
East Asia Daily). Under such a comparatively favorable 
atmosphere, literary magazines sprang up as bamboo shoots after 
a summer shower, thereby giving rise to the name "the ·era of literary 
magazines" for the early 1920's. Countless young aspirants for literary 
fame were given a golden chance to express their talents and were 
able to organize various literary circles, after a long oppression. 
Indeed, many of the famed writers in later years made their literary 
try-outs during this period, such writers as Kim Tongin, Park 
Chonhwa, Yom Sangsop, Chon Yongtack, and many others. The 

'Immediately after the March 1st Independence Movement Saito Minoru, 
a civilian was appointed to the post of "Governor i~ General" in 
Korea, replacing the military man, Tcrauchi. Consequently, the military 
police system ':Vas replaced by the civil police system; Japanese 
."(ovcrnmcnt officmls and school teachers were prohibited to wear sabers 
with thC<ir uniforms; and local as we11 a.~ the central administration 
IJ'ircd somr- Korean advisors. 
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s•·cc)(ld influence of the lnch-pendl'ncc Movement was the internal 
or aesthetic. Literature itself established a new outlook expressed 
in the thcorv that literature should be a pure art in itself. This 
was in defia~ce of Yi Kwangsu's belief and practice that literature 
was to be used for the tools of social reform or enlightenment 
of the people. This "pure art in literature" trend was initiated by 
a group of young students of literature, then studying in Tokyo, 
Jap~m.~ They published their own Korean language literary 
magazine, Clzangjo or The Creation, in February of 1919, which 
accidentally coincided with the outbreak of the national 
independence movement on 11arch 1 of the same year. 1-bny 
members of this "Creation Circle" as it came to be known in 
later years, became famed writers. Their new con0eption about 
literature was faithfully explained by Kim Tongin: "Our aim in the 
Creation Circle then was not to write themes of social reform pro
~rams but to depict faithfully the reality of man as it is-his life, 
his problems, and his agony as man." 10 

The "pure art in literature" philosophy of the "Creation 
Circle" was influential in the third movement of modern Korean 
literature, Naturalism and also in the fourth literary movement, 
Romanticism. The Naturalistic movement was characterized by a 
tendency towards realism in style and naturalism in content. It was 
a transitional period expressing the developing maturity of Korean 
literature. This new tendency seemed to have emerged out of 
the reality of man's world and the deterministic philosophy of 
the period. Man and his world were no longer the idealistic 
dreams which had been ardently expressed in the literature of the 
preceding period. "The Sorrow of the \Veak," a short story by 
Kim Tongin in 1919 was an arrow dipped in the poignant poison 
of realistic naturalism. Elizabeth, the leading character in the 
work, wa~ a real person in real society, and she was a product 
of the social environment. Her seduction by a count was followed 
by the cold reality of pregnancy and abortion. The realistic 
ckscription of her psychological moods and fear was especially 

11The leading fi_8'.ures in t?e "pure art in literature" (known as Creation) 
group were; Knn Tongm, Chon Yongtaek, Yom Sangsop, !\fin Taewon, 
and Chu Yohan. 

tOKim Tongin, Kundae Sosol-Ko (A Study of ,Modern Literature), 
Seoul, 1939. 
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credible. Such works by the "Creation" group as Chon _Yongtaek's 
"Idiot or Genius?" ( 1919), "Certain Girl" ( 1920) by Mm Tacwon. 
"Poor Wife" (1921) and "The Trample" (1922) both by Hyon 
Chinkon, and "Lunatic Flame Sonata" ( 1920) and "The 1\-lad 
Painter ( 1921) by Kim Tongin and other works in this pc6od 
resembled very much Oscar Wilde's Salome for the aesthetic flavor 
and Flaubert's }yf adame Bouary•, de Maupassant's U 11e V il, and 
Zola's The Beast for their expressions in naturalism.n 

The most outstanding writer in the realistic style to express 
the naturalistic philosophy was Yom Sangsop. Especially, his short 
story, "The Green Frog in the Specimen Lab," ( 1921), presents 
a naturalistic interpretation of man, as we are led to observe a 
performance of an autopsy of a green frog on an operating tahlc. 
Yom followed this noted work with numerous short stories, in 
addition to more than ten long novels written in the realistic and 
naturalistic vein. 

Realistic naturalism already conceived in its own destiny a 
decadent tendency and it quickly gave way to a form of dilctant 
and often nihilistic literature. Following the failure of the national 
independence movement the young generation as well as all 
intellectuals in the society were suddenly thrust into an emotional 
state of despair, frustration, and melancholy. For instanrf'. 
Yi Sehmin, the leading character in "The Curtain of Mystery." 
a short story by Kim Hwan,1 2 decries the vanity of the twentieth 
century saying "I am more attracted by the ancient primitive life 
than by this so-called civilized world of today." And more 
eloquently, the following lines from a poem "The Sinking of the 
Sun"13 by Hwang Sokwu may exemplify the decadent nihilism of 
the period: 

The Sun has sunk and 

curled up in a cave with no end 

11 Some representative works o£ Yom· "The Green Frog in the Specimen·~ 
Lab.," ( 1921) • "A Gold Ring" ( 19'>4) "Telephone'' ( 1925) "Rice" 
(1927), :'The Nrw Year's Eve" (1922) "The Dark Night",(1922) 
"Two Afwds" (l930),"When The Peony'BiossomJ" (1933.). ' 

'"Kim Hwan, "Thr Curt.'lin o£ Mystery." Changzo (The Crrntion), Feb., 
191~, Tokyo, Japan (in Korean). ' 

1:•Hwang Sokw~•· "The _Sinking o~ the Sun" (poem), Pt~h'ho (The Ruins),/ 
July. 1920. franslatJOn by Y1 Hy'ongu "Modern literature: poetry 
in J,·a~Pa: lt.r Lnnd, People, and Culture of All Ages, Seoul, Korea, 1960. 
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A~ the evening clouds appear like mad 
Leper's foam. 

The Sun has sunk 
Amid the darkening eve 

Into the sorrowful heart nf a ma.id 
Lost in a wide field. 

The Sun is sinking 
As into the hollow eyes of a corpst' 

Lying before an alien Altar. 

Thus, literal)' pcopk lived in twilight and dark, yet p:1ssionately 
singing a mysterious chann of despair and sorrow. Such a nihilistic 
spirit was the overflowing flavor of the time. This despair of the 
literal)' people was expressed in their own magazine, Pt'h'ho or 
The Ruins which appeared first in July, 1920, soon after the end 
of The Creatiou magazine. The Ruins was initiated by a number 
of then rising young men of literature, all of whom ardently 
expressed a naturalistic and oftentimes a decadent tendency, 
recalling the French decadent literature of "Petits poems en prose" 
of "fin de siecle." The "Peh'ho" or the "Ruins" Group produced 
some strikingly nihilistic works including "The New Year's Eve" 
( 1921) and "The Dark Night" ( 1922) by Yom Sangsop and 
"A Wretch" ( 1923) and "A Society Offering Drinks" ( 1923) by 
Hyon Ch'inkon. This nihilistic tendency in literature was un
doubtedly a reflection of the time. Even after the "appcascment" 
cultural policy, Japan's gradual but continuing strangulation of 
Korea pierced into the country like an irresistible poison spreading 
over the body, numbing bit by bit. An example of this despairing 
attitude is Yom's "The Dark Night" in which he portrays an 
intellectual young man as exhibiting no ambition or purpose in life 
and no courage to even face life. The young man is held by an 
attritious inactivity of despair, waiting only for the mask of death 
to appear and release him from this world of life. 

Decadent nihilism in literature was not however the only 
' ' expression of the adversity of the time. The despair of the society 

was expressed also in another equally important literary movement 
-Romanticism. The cold reality of society and the deathmask of 
human life was not cvcything: to some authors there must be a 
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I • 1 d th tl er 51·de of the night screen and there must Jng 1t awn on e o 1 • 

be a warm bright and green pasture beyond the snO\~-co~cred lu_lls. 
Essentially, to ignore and even to escape frm~ r~ahty m rcactmg 
to the thea prevailing decadent nihilistic to~es m ht:rature, a group 
of young poets and novelists formed their ~wn Clrcle under ~le 
name of "Paekjo" or "The White Tide" wh1ch was also the title 
of their literary association magazine. Riding high on "The White 
Tide," they started to sing songs of white clouds and blue sp~ing 
sky rather than grey winter sky, life instead of ~eath, and bnght 
sunshine rather than the waning moon behmd dark clouds. 
Yi Tongwon, then a young champion of romanticism expressed this 
new attitude in his poem, "1 am Still a Youth" ( 1922) .14 

I am still a youth 
My future road is a blue sky 

of" ninety-thousand miles high oval 

My life is a red morning sun 
soaring out of the eastern sky. 

With such a high fever for romanticism and sentimentalism 
as this, numerous aspiring young writers appeared on the scene 
through the magazine, The White Tide, pouring out their escapist 
emotions into poems, poetry, lyrics, immortal love songs and 
romantic short stories, thus forming the fourth distinctive stage 
of modern Korean literature. The "White Tide" group members1 G 

were all young, in their early twenties, characteristically with long 
hair, and they were champions of the bohemian life flying on the 
wing of the immortality of love and life. 

. This aesthetic romanticism could not, however, completely free 
Itself from the grim overtones of decadent or nihilistic pessimism, 
underlying the morbid desire to escape from human reality. Out 
of the. two trends of the early 1920's; namely, the nihilistic 
naturahsm school and the romanticism school, literature turned 
to the fifth literary trend around 1923. The new trend was 
distinguished by its reassertion of the role of literature in society. 

HTranslation by the writer of this paper. 
tr.Major figures of the group were: Yi Tongwon Yi Sanghwa Park 
Ghon~hwa and Park Yonghi. Some of their vlcll-known poetry is: 
"To My Chambre," "To A Dream-world" by Li Sanghwa · "A Prruise 
for Death" by Chonghwa; and "A Golden Tower of niusion" and 
"The Ward in Moon Beams" by Park Yonghi. 
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This time, it was not a literature of inaction as the immediately 
preceding pe1iods had been, but it became an action-inspired and 
positive literature. This new trend was a decided revolt against 
the glim naturalism and decadent romanticism of the past. The 
new direction in literature was a positivism arising from a negation 
of nccration in its mood and in its spirit. This new literary movc-o 
ment was later 1-cferred to as the "New Trend" literature which 
became the predecessor of the politi•ally oricmed proletarian 
literature. 

The socialistic literature of the "New Trend'' first appeared 
in the group of "Yomgun Sa" (The Torch-flame Society) in 
November of 1922. The Society was initiated by some young 
militant socialistic writers and poets of the "White Tide" Group.16 

Divorcing themselves from the pure romantic philosophy of 
literature of the "White Tide," the newly formed Society staged 
a rather obviously pronounC"ed campaign for socialism in literature 
with their tenet which read, "The objective of the 'Yomgun Sa' 
is to study and to promote the culture and arts of the people 
towards liberation of the proletarian class." The young writers of 
the "Yomgun Sa" Group quickly formed their own literary organ, 
the Yomgun (The Torch-flame) through which they asserted the 
role of literature to be an important promoter of' the proletarian 
class struggle. The Society thus paved the road to the "New Trend" 
Literature. 

The "New Trend" Literary movement seemed to have 
reflected the general social sentiments towards socialistic movements 
in the early 1920's. It was in this period that socialistic activities 
swept Korea attempting to inspire the masses for a proletarian 
unity against the capitalistic and imperialistic infiltration of Japan 
in Korea. This resulted in the organization of various front-line 
groups,17 to combat capitalism and to promote a social class con
sciousness in the masses, rather than to escape into sentimentalism. 

lOSome i~itiators of the "Yomgun Sa" were Cho Myonghi, Han Soi~:a, 
L~e K~r.ong, Song Yong, Pa~k Schyonfl', Park Palyang, Kim PokJm, 
K1m KIJm, Park Chongwha, Y1m Chong-Jae, Lee Y-iksang, Ryang Myong. 

lTThe Korean Communist Party (formally called The Korean Revolution 
Party) was formed in 1920 in Shanghai; The Shinkanhoe or the New 
Stem Association as a unified Independence Front Organization was 
organized in 1927; The Proletarian Comrade Federation in 1922; The 
Proletarian Youth Organization in 1922; The Laborer Federation in 
1922; and the Korea Labor Cooperative Association in 1922. 
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Amidst this new ideolo(l'ical setting, the "New Trend" litera
ture became heavily charg:d with the philosophy of socialist~c 
actions and social revolution. Several members of the romantiC 
"White Tide" group, notably Kim Ki jin, Park ~ onghi, 
and Park Chonghwa denounced the escapist tendenc1es of 
the Romantic movement and stood at the forefront of 
the "New Trend" movement. They began to fire theoretical 
attacks, through their literary organ Kaebyok or the Beginning, 
the successor of the Yom-gun, on the romantic and nihilistic 
literature.13 Literary arguments of the "New Trend" were 
mainly centered upon the purpose of literature as reflected in its 
slogan, "What is literature for?" For instance, Park Chonghwa, 
in his literary essay, "A Critique on Social Class Literature" ( 1924), 
which appeared as the statement on his withdrawal from the 
"White Tide" group, charged that the romantic, nihilistic and 
naturalistic literary groups were all the reflection of their bourgeois 
ideology and were no more than "ivory towerish" poets or life
less "mentally sick" souls who disregarded the reality of the world 
and the needs of the masses. And Kim Kijin defined their new 
direction literature as "a literature for revolution literature of 

' struggle, literature of strength, and literature of action." These 
heated attacks on the old bourgeois literary groups were soon to be 
followed by several others of the "Kaebyok" magazine members.10 

The "New Trend" literature was characterized by its theme 
0~ extreme poverty of the lowest. social bracket people and one 
kmd or ~nother of revolt against adversity, which was often 
expressed m the form of destructive violence and murder or arson. 
Hopelessly caught in th h · f · · ed e c runs o desparr, the soc1ety was fore 
to break loose and to be free from adverse situations. The "New 

tBThc Kaebyok magazine h 
out in the fall of 1~2 t e organ of the "New Trend" group, came 
Notable writers of th' 3• soon after the close of the "White Tide':. 
Park Chonghwa Cho:s snew group were: Kim Kijin, Park Yonghl, 
Especially sec their l't ohae, Yi Posok, Yi Iksang, and y.j Kiyong. 
Liter:tturc' of Tomo~~~IJ essays such as: ,:'Literature of To~ay a~ 
( 19? 3) by Kim K ... ' ( 1924) and Promenade Senttmcntal 
"A -Critique on Soci~nb and :'The Shattered Pieces" ( 1923) and 

. . ass Literature" ( 1925) by Park Chonghwa. 
H'Notablc. css.~ys ~~ ~Is vein were: Yim Chdngjae, "A Letter to our 

Prolctar:ats ( 19- 3)' Ryang Myong, "The Class Ideology in Literature 
and the D<'chnc of ~he Neutrality Groups" ( 1923). In the field of 
short story repre-sentative ones were: Choe Sohae, "A :Memoir of Escape" 
( 19.25), Lee Kiyong. A Story of Mouse" ( 1925). 
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Trend" Literature created characters full of vigor, the will of 
;1ction, and fierce hatred of existing social injusticcs.20 These 
rhar:J.clt:rs showed a good contrast to the pale young man com
lllonly used in the old literature of decadent nihilism such as the 
character referred to earlier in "The Dark Night" by Yom Sangsop 
in 1921, who curses himself as an intcllcctu::J.I prostitute and who 
murmurs to himself that he does not even have courage enough 
to kill himself. 

Strictly from a literary point of view, however, the "New 
Trend" Literature was so heavily coated with socialistic ideologies 
that it looked as if it were a series of soap operas thickly larded 
in slogans and propagandistic theories of socialism rather than 
literature. To illustrate with one or two examples, Park Yonghi's 
short story "The Struggle" concludes with a shouting of "All the 
proletariats in the world arc comrades" and in the same vein, 
in his "The Event," condemning the corruption of society which 
forced the leading girl character into prostitution, news reporters 
shout, "Yes, that's it. Let's smash the bourgeoisies!" A more radical 
example was "The Madness" ( 1925) by Yi Iksang in which a 
young middle-class man, Yongsun embezzles his company's money 
only to toss it up into the air at cafes and on the streets. This 
madness was a defiant renunciation of the evil of money in 
capitalism. 

Such violent and destructive moods of the "New Trend" 
Literature of the 1920's cast one of the most interesting and con
troversial topics in the history of Korean literature in later years. 
Since the "New Trend" Literature was the immediate predecessor 
of the Proletarian literature of communism, the communistic 
interpretation by North Korea today is particularly worthy of 
mcntitm. Communist critics of North Korea today seem to agree 
that the "New Trend" period was a necessary evil of transition 
towards today's proletarian literature in Korea. But they admit 
the fact that the "New Trend" Literature was very much 
anarchistic in its content and destructive in its character with no 

20Among many, the Following were expressive in the line of the "New 
Trend" thc:-mcs: "The Death of a Young Idealistic Man" (1925) and 
"Red Mouse" (1925) by Kim Kijin, "The Escape" (1925) by Choc 
So hac; "The Murder" ( 1925) by Chu Yosop; "Starvation and Slain." 
( 1925) by Choc Haksong; "The Struggle" ( 1924) by Park Yongh1; 
and "The Madness" ( 1925) by Yi Iksang. 
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. l'hus that literatun: only definite directions to guide its society. , . 
. d b ·s ideol<X!Ics of th1: incited the passion to destroy the ol ourge01 . '=: 

. · . · rsm m Korea. On society and to denounce the Japanese Impcna I . . d 
· · ·. nd histonans dden the other hand today's commumst cntlcs a · 

. ' b · · 1 1 tcomings and faults of the 1920's literature y rcviewmg t 1c s 1or . . 
the "New Trend" Literature. They arc to be viewed as mevJtable 
reflection of the society in the early 1920's; namely, the lack of 
solid proletarian class consciousness among the. peasants . and 
workers in Korea. Therefore, their spokesmen, artists and wnters, 
were merely progressive intellectuals of the petit-bourgeois middle
class, not the workers and peasants themselves. The writers of thl' 
"New Trend", thus, tended to be rather theoretical and senti
mental, aloof from reality of the masses.21 

Despite its short two-year life span and its shortcomings, the 
"New Trend" Literature made a very significant contribution in 
two respects: one was that it ignited heated debates among different 
schools of literature on the question of the purpose of literature, 
a debate which later reached the peak in the Proletarian literature 
era; and the other was that it laid milestones for the route of the 
Proletarian literary group. This Proletarian group became firmly 
established by 1925, following the organization of The Korean 
Artists' Proletarian Federation (commonly referred to as KAPF) 
in July of 1925. The KAPF was organized by several former "NCM' 
Trend" members22 who had realized the importance of political 
party affiliation. 

The major difference between the "New Trend" movement 
and the sixth stage, the Proletarian movement, was to be found 
not in the philosophies and purpose of literature, but in the new 
emphasis of th~ latter on the necessity and importance of organiza
tional power m literary activities under a unified command of 
political party or front-line political organizations. Thus, the pro-

~ 1 For r~fcrencc, sec Kim Myo~gsu's essay, "The 'New Trend' Group as 
the First Stage of the Prolctanan Literature in Korea" and Shin Kuhyon, 
"The J;<.APF in the stru~glc against the Bourgeois Reactionary Literature." 
Doth m The Revolutionary Tradition of our Literature, Pyongyang, 
North Korea, 1956, Pp. 128-154, Pp. 42-90 respectively. {in Korean). 

22The ~nitial m~mbers ~f the. Prol~~~rian literature group were: Kim 
Hyongwon •. Kim Bok]m, Krm KIJm, Yi Iksang, Park Yonghi, Ahn 
Sokchu, Kim Ok, S?ng Yang. Cho Myonghi, Yi Kiyon'( and a few 
others. They bcga!l m January of 1926 the organ magazoine, Munj•e
Undong or the Lzterary Movement. 
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Ictm·ian group utilized literature as a means for political party 
actiVIties. Such a shift towards organizational importance in 
literature was clearly stated by Park Yonghi's essay, "The 'New 
Trend' Literature and the 'Proletarian' Literature" ( 192i). The 
role of literature in society was definitely defined as a force to 
promote class consciousness and class struggle collectively rather 
than individually. Similar argumentsz3 followed by many other 
writers who fiercely argued that literature must be pursued with 
a content of the proletarian class ideologies and with the Marxian 
perspectives of the world, as stated in the new 1927 charter of 
KAPF that the principal task of KAPF was to promote and pursue 
"the historical inevitability of the Marxism in the struggle of the 
Proletarian class." 

The radical move towards a unification of progressive writers 
and artists under one command of KAPF in 1925 and the 
subsequent re-organization of KAPF in 1927 evidently reflected 
their determination of the proletariats' struggle. They were 
convinced that Korea's political, economic, and social independence 
could not be achieved without a final and permanent victory of 
the proletarian class under one strong united-front organ of the 
literature of resistance. A similar trend towards united-front 
movements also permeated in various labor and political organiza
tions-labor and peasant unions were united under one command 
of The All-Korean Federation of \Vorkers and Peasants' Unions 
in 1925. Also varim1s local communist groups were united into 
one single party operation of The Korean Communist Party in 
1925. 

Under such a strong emphasis on the organizational unity 
of literary writers and artists, the Proletarian literary group 
(KAPF) soon started publishing organ magazines, The Literary 
Movement for KAPF in 192624 and The Third Front Line for the 

23See Han Solra ... "A Declarati~n ,~f Proletarian Literature" (1926) and 
Cho My~mgh1, A Profile of L1fc (19?6) both in The Chosen ]i Kwang 
(The L1ght !lf Ko~ea) · Al~,o see Lim Wha, "An Introduction to a 
Purpose-consciOu~. L1tera~~re, ~~osen Ilbo (Korea Daily News), May, 
1927; Yun l<:iJOng, Creativity of the Proletarian Literature," 
Chason Ilbo, Oct., 1927. 

24The Literary Movement ~Munhe~ Undong), the official organ magazine 
of the KAPF was pubhshed With a sub-title of "The Organ of the 
Korean Proletariats" in Tokyo, Japan by several initial members of 
the KAPF then in Tokyo. But the organ was banned by the Japanese 
authority immediately after the first issue and was never circulated. 
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Tokyo Branch of KAPF in 1927 and establisl~ng v~rious cult~ral 
front-line groups. The keenest interest of th~ KAPF m tha~ penod 
was the question of how to instill proletanan class con.sct~usness 
in the peasants and in the factory workers through t~e1r hte~ary 
and other cultural activities. The KAPF promptly orgamzed vanous 
front-line organs including The Mass Flags in 1930, and The Mass 
in 1932 two powerful maaazines for the mass workers and the 

' 0 

peasants, along with the organization of a theatre group, "The 
New Construction" in 1931. Most of the members of the KAPF 
later came to play extremely important roles in establishing 
communistic literature in North Korea after the end of W.Vv. II., 
even though some of them were purged in the 1950's in North 
Korea, after the Korean 'War, including Lim W'ha, Cho Ilmyong, 
Sol Chongshik, and Lee Seungyop. 

From a literary point of view, the Proletarian literature of 
the KAPF group showed its own distinctive features in the 
following three areas: first, it emphasized the contents of literature 
more than the forms or beautiful articulation of writing; second, 
it tended to be more analytical and more descriptive than 
emotional or naively idealistic in presenting social and human 
problems; and third, it attempted to create characters in novels 
as representatives of their own peasant or workers' class with their 
own feelings, emotions, their own real language, and their own 
thinking with positive directions in contrast to the petit-Bourgeois 
type of characters of the middle-class intellectuals in the "New 
T•·"•1d" L't 0 

· · · 1 crature. n these lines, the KAPF produced some 
excellent and powerful works of "resistance literature" including 
Cho ~yonghi's The Rakdong River ( 1927), Han Solya's "The 
Transl~onal Period" ( 1929), Han Solya's "Wrestling" ( 1930), 
Lee Klyong's The Farming Village ( 1930), The Field Fire ( 1929), 
a~d also Lee's The Homeland ( 1932), all of which vigorously dealt 
Wlt~ t?e. d~terioration process of the peasants under the gradual 
capltahstic m~asion in the form of agricultural exploitation. Besides 
the peasant hterature, Lee Bukmyong, a factory worker himself, 
successfully pursued proletarian literature with such outstanding 
fictions as "3 A.M.", "A Factory Town," and "An Ammonia 
Factory." 

Not only in the field of novels and short stories but also in 
the fields of poetry and drama, the KAPF produced some active 
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figures such as; Park Palyang, Kim Changsul, Lim Wha, Kwon 
Hwan. Park Seyong, and Song Yang, all of whom pursued 
enthu~iastically highly passionate and agitative proletarian fe1vor. 

The most interesting and even constmctive phenomenon in 
the era of the Proletarian literature, from about 1926 to 1934, was 
the persistent competition and literary stimulation between different 
remnants of previous schools of literature in the fmm of lively 
contests for supremacy in issuing essays and fiction one after another. 
thereb)' creatin(T a rroldcn era in literature. As the Proletarian 

"' "' literature group rode on the high tide of the literary trend, other 
already cst;:blished writers clashed head-on with the monopoly of 
the Prokt:ui:m litera1y group. In defiance of the politically 
affiliated socialistic literature of' the KAPF, the naturalistic literary 
group, under the command of Yom Sangsop and Chon Yongtaek, 
maintained their position of the superiority of literature above 
political ideologies, while the nationalistic group, flocked under the 
leadership of Li Kwangsu and Choe Namson, persisted in the 
slogan of "Let's Return to Kor•ea's Korea." The nationalistic group 
concentrated their efforts upon historical literature~5 emphasizing 
the glories of the past histmy of Korea and upon revival of "Shijo," 
Korean classical poetly. ~ 6 

The hostile competition between these divergent literary groups 
yielded to the m-called "Compromise" group or the "Middle-road" 
group, called "The New Stem Associated (Shin Kan-hoe)" in 
1926, under the command of Yang Chudong. This third power 
group, with its literary magazine, The Literary Perspectives (Mun
dan Cho11-mang), proposed a unification of all writers under one 
common cause of' anti-Japanese literature. Its partly successful 
merit was seen in the rise of nationalistic literature with great 

~ 5Som~ representative writers an_d thei~ works. are: The Sorrow of Prince 
Tan_chonf! (1932) and Admzral Lz Suf!slun (1933) by Li Kwangsu; 
Spnng at Palace Unhyon (1932) by K1m Tong-in; and The Story of 
the Great Robbery (1933) and The Black Head Wear (1934-) by 
Yun Baeknam. 

2GThe "Shijo" was originated in Korea in the middle of the 14-th century 
and !t d!-!velo~ed i!s literary sophistication through many centuries, 
reachmg 1ts he1ght m the 17th and 18th centuries. It ois simple and 
concise, a stanza of three verses, expressing simple "popular" emotions 
of Korean people. The group of "Shijo" revival in the late 1920's was 
Jed by Son Chintae, Li Pyongki, Cho Un, Choe Namson, and a 
few others. 
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emphasis on the importance of the peasants in the maintainance of 
the life of Korea. Such works as Yi Kwangsu's The Soil ( 1932) 
and Shim Hun's The Evergreen Trees ( 1934) and The Etemal 
Smile ( 1932) resulted from this effort. 

The reign of the Proletarian literary group over other gro~ps 
during 1926 to 1935 in Korea was almost an inevitable reflectiOn 
of the then sweeping inclination of the society towards socialism. 
International socialism made a strong appeal to almost every 
intellect in that period and this was the case especially among men 
of literature. Even non-KAPF members showed in their works 
great sympathy for the socialistic ideology.27 

Unfortunately, this stimulating out-put in Korean literature 
was soon blocked by the Japanese revival of stringent imperialistic 
policies in Korea. Even such a powerful group as the KAPF was 
forced to rapidly dissolve as a dominant literary force from 1931 
on because of this renewed Japanese cultural suppression. Soon 
after the 1.fanchurian Incident in June, 1931, Japan's suppression 
of Korean intellectuals suddenly became sevePer by their issuing 
orders and decrees to dissolve all socialistic as well as nationalistic 
organizations in Korea with the charge of the so-called "dangerous 
thought and ideas." The first blow on the KAPF came in June of 
1931, almost at the same time as Japan's military invasion into 
Manchuria. A sudden police raid arresting some seventy important 
staff members of the Proletarian literary group (KAPF) on the 
charge of illegal possession of the magazine, The Proletariats, then 
banned in Korea. Other raids of secret underground meetings in 
succeeding years caused external as well as internal disintegration 
in the KAPF. Another large-scale raid on the KAPF and the 
"New Construction" theatre members in 1934 arresting some eight; 
members, practically paralyzed the function of the Proletarian 
literary movement which was officially dissolved in 1935. 

With these incidents literary movements as such ceased to 
function. The problem was then how to survive. Some writers 

27Some of the outstanding writers of the sympathetic 'fellow travellers" 
and their noteworthy works were: Chu Yosop with "The Rikshawman" 
(1925), Yu Chino's "Shopgirls" (1931) and "A Job-seeker in May" 
( 1929), Yi Hyosok with "The Coast of the Russian Territory" ( 1930) 
and his later year's long short story "The Hog" ( 1933) and Park 
Hwasong with "A Water-line Construction" (1931) and he; long novel 
Before and After the Flood (1932). 
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ha\·e continued to write in the vein of extreme pessimism while 
other writers sustained themselves on simple native sentimentalism 
or folk song style lyrics, notably so in the cases of Kim Sowol and 
Kim Yuchong. These writers have totaily divorced their literature 
from the social implications of the KAPF group. Some other 
writers of the present day survived under the pretense of "art for 
art's sake." The group advocating "art for art's sake" is known 
as the "Nine Men Association."~8 This kind of "pure literature" 
association was probably the only acceptable means for survival 
and salvage of the then shattered literature of Korea. This was 
also the time that Buddhistic philosophy penetrated in literature 
with partial success until the end of W.W. II. Especially, Han 
Yongun, a Buddhist poet successfully appealed to the public as 
well as other writers with his songs of "the hermit" which sang 
of detachment from this sorrowful floating world. Li Kwangsu, 
one of the most influential pioneers in Korean literature, turned 
to be a devout Buddhist in the late 1930's. His personal conver
sion from the action-centered philosophy of Christianity to the 
ever-accepting and non-violent philosophy of the East may well 
symbolize the disappointing and hopeless hardship that Koreans 
were enduring under the growing Japanese suppression of Korea, 
especially during the W.Vv. II. However, such personal conversion 
as Li Kwangsu's in the 1930's cannot be totally justified in the 
critical eyes of literary critics of later years. Cases like Li's may 
very well be criticiZ'ed as escapism and defeatism rather than as 
philosophical renunciation of this floating-world. 

Korean writers, thus, were virtually forced into a silent hiberna
tion in the "age of darkness." Their hibernation was not death, 
but it was a waiting period for a high leap, a time for sharpening 
their literary skills. They secretly developed their literary styles 
and contents furthering literary maturity. Indeed those survivors 
became important literary figures after W.W. n: both in North 
Korea and in South Korea and represent the dominant writers of 
contemporary Korean literature. 

28The "Nine Men Asso~iatio~" (Ku-in Hoe) was organized in Augus! of 
1~33 by the followmg mne young poets and writers: Yi Taejun, 
Yt Hyosok, Park Taewon, Chong Chiyong Kim Kirim Yi Muyong, 
Yi Chongmyong, Yu Chijin, and Kim' Yuyong. A~d Yi Sang, 
Cho Yongman, and Cho Byokarn joined the group. 
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. eflcct rather than predict 
As literature tends, in the mam, to r h f f K ·ca.'s . . . . . . fl ccs t c uturc o or 

sacral, political, and plulosoplucal Ill uen ' 1 1 . not 
literatur-e lies hidden in the future of the countrfy, \\' 1:t r~r 01 try 
the new movements will reflect the aspirations 0 a umtcc. coun. 
or mirror the continuing despair of a divided country rcmams 

to be enacted in the literature. 
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IV 

THE MYTH OF ASSIMILATION 

THE FRENCH THEORY OF IMPERIALISM IN VIETNAM 

BEFORE 1914 

by 

CLARKE W. GARRETT 

THE FRENCH Empire is no more; but in its lifetime of three 
centuries it twice achieved a size and importance second to but 
one other empire in the world. During the lifetime of the Empire, 
France was ruled by two royal dynasties, two Bonapartist dictators, 
and five republics. Yet in its long and varied history, one theme 
recurs over and over again: the theme of "assimilation". Frenchmen 
wer·e never absolutely certain what it meant. It suggested both what 
the French called their mission civilisatrice-the propagation of 
French religion and culture in those areas of the world which had 
the misfortune not to be France-and a belief that all the areas 
of the world over which the French flag flew should be parts of 
a unitary French state with one administration and one set of laws. 

The religious and cultural side of assimilation had a f'airly 
continuous history. Its first clear expression may be found in the 
edicts of 1635 and 1645 which declared that natives of territories 
under French control, once they had been converted to Roman 
Catholicism, were to be considered "citizens and natural French
men."1 In fact Herbert Luethy, in his searching l'tudy of France· 
past and present called France Against Herself, argued with much 
justice that the notion of assimilation could be pushed back at least 
to the Middle Ages, when the Normans in particular spread French 
culture in such diverse areas as England, southern Italy, and the 
Holy Land. Throughout France's history, Luethy wrote, there had 
existed "an infinitely naive and calm confidence in the human 

lQuoted in Raymond F. Betts, Assimilation and Association in French 
Colonial Theory, 18.90-1914 (New York, 1961), 12. 
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and intellectual indestructability of a nation which never aimed 
at 'racial' unity but at a cultural unity capable of assimilating all 
elements of human civilization."2 And because Frenchmen have 
had this cultural self-confidence, assimilation has been a two-way 
street. Just as in the Middle Ages the scholastic philosophers at 
the University of Paris successfully fused elements of Greek, Arab, 
and Jewish thought with medieval Christian theology, so in modem 
times clements of Asiatic and African culture have been successfully 
adapted to French art and literature. 

The political side of assimilation has been expressed more 
sporadically. Its clearest expression is to be found in the hopeful 
early years of each of the first four French republics. In the Con
stitution of the Y car III ( 1 i95) for example, it was stated that 
"the French colonies, in all parts of the world, fmm an integral 
part of the French republic, and submit to the same constitutional 
laws."3 The identical conception was expressed two centuries later 
at the 1944 Brazzaville conference of the Free French Empire, 
at which M. Pleven, de Gaulle's Commissioner for the Colonies, 
declared that "in the greater colonial France there are no peoples 
to enfranchise or racial discrimination to abolish ... There are 
populations whom we intend to lead step by step to personality, 
and the most mature of them will be given political franchise, 
but they desire no independence other than French independence."' 
En·n when both the dream of assimilation and the French Empire 
itself were collapsing, the historian and former colonial official 
Hubert Deschamps could write of political assimilation that "it 
rcfkcts the French temperament, universalist, and centralizing, in 
love with the grandeur of his fatherland ... Our present Parlia
ment, with its men of all races and all colors, appears as the 
logical fulfilment of French colonization; it expres!Jes the character 
of a people which, through its origins and its classicism, has 
preserved the meaning and the desire of human unity."s 

2Herbert Luethy, France against Herself (New York, 1955), 209-210. 
3Reimpressiotl de l'ancien Moniteur, seule histoire authentique et inalteree 

de la Revoluti?n franc:aise depuis la reunion des Etats.generaux jusqu'au 
Consulat (mal 1789-1799) avec des notes explicatives (Paris, 1843-45), 
XXV, 420. 

tQuotcd in Luethy, France against Herself, 218. 
5Hubert Deschamps, Les methodes d [es doctrines coloniales de la France 

(Paris, 1953), 213-214. 
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Yet this paper asserts that the French conception of' assimila
tion has been largely a myth. It has been a myth partly because 
historically the French have fallen far short of their professed _id:al. 
It also has been a myth in the broader sense of the term. Ass1m1la
tion has been an oversimplified but still valid expression of the 
mission of Frenchmen through the centuries to e\'angclize the 
world and give to it the blessings of French religion, French culture, 
and (under her first four republics) the message of liberty, equality, 
and fraternity. The myth of assimilation has a contemporat)' tragic 
expression in the fate of Georges l3idault, one of the few first
rate men to lead the Fourth Republic, who has become a stateless 
exile rather than reconcile himself to the disappearance of the 
French imperial dream. 

The French experience in Indochina selVes as an illustration 
of the disparity between theory and practice in French imperialism. 

The French interest in the area that now comprises North 
and South Vietnam Cambodia and Laos dates from the second 

' ' half of the seventeenth century. French missionaries began going 
there in the 1660's, sent by the newly organized Society of Foreign 
Missions. In ·t664, some commercial ventures were begun in the 
area by the French East India Company. The missionary society 
and the trading company worked together in seeking the establish
ment of French influence in the area. Because both Portuguese 
missionaries and the Jesuits had prior evangelizing rights to 
Indochina, the French missionaries frequently operated there as 
part-time traders for the East India Company. The interest of the 
French government in the area was never strong, and when the 
French claims to empir-e in India and Canada were endt"d by the 
Peace of Paris in 1763, French activities in Indochina, except for 
th .. 

e mlssmnaries and a few private adventurers, ceased altogether. 
Royal · · .. . m1mstcrs drew up plans for French expccht1ons to the 
VIetnamese coast in 1769 and again in 1775, but largely because 
of apathy and shortage of money at court, neither project came 
to anything. 

The last French venture in Indochina during the Old Regime 
was somewhat more fruitful. In 1765, a young Frenc.h priest 
named Pigneau de Behainc was sent to Cambodia by the Society 
of Foreign Missions. He was forced out of Indochina by native 
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oppositiOn and settled at the French enclave of Pond.ichety m 
south India. "~hen he returned to Indochina ten years later, as 
bishop in charge of the area, he found the regions of Annam and 
Cochin China in a state of civil war; a rebellion had driven the 
ruling 1\guycn family from the throne. Pigneau de Behaine decided 
to do what he could to restore the deposed emperor to his throne, 
hoping through him to bring about the establishment of both Roman 
Catholicism and French influence in the Annamese kingdom. In 
1 i8i Pignc•au took a delegation to Vl'rsailles to seck royal support 
for his Vl'nturc. After three months at court, he finally obtained 
an interview with Louis XVI. His speech to the king has been 
reconstructed by his biographer from the notes kft by two royal 
ministns who were present. As~imilation played no part in the 
bishop's ;1rguments; he cnnc,•ntratcd instead on the commercial 
and military importance of Cochin China as a counterpoise to the 
British. An establishment in Cochin China, he said, would enable 
the French to dominate the seas around China and would make 
her master "nf all the commerce of that part of the world."6 

Pig-ncau's arguments appeared to have persuaded the court. 
When the little party sailed back to India at the end of the year, 
the bishop carried witl1 him a treaty between France and the 
Nguyen pretender, by which France agreed to provide militaty 
aid in Pxchange for control of the port of Tom·ane and protection 
and trading privileges for Frenchmen. Pigneau's triumph was 
illusory, because the French monarchy, now approaching its final 
crisis, had neither the money nor the interest to complete its part 
of the agrPement. As a result, till' governor at Pondichery was 
able to refuse assistance to Pigneau. The bishop is reported to 
have said that he would "make the revolution in Cochin China 
alone," 7 and, having rejected an English offer of aid, he obtained 
monr-y ·from a group of French merchants. Pigneau and a small 
anny ol French volunteers arrived in Cochin China in late June 
of 1789. They trained the Nguyen pretender's a1my in French 
military techniques, they built French-style fortresses (some of 

6 Quoted. in Alexis Faure, Mgr. Pigneau de Behaine eveque d'Adran 
(Paris, 1891), 84. ' 

7Joseph Buttinger, The Smaller Dragon: A Political History of Vietnam 
(New York, 1958), 239-241. 
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which still survive), and Pigneau became the pretender's chief 

minister. 

Pigneau died of dysentery in 1799 .. Only four of the French 
volunteers remained with Nguyen Anh m 1802 when he brought 
Cochin China, Annam, and Tonkin under his control and pro
claimed himself the emperor Gia-Long. The Europeans were 
honored with high positions in the government, but the French 
influence at court gradually faded. The war in Europe prevented 
Napoleon from establishing diplomatic and commercial relations 
with the new emperor. When the French finally got around to 
doing something about a treaty with the Vietnamese empire, the 
year was 1820. Gia-Long had died and had been succeeded by 
his son, Ivlinh-Mang, a young man violently opposed to having 
any dealings with Europeans or to tolerating their religion. Thus 
the exploits of Pigneau de Behaine and his handful of French 
volunteers had come to almost nothing. The French missionaries 
had had more success; in 1800 there were an estimated 310,000 
Roman Catholics among the native peoples of Indochina, the 
majority of them Vietnamese.8 Now in 1820 there began for them 
some sixty-five years of violent persecution. 

France, meanwhile, had undergone momentous changes. The 
great Revolution was getting under way just as Pigneau set sail 
from Pondichery. The question of a policy concerning the colonies 
led to bitter controversy in the National Assembly in 1789 and 
1790. A group of deputies, members of the Society of the Friends 
of the Blacks, advocated immediate emancipation and citizenship 
for the West Indian Negroes. They were violently opposed by the 
colonial interests. A compromise on the colonial question and, in 
effect, on assimilation was worked out in 1790 in a decree which 
gave limited self-government to the colonies and promised that no 
law co~cerning the status of nonfree persons would be adopted 
unless 1t was first proposed by the colonies' own assemblies.~ 

By 1794, their policy had been reversed. As long as the 
First Republic lasted, it asserted the universalism and radical 

8Ken~c~h .Lat~urette, Christianity in a Revolutionary Age: a History of 
Chrzstzanzty zn the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries (New York. 
1958-62), III, 423-424. 

!• Rrtts. Assimilation and Association. 13. 
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equalitarianism which was one inheritance of the Enlightenment. 
The National Convention freed the slaves and declared that "all 
men resident in the colonies, without distinction of color, arc French 

· 1 C . . "10 I citizens and enjoy all the nghts assured by t 1e onst1tut10n. n 
the debates concerning the Constitution of the year III in the 
summer of 1 i95, a doctrine of political assimilation based on the 
same premises of the Enlight-enment was given further expression. 
In a long speech on August 4, a prominent deputy, Boissy d' Anglas, 
urged that the Constitution be extended to the colonies. "The 
revolution which you have consummated," he said, "was not only 
for Europe; it was for the universe." The Revolutionary principles 
did not belong exclusively to a few privileged peoples; they were 
"the property of the human species." Boissy reminded the assembly 
of the economic benefits interdependence provided both to the 
colonies and to the homeland. Also, possession of the colonies both 
strengthened France militarily and protected the natives from con
quest by "brigands". He concluded: "Let the colonies be always 
French, ... let them form part of our indivisible republic ... Thus 
you will give to these portions of the French Empire the certitude 
that they have nev·er had, of being essentially as~imilated ... to the 
other parts of the republic." 1 ~ The same ideas of equality and 
universality and the same sense of mission were to characterize 
the verbal expressions of colonial policy of the Second, Third, and 
Fourth Republics. Colonial practice, however, was often something 
else. One partial explanation for this lies in the fact that for most 
of the nineteenth century, French colonial policy was marked by 
a reversion to the pre-1789 practices of separate administration for 
colonies and separate legal and social status for Frenchmen and 
natives. This was the case under the two Bonapartist empires and 
both the Bourbon and Orleanist monarchies. The .Second Republic 
proclaimed the reintegration of the colonies into France in 1848, 
but the republic survived only three years. The carving out of 
an empire was almost entirely the achievement of the non-republican 
regimes. Even after the establishment of the Third Republic in 

lOQuoted in Martin Deming Lewis, "One Hundred Million Frenchmen: 
the 'Assimilation' Theory in French Colonial Policy" Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 4 ( 1962): 129-153, 134.' 

11Reimpression de l'ancien Moniteur XXV, 415. 
12Jbid., 419. 
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1870, the majority of the builders of empire were military men or 
clerics indifi·erent or indeed hostile to the republican era in which 
the assimilationist ideal of Enlightenment and Revolution had had 
its fullest expression. Conversely, good 1·epublicans in the 
nineteenth century were often indifferent or hostile to the colonial 
empire, the achievement of Royalists and Catholics.13 

French interest in Indochina in the period between 1820 and 
1860 was hesitant and inconsistent with one exception: the 
missionaries. The Society of Foreign Missions, disbanded in 1792, 
was reestablished after 1815. A genuine religious revival swept 
France, and one facet of the revival was 1·enewed missionary activity 
in Indochina and elsewhere. The missionaries' efTorts were 
acknowledged by the Pope in 1839 when he recognized the primacy 
of the French in Far Eastern missionary activities. 

In France, the political influence of the Catholics increased 
steadily under the Orleanist Monarchy, the Second Republic, and 
the Second Empire. They became more and more disturbed at 
th.e persecutions which Minh-Mang and his successors on the 
VIetnamese throne inflicted on the French missionaries, a few of 
whom had been executed. In 1857, a latter-day Pigneau de 
Behaine appeared in the person of Monsignor Pellerin, a missionary 
'~ho had been rescued from Vietnam earlier by an emissary of 
t ~.French Foreign Office. He urged Napoleon III to intervene 
mtl~t~rily in Indochina. He pointed out the economic and 
ic;:hcal advantages which would ~o~e. to !ranee ~d told the 

pcror that the survival of Chnstlamty m Indochma was at 
stake. Na I • d h · d · 11 . . po eon was mtereste ; t e trme seeme especta y 
propitious because the British were involved in the Indian Mutiny 
of 1857 d 

. . an would therefore be powerless to prevent France's 
gammg a foothold in southeast Asia. And so it transpired that 
a French naval detachment accompanied by Monsignor Pellerin, 
made a landing at Tourane' in 1859 in order to force concessions 
out of the v· t d T D 1e namese emperor, a young man name u- uc. 
The French had to withdraw. Illness, the absence of the native 
~uppo:t Pellerin had predicted, and French military commitments 
m Chma and Italy in 1859 all threatened to turn the expedition 

1 3Betts, Assimilation and AssociationJ 14-18; LuethyJ France against 
Herself, 213. 
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into a nineteenth century Bay of Pigs. Pellerin urged the navy 
to attack Hanoi in the north, where Catholics were relatively 
numcrou<. but the navy chose instead the weaker target of Saigon 
in Cochin China to the south. By 1862 the French had succeeded 
in making Tu-Duc accept their terms: French possession of half 
of Cochin China, a hea\'y indemnity, and a promise that French 
religious and commercial interests in Vietnam would be respected. 

The ~cries of e\·ents by which France acquired an empire 
in lnclorhina in the decades after 1862 arc too confusing to be 
described here in any detail. The point that must be emphasized 
is this: France as a whole soon lost interest in Indochina. Its 
creation was the work of a few naval squadrons, some adventurers, 
and a handful of imperialistic politicians in Paris. The notion 
of assimilation of the Vietnamese into the French political and 
cultural community played a small part in the motivation of 
most of these men; so did the fate of the French missionaries. 
As Henri Brunschwig has pointed out, there is much irony in 
the fact that France acquired the bases for her African and 
Asian empires between 1820 and 1860 when public opinion was 
uninterested and overseas trade was reduced. The explanation 
lies in the varied but insistent pressures of Catholics, shipping 
interests, and the spokesmen for the army and navy. Above all 
there was the desire of Charles X, Louis Philippe, and Loui~ 
Napoleon "to affirm, in the face of the world, the presence the 
rrrandeur, the radiance of France."u ' 
0 

By 1873, the Vietnamese emperor had been forced to submit 
to French cont~·ol ?f Cocl~i~ . China .. The ~roblem of translating 
a naval occupatiOn mto a ClVIhan adrrunistratwn had to be resolved. 
The Minister of Marine informed the president of the French 
republic that if the mission civilisatrice which the French had 
assumed in that area was to be accomplished, there must be a 
civil administration trained in the laws, language, and customs of 
both France and Cochin China, who could carry out the "work 
of assimilation" of the two cultures.15 The civil service in Indochina 

HHcnri Brunschwig, Mythes et realites de l'imperialisme colonial franrais 
1871-1914 (Paris, 1960), 16; see also Gordon Wright, France in Modern 
Times: 1760 to the Present (Chicago, 1960), 257. 

15Gcorgcs Taboulct, ed., La Geste· franr:aise en Indochine: Histoire Par 
les textes de la France en lndochine des origines a 1914 (Paris, 1955) 
II, 585. ' 
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never fulfilled these expectations. The French government, with 
its penchant for centralization and bureaucracy, employed a large 
staff of Frenchmen, even in fairly lowly white-collar jobs. Since 
pay and conditions in Indochina were generally terrible before 
World \Var I, the men who went out there were generally a 
sorry lot. There were some men who went out to Indochina 
burning with a mission civilisatrice, but indifference of French 
government and public opinion to colonial problems and the 
incompetence of the colonial bureaucracy soon defeated them.1G 

A young man named Eliacin Luro was one of the exc·eptions. 
In 1874 he organized a short-lived training school for future 
colonial administrators in Indochina. In the course of study which 
he wrote for the school, Luro gave clear and attractive expression 
to the ideal of assimilation, adapted to suit the Indochinese 
situation. The colonizing power, he wrote, must go slowly in 
changing native customs, languages, and laws: "It is necessary to 
comprehend, to penetrate the civilization of the conquered, to 
know his language .... then, little by little, patiently, direct his 
steps .... Finally, to the extent that the exchange of ideas between 
the two peoples is accomplished; to the extent that the economic 
revolution, born of a free concurrence, has come little by little 
to change traditions, it is necessary slowly to modify and to change 
the laws."17 Despite Luro's efforts, the government abandoned his 
project after only four years. Training of colonial administrators 
after that was generally inadequate. The government operated 
henceforth on the assumption that no specialized trainiRg was 
necessary for the colonial service. 

A symbolic victory for the principle of assimilation was won 
in 1880, when the small colony of French settlers in Cochin China 
persuaded Paris to let them elect a deputy to the French Chamber 
of Deputies. In their petition the settlers announced proudly that 
their electoral list for that year had totaled 1142 voters, more 
than several other colonies which already had representation in 
Paris could boast. In the future, the petition went on, all 
Frenchmen in Cochin China should have a voice in naming the 

l6Denis W. Brogan, France under the Republic: the Development of 
Modern France (1870-1939) (New York, 1940), 239. 

l7Taboulet, La Geste franfaise, n: 600. 
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deputy; and later, after "une etude speciale", the natives could 
be included. 18 The ,·oice of assimilation can be heard, if rather 
iaintly. 

The Roman Catholic religion continued to be an avenue to 
assimilation althou(Th here too the realit)' was a far cry from the 

' b 

dream which Pigneau and the nineteenth century missionaries had 
had of an Indochina in which Catholicism was triumphant. The 
Church survived the persecutions; an estimated million people in 
Indochina were Christians in 1914-. But the triumph of the French 
in Indochina, undertaken in part in the nan1e of the missionaries, 
was a mixed blessing at best for the church. Although both 
government officials and missionaries agreed that the natives 
should be made both French in culture and Christian in relirrion 

(:> ' 

the church-state issue which was of such importance in France 
reached to Indochina as well. There was scant cooperation and 
periodic friction between the republican bureaucracy and the 
(frequently royalist) missionaries. As a result, government and 
Church were frequently competitors in welfare and educational 
activities and wasted time and effort they could have saved by 
cooperation. The Church continued to make native converts 
but an eclectic and apathetic Buddhism continued to be th~ 
religion of most Vietnamese. Christianity was too stem and too 
alien, and the Papacy refused to allow the missionaries to adapt 
their religion to native practices. There were no mOl'e wholesale 
conversions of villages and districts after the French conquest 
largely because the missions were no longer the sole haven fro~ 
bandits and petty dictators or the sole places where W·estem 
skills could be learned.10 

Back in France, those men who were interested in colonial 
policy continued to favor assimilation, especially with the assured 
triumph of the Republic and republicanism after 1879. Typical 
of this relatively small but dedicated band was Paul Gaffarel 
a professor of history at the University of Dijon. In a collectio~ 
of essays published in 1880, he spoke of the glory and the 
commercial benefits France had received from the acquisition of 

1Bfbid., 607, 
IOLatourcttc, Christianity, III, 423-424; Virginia Thompson French Indo-

China (New York, 1942), 272-274. ' 
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Cochin China, but his emphasis was on France's duty to ~irect 
and educate the natives whom he described as "great children 

' . d "0 who are just being admitted to civilization." He contmue : ur 
most useful auxiliaries will be missionaries and schoolmasters. Vvhat 
force can resist the two levers of religion and science? Let us 
know how to use them and we shall have accomplished a useful 
and patriotic work." 20 Arthur Girault, a professor of law and the 
author of a widely read study of colonial legislation, described 
assimilation as a "policy of patriotic concord and broad fraternity" 
whose "incontestable moral superiority" was to be found in 
France's "unique Parliament, composed of men speaking the same 
language despite the difference of their origins, having come from 
all parts of the world ... in order to discuss the general interests 
of their common fatherland." 21 And at the Colonial Congresses 
held in Paris in 1889-1890 in connection with the Paris Exposition, 
the general resolution adopted by the group declared that "in all 
the overseas lands under French authority, the efforts of 
colonization should propncatr- among th~ nntivcn the la.uguagc, 
the methods of work, and, progressively, the spirit and rivilintinn 
of l'rance."22 -

If the French never appwachcd this assimilationist ideal in 
practice, one of the reasons was that Indochina was highly unsuited 
to it. The Vietnamese were not uncivilized "great children", but 
:m ?vercivilized, rather decadent people possessing an extremely 
mtncate social system and a history and culture older than 
Franc~'s. The colonists considered the Vietnamese shifty, ugly, 
and wtthout the vitality they found in the peoples of their Indian 
and North African colonies. In the coastal lowlands and river 
valleys where most of the people and most of the wealth were 
the land was flat and d 11 h · d · · ' u , t e atr muggy an enervatmg. Smce 
the French refused eith d · · l"f · 1 · er to a apt the1r habitS to 1 e m t 1c troptcs 
or to build a series of hill stations like the British, there was from 
the beginning a high d h · f E eat toll and a raptd turnover o uropean 
personnel. 23 

20Quoted in Agnes Mu h F I 1871-18~1 (Washington,rp1 ?4a{'2e04_~~S~!ogy of •ranee mperialism 
21Quotcd m Deschamps L · · , 1 Betts Assi ·z' . es methodes et les doctnnes colomales, 144; 
.,.,sec a ~0 . L' . .~ atton and Association, 27, 31-32. 
--Quote ~~ CWIS, ne Hundred Million Frenchmen," 143. 
~''Sec espeCially Thompson, French Indo-China, 429-450. 
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Partly as a result of experience in Indochina and elsewhere, 
partly as a result of new theories, in the 1890's assimilation began 
to be reevaluated. The criticisms were vigorous and varied. Studies 
by anthropologists and sociologists pointed to the diversity of 
human societies. Racists and social Darwinists talked of life as 
a struggle in which the superior Europeans must dominate. The 
colonial success of the Dutch and particularly the British. led 
critics to contrac;t their policies with those of the French. In one 
of the more influential attacks on the doctrine of assimilation, 
Leopold de Saussure, an obscure former naval officer, argued that 
to attempt to transfer French language and institutions to an area 
like Indochina was futile; the natives were not Frenchmen and 
never would be. Assimilation was the product of the Enlighten
ment and the false Revolutionary dogma of human unity; and 
it was a colossal mistake.2 • 

Perhaps the most perceptive cnt.J.c of assimilation was Jules 
Harmand, who, after a distinguished career as an administrator 
and diplomat in Indochina and India, published a book called 
D~mitzativtt cl Cvlvrzisatio" in 1910. A colony, he said, was an area 
in which European m.•lllr.mr.nt w:u; suhstnntinl; therefore, areas like 

Indochiua in which authority was imposed by a few Europeans on 
a sizeable and cohesive native society should have some other name: 
he called them dominations. Because they fmmed the vast majority 
of the population and therefore were essential for its prosperity, the 
natives were the important clement in the success of a domination. 
The Europeans should guide and protect them, but the ideas and 
institutions of the native societies should be left alone as much as 
possible. Hannand believed that an area of European domination 
such as Indochina should have the same kind of administrative 
and financial. autonomy. that India had. In fact, he said, they 
should be disttnct states tn everything save political independence.2s 
He accepted acquisitio~ of empire by military force as a necessity, 
if an unpleasant one, m a world of rival states. Harmand went 
further: since conquest was in fact immoral, the conqueror could 
not expect the conquered people ever to accept either him or his 

24Dcschamps, Les methodes et les doctrines coloniales, 146-147; Betts, 
Assimilation and Association, 69-70. 

25Dcschamps, Les methodes et les doctrines coloniales, 148-149; Betts, 
Assimilation and Association, 52-54. 
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ideas "This is the punishment for his violence," he \\TOt<:, "the 
stain .. of blood which nothing can eradicat-e from his hands."~'; 
Therefore any talk of assimilation into the motherland was 
ridiculous, and dreams of liberty, equality and fraternity irrelevant. 

Harmand proposed an alternative to assimilation, which he 
called association. The term caught on; it became in fact quasi
official. But Harmand had meant by association that the French 
would limit themselves to public works, basic and technical educa
tion, and economic development. As Lugard had done in Nigeria, 
European administration should be indirect, with native institutions 
encouraged and native customs respected. As applied by the French 
government, however, association soon became very hard to 
distin;ruish from assimilation. The only difference seemed to be 
that now only a native elite would be Gallicized.27 Control remained 
in the hands or the authorities in Paris, who continued to act as 
if the empire were politically, economically, and culturally part of 
a great French motherland. The ghost of Boissy d' Anglas still 
walked. 

The hollowness of the a~similationist creed as applied to 
Indochina can be further illustrated by looking at the writings of 
the two men most directly responsible for France's acquisition of 
the province of Tonkin: Francois Gamier and Jules Ferry. Both 
men spoke of mission civilisatrice and of France's duty to bring 
benighted peoples to civilization, but both were primarily concerned 
with persuading their apathetic countrymen to accept France's 
need for an empire. Perhaps for this reason they concentrated 
on economic and diplomatic advantages and, above all, on de 
Gaulle's favorite theme: la gloire de la France. 

Garnier, the scion of an unreconstructed Royalist family, had 
attended the Naval Academy, where, because of his small size 
and grandiose ideas, his classmates called him "Mademoiselle 
Bonaparte." 2 B He went to Cochin China as an administrator soon 
after the area was annexed in 1862. He became interested in 
exploring the Mekong River which ran north from Saigon, in 

2•;Quotcd ·in Betts, Assimilation and Association, 104. 
27Jbid., 165-168; Lewis, "One Hundred Million Frenchmen", 149-151. 
~'Taboukt, La Ceste fran c:aise, II, 542. 
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order to sec if its navigation would enable the French to penetrate 
southem China before the British were able to extend their 
influence there from Burma. After an exciting expedition up the 
river in 1866-1867, Garnier knew that the Mekong was not a 
satisfactorv route. He found, however, that the Red River, which 
emptied i;1to the sea at Hanoi in Tonkin, would be a perfect 
route. Determined to sec the French established in that area, 
he and a few sailors att-empted to seize the city in 1873. Garnier 
was killed in the assault. The French government, still shaken by 
the disaster of 1870 and furthermore fearing BI;tish intervention, 
n'fused to complete the projC'ct. 

~lost of Garnier's ideas were expressed in two pamphlets he 
wrote in 1864-1865 and in his famous report on the Mekong 
expedition. He was obsessed with the greatness of France and 
horrified at the prospect of a world dominated by the Anglo
Saxons. He argued that the French base in Cochin China should 
be the nucleus for the extension of influence northward. The 
natives, he contended, would welcome French control if it brought 
order, hygiene. and commerce. 20 He spoke vaguely of France's 
responsibility to civilize the area, but Garner's primary mission 
was to glorify France (and himself) by carving out the Asian 
empire the British had taken from France in the eighteenth 
century. Especially after the humiliation of the Franco-Prussian 
war. France must prove herself a great power, and the acquisition 
of empirC' was the best way to do it. 30 

Jules Ferry is often presented as a classic example of an 
economically-motivated imperialist. Apparently this is a distortion; 
Ferry seems to have had the same zeal for la gloire and [a mission 
ciuilisatricc as other members of the imperialist band. It is not 
clear what led Ferry to become an imperialist. Before his second 
Ministl)' of 1883-1885, he had been concerned primarily with public 
education. weakening the power of the Roman Catholic Church 
in France, and resuming peaceable relations with Bismarck's 
Germany. And as a good 1848 republican, Feny looked with 
distrust on the colonial adventures of royalists and Catholics. His 
speechC's and writings suggest that gradually, between 1881 and 

2nlbid. 

~OJbid .. 544-545; Brunschwig, MJ•thes et realites, 24-25. 
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1883, Ferry became convinced that colonial expansion would provide 
the French people with a sense of grandeur and mission that could 
enable the nation to recover from the trauma of 1870.:11 Never 
a popular figure, Ferry became the target of attacks from the Ri_ght 
and the far Left because of his policy of imperial expansiOn. 
Nevertheless, it was his Ministry that made possible what Garnier 
and others had sought: an empire in Indochina, consisting of the 
colony of Cochin China, the protectorate-kingdoms of Laos and 
Cambodia, and now the protectorates of Annam and Tonkin. 

In 1885, the opposition politicians and newspapers inflated 
a military defeat in Tonkin into a major disaster. The old Radical 
warhorse, Clemenceau, who had earlier said Ferry's colonial policy 
endangered French security in Europe, now accused him of "high 
treason". In one of tho!>~! scenes of utter tumult in which French 
parliaments specialize, Ferry was forced out of office, too discredited 
ever to able to serve as a minister again. His cold and secretive 
personality, his domestic policies, and his "soft" attitude toward 
Bismark had contributed to his fall, but Tonkin had been the 
catalyst.32 Ferry left office knowing that peace in Tonkin was 
near and with it Chinese recognition of French suzerainty over 
all of Indochina. On a very close vote, the new ministry succeeded 
in persuading the Assembly to vote the money necessary to 
incorporate Tonkin into an Indochinese empire. Whether she liked 
it or not, France had an empire in Asia. 

Almost all of Ferry's writing on imperialism was done after 
the successful annexation of Tonkin. He concentrated on three 
justifications for colonial expansion: the economic, the political, 
and the humanitarian. The economic arguments seem to have 
come late to his thinking and served as rationalizations after the 
fact. He knew that the new Indochinese empire had great economic 
potential and hoped to interest a hitherto uninterested French 
public in exploiting it.33 Ferry did believe that France had a duty 

31Qn Ferry's motivations for. imperialism, sec Wright, France, 309-310, 
382-383; the 2;dulatory h1ography by Maurice Reclus, Jules Ferry, 
1832-1893 (Pans, 1947), 291-292, 296-298· and Brunschwig M)•thes 
et realites, 55. ' ' ' 

.~2E. Malcolm Carroll, French Public Opinion and Foreign Affairs, 
J 870-1914 (New York, 1931), 101-107. 

33Wright, France, 382; Brunschwig, Mythes et n!aliles, 61. 
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to spread civilization in her new -empire. He wrote: "The superior 
race docs not conquer for pleasure, in order to exploit the weaker 
race, but rather to civilize it and to raise it to the superior's own 
level." 34 Yet in Ferry's thinking, the glory of France was the 
primary reason for expansion. As he wrote in 1881 to Leon 
Gambetta, the aim of their imperialist policy must be to restore 
"France to her rank of a great power."35 

It is an interesting commentary on Ferry's estimation of French 
public opinion that, in his most important work concerning 
Indochina, he concentrated entirely on the economic and political 
arguments and ignored the humanitarian. In Le Tonkin et la Mere
Patrie ( 1890), a collection of documents prefaced by Ferry's long 
introduction, he wrote that "an irresistible movement sweeps the 
great European nations to the conquest of new lands. It is like an 
immense st·ecple-chase on the way to the unknown." 36 In this race, 
the emphasis must be on economics. Colonial policy, in his famous 
phrase, was the daughter of industrial policy. Because Europe was 
"saturated", the great powen; must expand overseas in order to 
find new markets. To those doctrinaires and professional patriots 
who claimed that France must concentrate on defense against the 
German ogre, and who said that France was still weak from her 
1870 humiliation, he exclaimed: "Vous doutez trap de France!" 
France was a great nation, and one test of greatness was participa
tion in the race for empire.37 France, he concluded, should be 
grateful to the colonists, administrators, and military leaders who, 
despite being constantly thwarted by Paris, had created a great 
and profitable empire. The natives were "governable", peaceable, 
and hardworking, and under the colonists' direction Indochina 
would prosper. All the colonists asked was to be allowed to borrow 
money in France. They neither wanted nor needed the control 
from Paris that was imposed upon them.38 Not one word in 
Ferry's fifty-five pages has any reference to assimilation or to the 
ideals connected with it. The colony exists purely for political and 
economic reasons. The "mission" is ignored. 

J4Quotcd in Reclus, jules Ferr)•, 304. 
~GQuotcd 1n Brunschwig, J.-f:ythes et realites, 55. 
JGjulcs Ferry, Le Tonkin et [a Afere-Patrie (Paris, 1890), 37. 
s1 Ibid., 46-48. 
38Jbid., 53-55. 
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What was the situation in Indochina on the eve of World 
\Var I? According to Albert Sarraut, twice governor-general 
between 1911 and 1919, the French had provided the natives with 
all the blessings of \'\'estern civilization. In a speech at Hanoi in 
1912 Sarraut bevan: "I have seen what France has realized in ' ,., 
Indochina, and I am proud of our country ... vVe came here 
charged with a great mission civilisatrice; we have amply kept our 
promises." 3 u French officials in Indochina, Sarraut continued, 
should tell the natives: "Compare your present situation with ,vhat 
it was before the radiation of the French soul in your country." 
France had provided peace and security, civil liberties, and western 
justice; she had established mines and plantations, built roads, 
and made available "the products of labor of the great civilized 
peoples." The natives should contrast the "white schoolhouse 
which smiles to your children" with their former "miserable 
ignorance." "Look well at all of this," he concluded, "and ask 
yourself if French protection hao; been an idle word, if any other 
nation of the world would have been able to give you such 
advantages, and if you yourselves would have. been able. . . to pro
cure for yourselves this ensemble of progress and of benefits."4 o 

The reality was less rosy. Indochina had indeed been pacified 
by 1914, but only after years of native resistance. Some schools 
were built, but not nearly enough. A Gallicized elit-e was pro
duced, but the Vietnamese had to go to France itself to learn 
of the Revolutiona1y ideas and ideals which form-ed much of the 
basis of the supposed French "mission". The French-educated 
Vietnamese differed little in attitude from the British-educated 
Indian or Dutch-educated Indonesian. He might, if anything, be 
more hostile to European rule because he was excluded from most 
government johs in Indochina, where a "white proletariat" filled 
even minor posts open to natives in other colonial empiresY 

Having acquired Indochina, France s-eemed unsure what she 
wanted to do with it. The conquest and pacification of Tonkin 

""Taboulct, Ln Geste fran~aise, II, 916. 

'"Ibid .• 91~-917. San·aut uses the familiar form tu, suitable for addressing 
dog~. children, and servants. 

"Elkn Hammer, The Struggle for Indochina (Stanford, 1954), 60, 73; 
Rupnt Emcrso_n, From Empire to Nation: the Rise to Self-Assertion of 
.I '!t'': anrl Afncan Peoples (Cambridge, Mass., 1960), 69. 
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anll :\nnam had cost much more than most Frenchmen thought 
it worth. and as a result not nearly enough public and private 
money was spent on their development. In 1913 there were only 
2·LOOO Europeans in all of Indochina, and most of these were 
Pither administr:1tive or milita1y personnel. V cry few of these ever 
camc to rcgard Indochina as "home". Public interest in the newly 
won cl!lpirc was scant and superficial when compared with the 
general enthusiasm for empire in England during the same period. 
In the A~sembly, colonial policy was seldom a topic of debate and 
never an election issue. The French public simply did not care. 
Jules Fen-v attendinrr the sideshow at the 1889 Paris Exposition, 

• ~' b 

is said to have remarked in disgust: "There's all they know about 
the empire-the belly dance." 1 ~ 

In the decades before 19H, French colonial theorists shifted 
from a doctrine of "assimilation" to one of "association", but this 
change had no lasting effect on the government's policy. Indochina 
had a rapid succession of governors, most of them non-entities 
taking orders from Paris. Their goal was vaguely the inculcation 
of French values and the establishment of French institutions, but 
most of the time French officialdom was content merely to keep 
order. 

During the tenus in office of two energetic govemors-general, 
Paul Doumer ( 1897-1902) and Albert Sarraut ( 1911-1914 and 
1916-1919), there was some improvement. Public works projects 
were begun and agriculture and public health improved, but at 
a prin·. Taxes on the natives ate up around one-fifth of their 
income; especially irritating was the indirect taxation through 
government monopolies on salt, opium, and alcohol, all three of 
which the natives were forced to buy. Doum-er improved govern
ment efficiency by being a thorough authoritarian and by increasing 
the monopoly of Europeans on all official positions. And his budgets 
for the years 1899-1902 reveal two disturbing facts: well over half 
of the government's income each year came from indir-ect taxation, 
and as much was spent on maintaining the military and administra
tive personnel as on public works of all kinds. 43 

42Quotcd_ ~n Wright, Fmnce, 383; sec also ibid., 377; Brunschwig, Mythes 
et rcallles, 139-HI; and Charles Robequain The Economic Development 
of French Indo-China, tr. by Isabel A. War'd (New York, 1944), 21-25. 

4 3Paul Doumcr, Situation de !'Indo-Chine (1897-1902) (Hanoi, 1902}, 
3, 551-554. 
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- d - - · D er wrote that In summanzmg h1s O\Vn a m1mstrat10n, oum . 
Indochina had enjoyed "perfect order" and that "material pacifica
tion achieved since 1897 had succeeded the moral conquest of 

, ' 1 
the population."44 Doumer spoke too soon; in 1908 anot.ler 
rebellion broke out in Tonkin. lt was only with Sarraut's appomt
ment in 1911 that another governor was found with _suffici:nt 
prestige and determination to direct his own colonial pohcy. Like 
Doumer, Sarraut expanded public works, especially in the fields 
of education and medicine. San·aut continued the efforts of several 
predecessors not only to prune the unwieldly bureaucracy but also 
to replace a large number of white clerks and petty officials with 
natives. Although native unrest continued intermittently, Sarraut 
was a popular governor, who respected Vietnamese institutions 
more than many and in addition was less concerned with being the 
policeman. On the surface Indochina was in fine condition in 
1.914. Prosperous and self~sufficient, it appeared that ·even if 
Sarrau~ had exggerated, Indochina might eventually evolv·e into 
somethmg resembling his description in the 1912 speech. 

She never did. French policy continued to exhibit neither 
cohe:ence nor continuity. The war brought increased prosperity 
but It also brought forced consn;ption and unkept promises. The 
resp~cted Sarraut returned to France after the war to become 
Mh lnlster of Colonies, but he was never able to carry out the reforms 

e had p · d 
y· ronuse , let alone to satisfy the demands of the emerging 
let~amese nationalists. Taxes remained heavy, final authority 

remamed in Pa . f "1 d 
h . ns, and the colonial government a1 e to protect 

t e natives aga" t . v f· v· . ms explOitation by Europeans. ery ew 1etnamese 
rece1ved French · · . 1" h · · 

CttJzenshtp; worse yet, at the s 1g test susp1c1on of 
unrest they were c1 • I" · 1 c1 · "1 l"b · 

I . I ented the ordinary po 1t1ca an c1v1 1 ert1es 
,,. uc 1 were supp ell h · ,. 

ose y part of the French entage: a 

It cannot be c1 · d · b I "bi 
fi en1e that French occupatiOn roug 1t tang1 e 

bene ts to Indochin d . W · c1 "d a an 1ts peoples. estern SCience an 1 cas 
have left a perma · . · T F 1 nent tmprmt, but at a h1gh cost. he • rene 1 

:lprooted much 0~ the old family- and village-based social structure 
m the name of mdividualism and modernitv. but the result was 
a sC'vcre disorientation of society and economy which brought much 

41/bid .. 126. 

•:·Thompson, French Indo-China 89-91 · Lc-thanh-khoi Le Vietnam, 
his loire et civilization (Paris, 1955), I,' 401. ' 
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suiT ering. Large numbers of young Vietnamese of the upper classes 
did assimilate French culture, but because not only in the 
bureaucracy but also in finance and industry the great majority 
of white collar jobs went to Europeans, jobs were still not available 
to them. And despite the censoring efforts of the French authorities, 
the new generation learned of two facets of the 'Vestern tradition 
dangerous to the French ideal of empire: nationalism and 
~1arxism.4 c Yet despite native hostility, bureaucratic ineptitude, 
and public indifference, the dream remained: Indochina would 
soml'day, somehow, become part of a Greater France, linked to the 
motherland by indissoluble bonds.4 ; 

Blinded by national pride and the myth of assimilation, the 
French refused to recognize the fact that Vietnam already had a 
civilization. However corrupt, the government had functioned; 
however unprogressive, nobody statved. The French distorted or 
destroyed the old institutions without offering the Vietnamese 
anything better. Despite three hundred years' effort by the 
missionaries, Christianity had not been accepted save in a few 
areas. French planters, Indian usurers, and Chinese merchants got 
rich, but to the great majority of the population, French rule 
brought only ta:xes, debts, and sometimes statvation. In defence 
of the French, two factors which hampered them should be 
mentioned: the continued apathy of French opinion toward the 
Empire and a population explosion which doubled the population 
of Indochina. 

It is impossible not to consider the French experience in 
Indochina a failure. Professor Cady was a good prophet in 1954 
when he wrote that "it may prove to be one of the tragedies of 
the decline of Western influence in Asia that Ft:ance could not 
admit the possibility of cultural or political equality with herself ... 
without seeming to repudiate not only her position as a world 
power but also the very rationale of her role in world affairs."H 

46Brunschwig, Af,•thes et realites, 187-188. Hammer, Struggle for lndochi 
63-74. ' na, 

HSee, for . example, Robequain, The Economic Developme.nt of French 
lndo-Chma, 9-13; or Deschamps, Les methods et les doctrznes co/oniales 
213-214. , 

45John Frank Cady, The Roots of French Imperialism in Eastern Asia 
I Ithaca, 1954), 295-296. Similar est-imates of the paradox of French 
imperialism are expressed by Lucthy, France against Herself, 218 and 
Betts, ASJimi/alion and Association, 174-175. 
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Assimilation proved to be a myth w~1ich blindctl. Frenchmen to 
the inadequacies of their colonial administration and the 
impossibility of their imperial aims. The tragedy is that assimila
tion, like all true myths, represented something noble: the ideals 
and institutions of Old Regime and Revolutionary France which 
had made her truly great. France had failed to transplant herself 
overseas, but it would take eight years of war in Indochina and 
then eight years of war in Algeria before she would accept the fact. 
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THE "LUCKNOW PACT" 

A RE-EXAMINATION 

by 

B:\LKRISI-1:'\:\ G. GOKHALE 

I 

THE TWO important land-marks in the constitutional histOl)' of 
British India arc the Government of India Acts of 1909 and 1919 
well known as the :Morley-l'vlinto and Montague-Chelmsford 
Reforms. The Act of 1909 was the last expression of the British 
Constitutional policy in India which began as far back as the 
opening decades of the 19th century. The Act of 1919 marked a 
revolutionary departure from that policy when, in its preamble, 
it stated that the ultimate aim of the British administration was 
the establishment of institutions of self-government. This period 
of 10 years, therefore, is of great interest for its effects on the 
history of modern India. The Morley-Minto Reforms introduced 
the principle of communal representation which created a polariza
tion of political forces in the country. This polarization \\'as based 
not on any difl'e1'Cnces in political philosophy as such but rather 
on differences in religious and cultural affiliations of the two great 
communities inhabiting the country namely, the Hindus and the 
Muslims.J. Such a division went counter to the general intentions 
of the Act of 1919 namely, the introduction of self-governing 
institutions. Self-government could be meaningful, in the context 
of the British period of Indian history, only on the basis of a single 
political community undivided in its allegiance. to the state by 
any considerations of loyalties to religion. The two Acts, therefore, 
created a paradoxical situation wherein British constitutional inten
tions and practice appeared at variance with each other. 

!Mahatma Gandhi remarked to Lord Minto ~n October 1932 that the 
:Morley-Minto Reforms of 1909 were "our undoing." Mary, Counte)ss 
of Minto, India, Morley and .Minto, (London, MacMillan and Co. 1934 • 
P. 20, Note 1. 
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The introduction of the principle of communal representation 
has often been attributed to a deliberate British policy of "divide 
and rule." 2 Such an argument, while true in parts, cannot 
adequately and completely explain a complex historical process. 
The present paper intends to analyse the course of British constitu
tional aims in India in some detail. The main argwnent is that 
there were three parties involved in it. The: were the British 
administration in India under the control of the Parliament in 
London, the Muslim League and the Indian National Congress. 
On the British part, it may be stated het'C, there was a dramatic 
change in constitutional aims between 1912 and 1917 and this 
change created a situation which was beyond the control of any 
of the three parties involved. On the Muslim side it is argued 
that a significantly large segment of the Muslim League leadership 
never accepted the conoept of a common and equal citizenship 
with the Hindus in India without serious reservations. The Indian 
National Congress, even when it was espousing an ideal of a secular 
nationalism, was unable to win the confidence of the Muslim leader
ship and was compelled to accept a principle of representation 
that negated the major premise of its nationalist philosophy. 

The events between 1912 and 1917 posed a challenge to the 
three parties. Their responses determined the course of events 
which culminated in 1947. 

II 

The evolution or the British Empire in India is a fairly well
known historical process. It began with the Battle of Buxar in 
1764 as a consequence of which the East India Company became 
the ~iwan for the Bengal Suba of the rapidly disintegrating Mughal 
Empire. The Subsidiary Alliance System of Wellesley ( 1798-1805) 
created the structure of British Paramountcyl to which Lord 
Dalhousie ( 1848-1856) added the coping stone of Sovereignty with 

~c. Rajagopalachari and ].. C. Kumarappa (Edrs), The Nations' Voice, 
A Collection of Gandhiji's Speeches in England (Ahmedabad, Navajivan 
Publishing House, 1947), P 193. ' 

:!Sec the Duke of Wellington's Note on the Marquess of Wellesley's 
Government of India, Ramsay Muir, The Making of British India, 
(Manchester, The University Press, 1915), Pp 220-223. 
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his Doctrine of Lapse:' The assumption of sovereignty raised the 
problem of the precise nature of British rule in India and its ultimate 
aims. In the flush of' enthusiasm generated by the phenomenal 
success accruing to the British arms, leaders like Sir Thomas 
Munroe (Governor of Madras, 1820-1827) could philosophize that 
the British mission in India was "to raise the minds of the Natives" 
through \ V estern education, economic progress and social change. 
But the basic attitude was to "look upon India not as a temporary 
possession, but as one which is to be maintained permanently." 
There was a vague awareness that some day the people of India 
may become "sufficiently enlightened to have a regular govern
ment of themselves"~; but such a possibility was so remote that 
it could scarcely become a basis for actual policy. The Great 
Uprising of 1857 failed to shake this conviction which remained 
the corner-stone of British policy in India until 1912. 

The pragmatic acceptance of the near-permanance of the 
British Empire in India after 1857 created an unprecedented 
situation both in India and in England. The British Administra
tion in India was heir to the autocratic traditions of the Indian 
past and this autocracy was further strengthened by the alien nature 
of· British Rule. But whereas the British Indian Administration was 
autocratic in the past Indian tradition, it was also subject to a 
parliamentaty control that was to become increasingly democratic. 
This paradox was well speUed out by Lord Minto on March 21, 
1907 when he argued in favour of the idea of creating a "con
stitutional autocracy" which alone could give the administration 
"a definite and permanent shape." 6 This concept of a "constitu
tional autocracy" was the basis of British political objectives in 
India from 1861 to 1917 and it was in response to the continuing 
problems raised by it that the British enacted the series of Acts 
beginning with the Indian Councils Act of 1861 and ending with 
the Government of India Act of' 1909. 

The Great Uprising and its post-mortem revealed the need 
for a system of association of Indian opinion with the legislative 
activities of the Administration. This association could scarcely 

·•Minute by Lord Dalhousie, 28th February 1856; Muir, Pp 357-358. 
~Minute by Sir Thomas Munro, 31st December 1824; Muir, Pp 282, 285. 
6 Mary, Countess of Minto, Op. Cit., Pp 110-111. 
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be in the form of an acceptance of the principles ~f repres~nt;~t!vc 
government in the Western sense of the term, smce the Bnttsh 
were committed to the view that India was not a nation but a 
conglomeration of interests classes and communities. Nor were 

' the British alone in this kind of thinking for politically conscious 
Indians were also aware of the difficulties in achieving 3. firm 
sense of nationhood.7 The association, the British were convinced, 
could only be on the basis of communities and interests and this 
attitude was first reflected by Lord Ellenborough ( 1841-1843) and 
Lord Da~housie who suggested the inclusion of a few Indians in 
~onsultatlVe and legislative bodies.s These suggestions were first 
Implemented under the Indian Councils Act of 1861. The purpose 
was clearly 1 · d · Se . exp ame m a Despatch by the then creta!.)· of State 
for IndJa when he said "the introduction of intelligent Native 
gentlemen int h · d l"b · 
k 0 t e Council will brinrr to 1ts e 1 eratwns a 

nowledge f h . t:> • • ·h· h 0 t e Wishes and feelinrrs of the Native populatwn, 
w Ic cannot f "1 o 
ad t. a1 to improve the laws passed by the Council by 

ap mg the 
Of I d . , m to the wants of the great mass of the population 

n Ia. o Th" . . 
under th . Is prmc1ple of association was further developed 

e Indian C ·1 f · eli election . ounc1 s Act of 1892 when a system o m rcct 
The pri w~sl mtroduced and the number of members increased. 

nclp e und I . 1 . Lansdowne ( 1 er ymg these changes was cxp amcd by Lord 
"(1) It is 888-1894) in his statement of March 16, 1892: 
I . not cxp d . . nd1a a com 1 ccte of us that we shall attempt to create m 
· P etc or . . 
IS expected f symmetncal system of representatiOn. (2) It 

d 0 us th ren er the L . at we shall make a bona fide endeavour to 
. egtslative C . . f 1 . 

sectiOns of the Ind· ounc1ls more representative o t 1e different 
~ tan community than they arc at prescnt." 10 

Sec e.g. the 
president" 1 statement £ • 
lessons t _address at 0 , S1r Phirozc Shah Mehta ( 1845-1915) in his 
blown ° history so b Calcutta in 1890: "We have not learnt the 
of cen:~~rcs,~ntati\·e in a?Iy,. as to demand the introduccion of the full-
1897 ;>) .ps. Report S~Itut10ns which in En~land, have been the. ~rowth 

< \ • .' P l0-11 ° the Sixth Indian National Congress, (Calcutta, 
·: ccordml!; to R · 

two sc · C M: · ,\f oz•e par at~ councils ~JU.fi!dar Ellenborough suggested the creation of 
ment In India 0 Hindus and Muslims History of the Freedom 

~·<: .~· C. M:ajurncla (Calcutta, 1962) I p 474; for Dalhousie's ideas 
rztz.s! Parf!mountcy a~dA. ~- Majun~da~ and D. K; Ghosh, (Edrs), 

of thr I nd1an People V lndzan Renaissance I The History and Culture 
:·c. II. Philips, (Ed), oi. IX, (Bombay, i963), P 342: 

I%:! 1, Pp :;s-::19. ' The Evolution of India and Pakzstan, (London, 

1 ' !hi.!. Pp fiG-G9. 
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Between 1892 and 1909 India witnessed a growth of the 
nationalist movement and in 1905-1906 saw the first mass movement 
against the partition of the province of Bengal during the 
administration of Lord Curzon ( 1898-1905). The two major 
slogans of the movement were Swadeshi (Buy Indian) and Swaraj 
(self-government) and when Lord Minto arrived in India in 1905 
he was confronted with the problem of political unrest. He freely 
conceded the need of granting some further constitutional reforms. 
But he emphatically declared "I am no advocate of 'representative 
government for India' in the Western sense of the term. It could 
never be akin to the instincts of the many races composing the 
population of the. Indian Empire." 11 There may have been some 
differences of opinion between Lord Minto and the liberal Lord 
Morley, Secretary of State for India, on the method of representa
tion but in the matter of constitutional aims there was 
complete harmony between the two. Speaking in the House of 
Lords on December 17, 1908 Lord Morley said: "If I were 
attempting to set a Parliamentary system in India, or if it could 
be said that this chapter of reforms led directly and necessarily up 
to the establishment of a Parliamentary system in India, I, for one, 
would have nothing at all to do with it."12 This was further 
amplified by Lord Crewe (Secretary of State for India, 1911-1915) 
as late as June 1912, three years after the passing of the Morley
Minto Reforms, when he said in the House of Lords: "I do not 
believe that the experiment-for it would be an experiment quite 
new, so far as my knowledge of history goes, in the whole world-of 
attempting to confer a measure of real self-government, with 
practical freedom from Parliamentary control, upon a race which 
is not our own, even though that race enjoyed and appreciated 
the advantages of getting the best services of men belonging to 
our race-! do not believe that that experiment is one which 
could be tried."13 

Thus for half a century ( 1861-1917) it was never the British 
intention to introduce responsible self-government in India on the 
model of the colonies like Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 
The British felt that the conditions in India made the experiment 

11 Mary, Countess of Minto, Op. Cit., P. I 10. 
12Philips, Op. Cit., P 85. 
111/bid., p 94. 
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not only impractical but also dangerous. In the conle .. ,t of such 
thinking, then, the innovations introduced by the Govt·I-nlllCllt of 
India Act of 1900 fall into phu·c. 

It has been argued, and with much force, th:H communal 
representation in India was introduced at the behest of Muslim 
leaders who were maneuvered into making that demand by 
interested British politicians in India. The names of T. Beck and 
W. A. V. Archbold have been implied in thcsP intrigues. 11 

Historians of Pakistan, on the other hand, have tended to di!'cotmt 
the importance ol" these British activities. 15 The demand for 
separate electorates and "weightage" was first formally put forward 
by the Muslim deputation led by the Aga Khan on October l, 
1906, and the alacrit~· with which the suggestion was accepted 
by Lord Minto clearly suggests the fact that the demand was 
in close consonance with British int·entions at this time. The 
demand also served a political purpose as is revealed by Lord 
Minto's observation that it enabled the British to do "nothing less 
than the pulling back of sixty-two millions of people from joining 
the ranks of the seditious opposition." 1c 

Whatever the politics involved in the Muslim demand and 
the British response to it both were culminations of a long historical 
pr~cess. The only new element was the acceptance of "weightage" 
claimed by the Muslims not on their numerical strength but on 
their "political importance."n 

These two ~rinciples of representation according to community 
and representahon in excess of the numerical stren17th of· the 
Muslim communit b .. 

Y cut at the very roots of representattve 
democracy as commonly understood in the \Vest. The Muslims 
had long demanded s1 · 1 · d · Jena representatiOn an the right of the 

1 'Sec Lal llahadur, The M /" d 
Achievements, (Agra, 195_1)u.r z1~11 ,f;,eaf.!ue, lets History, Activities an 
Conwess 1892-1909 (C • P 3::J IT; P. . Ghosh, Indian National 
Pp 148 'ff· R C M . alcutta, Fim1s K. L. '1\iukhopadhyaya, 1960), 
India Diu/dei (Bo bJumdar, Op. Cit., Pp 484 IT; Rajendra Prasad, 

. '" may, 1947), P 112. 
1r-Scc A Ham1d, The s· 1 D . . •. · 1 1 p k" tan History Co f zm a cputauon" 111 1 he Proceedmgs o t 1e 

Sa •. zs t 1959 Pp lS3 e~nce, (Sixth Session) Karachi, Pakistan Historical 
OCIC y, f 1• p k" ; S. Razi Wasti "The Simla Deputation, 1906", 

Joumal 0 tIe a zst~n Historical Socie'ty, X, ii, April 1962, P 167. 
,,;~fan·, Countcs:; of Mmto, Op. Cit., Pp 47-48. 
!7(: H. Philips, Op. Cit., P 191. 
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Muslims to secure some kind or safeguards in representation was 
,1cknowlcdg-rd even hy nationalist leaders like Gopal Krishna 
nokhale (18611-1915) and Bal Gangadhar Tilak (1856-1920).18 

This s)'stem was embodied in the Government of India Act of 
1909 and hecame a part of the Indian politica I process. 

The British constitutional aims in India underwent a profound 
change in 1917. Until 1912, as we have seen earlier, the British 
had finnly !wid to the view that the introduction of self-governing 
institutions was both impractical and risky. On August 20, 1917, 
however, Edwin Montague, Secretary of State for India, in his 
now f<>Jnous ,;tatement, indicated that the British position had 
und1'rgone a radical change. The new constitutional aims were 
stated by ~'lr. ~v!ontague as "the increasing association of Indians 
in every branch of administration and the gradual development 
of 9C!f -governing- institutions with a view to the progressive 
realisation of responsible government in India as an integral part 
of UlC British cmpire."10 There wen' several underlying assumptions 
in this statement. The first one was that India was to be helped, 
hy gradual stages, to establish self-governing institutions on the 
model of the other colonies. Secondly the assumption was 
that the western institutions of self-government could be, under 
British tutelage, transplanted to an Asian setting. Thirdly, such 
self-government as practised in the West rested on the basis of 
a single political community undivided by loyalties other than to 
the !>in.te itself. But. as later Rritish observations were to point 
nl:t, the principle of communal representation went counter to the 
third assumption. As the Montague-Chelmsford Report of 1918 
pointed out: ''We conclude unhesitatingly that the history of 
o;clf-~ov<'t"Im1ent among- the nations who developC'd it, and spread 
it through the world is decisively against the admission by tJ1c 

state of any divided allegiance, against the state's arranging its 
members in any way which encourages them to think to themselves 
primarily as citizens of any smalltr unit than itself." 20 The report 

1 ~Gokhale's support to communal representation of some kind is referred 
to by Lo:d M:int<?, Mal)' C:ount~ss of Minto ,Op. Cit., P 20, Note I; in 
one of h1s edttonals Ttlak admtttcd that the Muslims found it difficult 
to be elected in areas which were predominantly Hindu, see N. C. Kelkar 
Lokmanya Tilakanche Kesareeteel Lekha ( Poona 1922-1930) II (Ed.) 
(1924), p 20. • • 

1 ~C. H. Philips, Op. Cit., P 26-1·. 
20Jbid., p 209. 
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finally concluded: "We regard any system of communal electm~tes 
as a very serious hindrance to the development of the self-govemmg 

principle." 21 

Two questions necessarily arise at tlus point. One concerns 
the causes of the sudden change in British constitutional aims for 
India between 1912 and 1917. And the second is that if in 1917 
it was felt that communal representation went counter to the 
professed aim of the creation of self-governing institutions, why 
was it continued in the Act of 1919 and thereafter? 

It has been pointed out that the First World War acted as 
a catalytic agent in the transformation of British thinking relating 
to the colonies. India's response to Britain at the outbreak of war 
was magnificent both in its declarations of loyalty as also in the 
contributions in money and men towards the British war effort. 
India had contributed over a million men who fought with British 
and Dominion soldiers in the far-flung theatres of War. The 
response in donations from the princes and the landed aristocracy 
was expected but the loyalty shown by the nationalist leaders wa.~ 
surprising.22 This response urged the British to approach the Indian 
problem from a "new angle of vision."23 Within England itSelf 
the War brought about far-reaching changes. The franchise under
went significant changes and in 1918 women received the right 
to vote under certain conditions for the first time.24 Moreover, 
the War saw the emergence of new attitudes among the Dominions, 
especially Canada. As has been pointed out, Canada entered the 
War as a colony and emerged a nation.2 G Then there were the 
Imperial Conferences at which India was being represented as a 
separate entity. On April 13, 1917 Robert Laird Borden, Prime 
Minister of Canada, moved and Edmund Massey, Prime Minister 
of New Zealand, supported the motion that the Dominions be 

21 Quotcd in Report of the Indian Statutory Commission (London His 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1930), I, P 25. ' ' 

22Valentine Chirol, India Old and New (London MacMillan and Co., 
1921\, p 139. ' ' 

23Jbid., p 141. 

24Ramsay Muir, A Short History of the British Commonwealth, (London, 
1956), II, P 843. 

25See Gaddis Smith, "Canadian External Affairs during World War I", 
The Growth of Canadian Policies in External Affairs, (Durham, 1960), 
p 33. 
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recognized as important parties to the Imperial Conference:-~· 
Sir Satyendranath Sinha, (member of the Viceroy's Execut~ve 
Council in India for some time and President of the 1915 sess1on 
of the Indian National Congress) moved for a specific inclusion 
of the wording that India be "represented in all consultations" 
involving considerations of imperial defence and foreign rclations.~r 
The demands for full autonomy by the Dominions and India's 
n.-cognition as a part of the Commonwealth could not but affect 
British thinking about India and her constitutional status. 

There was also another influence at work. Ever since the 
inception of the Indian National Congress there was a British 
Committee working in London in behalf of the Congress with 
which were associated spokesmen like Charles Bradbugh and 
Sir William Wedderburn. These friends of India carried on a 
ceaseless propaganda for liberal constitutional reforms for India 
and influenced the thinking of many members of the Parliament 
on the question.'" These spokesmen published newspapers and 
pamphlets focussing attention on aspects of British rule in India 
and were instrumental in creating a feeling of considerable sympathy 
for Jndia among the Liberal clements in British politics. 

There were also pressures from Indian nationalists. In 1915 
Sir S. Sinha urged that the British should clearly spell out their 
g-oals in India and indicated that Indian opinion could be satisfied 
with nothing less than ~elf-government. Lord Chelmsford, the 
Governor-General of India ( 1916-1920) echoed these aspirations 
and came to the conclusion in 1916 that the goal of British rule 
in India should be the creation of a self-governing India as an 
integral part of the Br-itish Empire.~9 The ideal of Swaraj was 
articulated by the radical Indian nationalists like Tilak as early 
as 1906 ami seven years later, in 1913, the Muslim League had 
also adopted the attainment of "self-government suitable to India" 
as one of its aims. Furthermore, the Nationalists had effectively 

28~p ?J~~if~g. Colonial and Imperial Conferences, (Ottawa, 1954), II, 

27 A.. B. Keith, Selected Speeches and Documents on British Colonial Policy, 
1763-1917, (London, 1953) II, Pp 401-403. 

28Sce The lndu Prakash of Bombay, May 6, 1887. 
20 H. H, Dodwcll, (Ed.), Cambridge History of India, (Delhi, 1958), 

VI. P 587. 
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demonstrated their ability to create successful pressures on the
British administration resulting in the annulment of the Bengal 
Partition in 1911. Pressure from the Dominions, lobbying in 
London the demands of radical nationalism, the declared goal of 
attainm~nt of "self-govcmment suitable to India" by the Muslim 
League and the promptings of the Indian Liberals, all converged on 
creating a sense of urgency in llritish policy expressed in August 1917 
by Edwin Montague, Secretary of State for India. The Radicals 
retumed to the Congress in 1916 and in the same year was forged 
the organizational compact known as the LuC'know Pact marking 
the :ccnith of Hindu-Muslim co-operation in Indian politics. Indian 
politics had clca.rly come of age and that too in the surprisin!(ly 
short period between 1912 and 191 7. . 

In 1918 the British policy-makers h:1d clearly recognized tht· 
fact that communal representation was a serious hindrance to thl' 
growth of sell-governing institutions in India. However, there ~en· 
serious difficulties in the way of correcting this anomaly. The 
Muslims had enjoyed separate electorates for 10 years ( 1909-1919) 
and it was a well-entrenched privilege with them which c:ould 
not be easily given up. Secondly, the Congress, which had earlier 
denounced the principle of Separate Representation based on 
religion, had now come to the position of making it a part of its 
official policy as signified by the Lucknow-Pact of 1916. This 
Pact has been described by the official historian of the Congrey.:, 
as a "Hindu-Muslim Concordat"30 and no less a leader than 
R G. Tilak had taken a prominent part in g-t..tting the Pact acc:cpted 
by the Lucknow session of the Congress in 1916.~ 1 It was precisely 
this fact that was pointed out hy the Repo•t of the Franchise 
Committee in 1918 when it stated that "both Hindus and 
Muhammadans arc in substantial agreement that the latter should 
everywhere enjoy communal electorates and we have no hesitation 
in recommending that cficrt should he given to this common 
desirc." 32 

30B. Pattabhi Sitaramayya, The llistory of the Congress, (Allahabad, 193!i), 
p 215. 

31M. R. Jayakar, The Story of My Life, (Bombay, 1959), II, P 541. 
J~Quotcd in ReporJ of the Indian Statutary Commission, 1930, I, P IB~!. 
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We have so far tr:1ccd the development of British constitutional 
policies in India. These represented the British responses to the 
demands made by politically conscious Indians. Of these the 
Muslims wl're the most dircctlv concerned with the demand for 
separate representation. The l\·iuslim awakening has been ascribed 
to the rise of the Alirrarh Muslim movement led by Sir Syed 
Ahmad Khan ( 181 7 -!S98) . Sir Syed was a great admirer of 
Western education and felt that the Muslim community could 
not make any significant progress until it had accepted Western 
education and Muslim society had begun to modernize itself. In 
this there was a marked difTen:nce between the Hindus and 
Muslims. The Hindus had enthusiastically accepted Western 
education and had made great progress in education, trade and 
govl'rnment service. Sir Syed felt that the first task of the Muslims 
was not to di,·ert their attention by getting involved in political 
agitation. He also was convinced that the 1\-fuslims could make 
great progress only in co-operation with the British. l-Ie was 
disturbed by the Congress demands for representative government 
for he was convinced that these demands would ultimately become 
demands for responsible government of a parliamentary type. 
Sir Syed was opposed to such a form of government in India. In 
this he reflected the general sentiment of significant segments of 
the Muslim community.33 He exhorted his followers to keep away 
from the Indian National Congress and in this he succeeded 
remarkably well. This is revealed by the number of Muslim 
delegates attending the Congress sessions from 1885 to 1906. The 
fir~t session in Rom bay ( 1885) was attended by two Muslims both 
of whom were local attorneys. The largest number of l\fuslims 
attending a Congress session was 311 at Lucknow ( 1899) and of 
these 308 were from the area itself'. The total number of 
delegates at this session was i89. This was despite the fact that 
of the 26 Presidents of the Congress sessions between 1885 and 
1906 two were Muslims. (Mr. Baddruddin Tayabji, Madras, 1887 
and Mr. M. R. Sayani, Calcutta. 1896).34 

nscc R. C. Majumdar, Op. Cit., I, Pp 466-467. 

:MSec S. R:ui Wa.sti, "The Simla Deputation, 1906", journal of tlu 
Pal:istan Historical Society, X, ii. (April. 1962), Pp 163-164, Note 5. 
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The history of the demand for separate representation goes 
back to 1882-1883. In 1882 a demand for separate arrangements 
for the education of the Muslims was made before the Hunter 
Commission. In 1883 Mr. Mahomed Yusuf of Patna, while 
speaking in the Bengal Legislative Council, demanded separate 
representation for the Muslims in the local bodies.3 ~> In 1896 
Haji Muhammad Ismail Khan, a friend of Sir Syed, made a 
suggestion to the Congress President Rahimtulla Sayani that the 
Congress pass a resolution asking for equal number of' seats for 
the Muslims in the Legislative Councils, District Local Boards and 
the Municipalities. Here was the first demand for "weightage" .30 

In the anti-partition movement in Bengal the large majority of 
Muslims did not participate and quite a few even opposed the 
Swadeshi movement.37 

\Ve have already referred to the Muslim Deputation to Simla · 
led by the Aga Khan demanding separate electorates and 
"weightage". In the same year was formed the All India Muslim 
League with the object of promoting among the Muslims a serue 
of loyalty to the British Government and to "protect and advance 
the political rights and interests of the Musalmans of India."sa 
This was a clear indication of Muslim thinking that the Muslims 
were a separate community with special rights and privileges and 
that the Congress was not capable of protecting these rights. This 
was evidence of the fact that since 1875 there was coming into 
being a separate Muslim nationalism which was willing to accept 
British Rule but was not prepared to accept the rule of a 
parliamentary majority on Western lines since that majority would 
always be that of the Hindus. This was also proof of the fact 
that the Congress leadership had failed in winning the confidence 
of the Muslim leadership and had also failed to adequately 
appreciate the fact that there were growing in the sub-continent 

3 1iB. Majumdar, History of Political Thought, from Rammohun to 
Dayananda, Vol. I,· Bengal, (Calcutta, 1934), Pp 398-399. 

SGR. C. Majumdar, Op Cit., I. P 486. 
:usee~- N. Banerjea, A Nation in Making, (London, 1925), P 231; Indian 

Revzew, ) uly. I. 907, P 538; Mr. Gopal Krishna Gokhale also felt that 
the anu-partJtJOn movement was mainly Hindu· see his letter to 
Sir William Wedderburn dated May 24 1907 on th~ files of the Servants 
of India Society in Poona. ' 

SBA. n. Rajput, Muslim League, Yesterday and Today, (Lahore, 1948), 
Pp 19-20. 
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two nationalisms which would polarise political forces in the country 

along religious and cultural lines. 

The Muslims se·cured their demands under the Act of 1909. 
They had acquired a new political importance far beyond their 
actual numerical strength and they were unwilling to give up these 
gains. Even when the Muslim League accepted the goal of self
government in 1913 the two major planks of its programme 
were "to protect and advance the political and other rights and 
interests of the Indian :tvlusalmans" and to work for the "attainment 
of a system of self-government suitable to lndia."'m This concept 
of self -government, therefore, had nothing in common with the 
one pr<>valent in the West for it was based on the assumption that 
the Muslims had two sets of loyalties: namely, loyalties as Muslims 
and loyalties as Indians. That this was a persistent trend in Muslim 
thinking is shown by tlw statements of Maulana Muhan1mad Ali 
( 1878-19:31), President of Coconada Session of the Indian 
National Congress in 192:1. when he said "We must clearly 
recognize that the Hindus and !vfuslims dwell apart in thought 
and sentiment" and that "because the immediate and practical 
issues of the day divide the Hindus and Muslims that communal 
representation has become a cardinal feature in the political 
<·volution of the country." He further tuicd that "any true patriot 
of ] ndia working for the evolution of Indian nationality will have 
to accept the communal individuality of the ·Muslims as the basis 
of constructive effort." 40 This concept of dual, and somewhat 
exclusive loyalties, persisted down to 1930 when the Maulana 
argued, at the First Round Table Conference in London, that he 
belonged to two circles of equal size which were not concentric. 
The one circle represented the Muslim World and the other 
India.41 

Such an awareness of a separate identity and, by implication, 
a separate political destiny, did not preclude co-operation with the 
Indian National Congress. On quite a few occasions the sessions 
of the Congress and the League were held in the same place and 

nOLa) Bahadur, Op. Cit., P 9L 

~ 0Quotcd by K. P. Karunakaran in Modern Indian Political Tradition, 
(New Delhi, 1962), Pp 274-276. 

~ 1V. P. Vanna, Modern lrulia11 Political Thought (Agra, 1961), P 525. 
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almost simultaneously. They were also attended by Hindus as 
Muslims attended the Congress. The climax of this co-operation 
came in the Congress-Muslim Pact of 1916 in Luckuow when 
the Congress officially conceded the Muslim dc·mand for separatl· 
representation in return for a modification in ''weightage" and th•~ 
Muslim's right. to vote in any other electorate save his own.4 ~ 
Tlus was less than year before the ch:mgc: in the British 
const~tutional aims as discussed above. 

IV 

/\.<; the vanguard of Indian Nationalism the Congress aimed 
at creating a common platform on which all those who desired 
political advancement could gather. Its early leadership was liberal 
in its philosophy and concentrated its attention on the dominant 
political, administrative and economic problems confronting the 
country. It did not desire an immediate severance of the British 
connection but urged continuous broadening of opportunities for 
Indians to sc1ve the> country through the judicial and civil services 
and through a larger representation in the local bodies and legislativt· 
councils. But, as shown above, the Congress failed in its attempt 
to win the support of" the Muslim League leadership. The Hindi
Urdu controversy ( 1867) in Uttar Pradesh, the Ganesh and Shivaji 
~estiva1s ( Hl93 and 1896) and the general revival of Hinduism and 
1ts espousal by many of the nationalist leaders were pointed out 
by the Muslim League leaders as indications that the Congress was 
predominantly a Hindu organization. In 1907 the Congress was split 
into two open factions called the Extremists and the Moderates 
and the former left the Congress. At the time when the Morley
l\1into Reforms were inaugurated the Moderates were in control 
of the Congress and though they deplored the introduction of 
c:onununal electorates seemed almost helpless to oppose them.43 .It 
was not until 1916 that the Congress was reunited. In 1916 came 
the Lucknow Pact which officially committed the Congress to the 
acceptance of the system of communal representation for thr· 
Muslims. 

4ZB. Pattabhi Siraramana, Of'· Cit., Appendix, II; Pp vii-viii. 

•"lbid., Pp. 4·1-4:!. 
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Tlw question that poses itself at this point is why did the 
Congress acerpt the Lucknow Pact, the central part of which was 
separa-te electorates? Thl' Pact was described by S. Satyamurthi in 
1923 a.s an "unfortunatc hlunder"H and Lala Lajpatrai followed 
him in 1925 with his remarks th:lt the "Muslim'~ insistence on 
communal rcprl'scntatiou is the very ncgation · of nationhood. 
Nowhert: in the three nmtinents of which I have experience docs 
it 1·xist. This poison has been instilled into the national system 
of India by the Congress lcadcrs."•:· The reason seems to be the 
necessity felt hoth hy the Lt·ague and the Congress to hring about 
an operational unity lwtwt•ru the two political organizations. It 
was J'emarked earlier that in 191 ::l tlH' Muslim League had also 
adopted the goal of !'elf-government though in a manner quite 
different from that understood by the Congress. But the very 
acceptance of this ~oal by the League brought it close to the 
Congress. In 1915 the Aga Khan had resigned his leadership of 
the League and there was a new lcadcrship taking shape in the 
League. The position of Turkey in World War I had also brought 
home to tlw more perspicacious leaders among the orthodox 
Muslims thc state of jcopardy into which the institution of the 
Khilafat was placed! 11 The earnest appeals made by leaders like 
Gokhale mul Gandhi to the Hindus to seck an accommodation 
with the Muslims also had their desired effect and the time was 
ripe for a tactical unity between the League and the Congress . .r The 
L«:a~rue, as much as thl'" Congrcs~, was in need of an ally. 

Though the Congress leaders had adopted the goal of self
government as far hack as 1906 it was becoming increasingly 
obvious that the goal remained distant in view of the British attitude 
that self-government on the Western model was unsuitable for 
India, n view reiterated by Lord Crewe in 1912. In 1915 the 
Congress wa.'> beginning to feel that successful political pressures 
to secure sdf-~ovcrnment could be created only if the Congress 
and the League came together. The Mwlim League resolution 
on sdf-goverrunent in 1913 strengthened the hope of such unity. 
The Congress, therefore, agrf'Cd to accept the Lucknow Pact as a 

HM. R. Jayakar, Op. Cit., II, P 518. 
4~·/bid., I' 715. 
4GLal Bahadur, Op. Cit., P /00. 
Hfbid., p 84. 
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tactical instrument £01· ~trcn~thening tlu· demand for self

government. 

It is clear then that in 1916 hath the Congress and the League 
were of the opinion that each needed the help of the other. 
Neither had expected that the constitutional aims of the British 
would change so radically in less than a year. And when the change 
came both were taken by surprise. But already the two parties 
had forged an instrument of mere tacti_cal co-operation called the 
Lucknow Pact and the Congress had officially accepted the principle 
of representation based on religion, a ·principle that went directly 
counter to the philosophy of a secular nationalism that it had 
preached for many years. The Lucimow Pact scaled the fate of 
secular nationalism and when the course of the development of 
self-governing institutions was set in the Act of 1919 it was 
determined by the system of communal representation. Tile 
Lucknow Pact was a tacit admission of the failure of the philosophy 
of a secular nationalism in India for a system of representation 
based on religion was found to destroy, in course of time, the 
concept of a single political community. The Lucknow Pact of 
1916 and the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms of 1919 created a 
fundamental paradox in Indian constitutional development, a 
paradox which could be finally resolved only by splitting the country 
into two separate and independent political communities. 
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THE INDIAN-AFRICAN RELATIONSHIP BEFORE 1860 

by 

ROBERT G. GREGORY 

BEFORE THE establishment of the European hegemony in Africa, 
the relationship between India and Africa evolved through five 
principal chronological phases. The first, the obscure initial period, 
includes the development of early geological and geographical ties 
between the two continents as well as the exchange of peoples 
and cultures during the Paleolithic and Neolithic Ages. The 
second, which is far less speculative, covers the two milleniums 
from about the fourth century B.C. to the late fifteenth, during 
which Indians and Arabs established a monopoly of trade with 
eastern Africa. The third embraces the two and a half centuries 
of Portuguese influence, from the late fifteenth to the early 
eighteenth centuries. The fourth concerns the revival of Oman and 
the rise of the Zanzibar sultanate. The last, beginning in the early 
nineteenth century and continuing till about 1860, is devoted to 
the coming of Britain. 

I 

The ties between India and Africa are, according to one theory, 
almost as old as the earth. One billion years ago in the Cryptozoic 
Eon, as water condensed on the surface, all the lighter rock of the 
crust buckled, shriveled, and thickened until it was concentrated 
on one side of the globe. The result was Pangaea, a single land 
mass comprising all the present-day continents and islands. 
Composed mainly of granite and gneiss some sixty miles thick, 
it floated in a sea of denser, malton rock 900 miles deep and as 
slick as liquid glass. In the course of millions of years as the 
pull of gravity smoothed the surface of the globe, the land mass 
developed huge fissures and began to break apart. As rifts occurred, 
the sea poured in, pushing the fragments apart. One sizeable chunk 
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~lid ofT to the southwest and hecame .South AmlTica. Another 
d1·ifted away to the northwest and became North :\mcric·a, and 
a third O"lidcd out to the soutlwast and was later to he known 

b 

as Australia. In the same way Africa separated from Eurasia at 
the line now marked by the Medite1Tanean Sea. Anq from what 
is now southeastern Africa the land mas.c; that is Imlia slipped 
away to the cast and finally moved northwards to merge with A'iia. 
1vlcanwhilc the group as a whok revolved slowly on the face of 
tht! earth, and each unit in tun1 passed the l"quator and the 
northern or southern pole. 

This "displacement theory," first postulated in 1912. by the 
German scientist Alfred W <.:gener, 1 appears plausible when one 
glances at a map of the world and notes the similarity between 
the coastal lines of the continents. The western bulge of South 
America fits into the Gulf of Guinea; and the oeastem coast of 
North America, especially if" Greenland, Icc-land, and the British 
Isles are fitted into the interstices, conforms roughly to the line 
of western Europe. Other evidence, most of it compiled since 
the time of Wegener, supports the thc01y. Similarities substantiatin(T 

"" a common origin between Africa and India can be found in their 
plant and animal life. All Indian fish and fresh water creatures, 
for example, have close relatives in Africa. Mountain ranges can 
be matched on facing coasts; and the Himalayas can be explained 
hy the presumption that as India glided northwards folds occurred 
on its northern edge because of friction with the cooled, resistant 
ocean floor-folds that were height-ened further by the impact with 
Asia. In addition, huge cracks and chasms have been found in 
the ocean beds between the continents paralleling their coast lines. 

The most recent proof is the discovery of fossil magnetism. 
Particles of iron oxide, which lined up with the earth's magnetic 

field before fossils solidified, indicate that Africa was onr.e over 

the South Pole and that India only 70 million years ago was south 

of the equator.2 

I Alfred Wc~cncr, The Origin of Continents and Oceans (trans. by Skcrl 
London 1922). Wc~ener's theory is acccptt:d by some Indian scholars' 
See, for' instance, V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Pre-Historic South fndi~ 
(Madras, 1951), pp. 6-7. 

2Ruthc-rford Platt, "Arc the Earth's Continents Adrift?" Reader's Digest, 
Marr.h 1961, pp. 181-88. 
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\'\iegcncr's theory has not won universal acceptance from 
scientists. Some cling to the concept that India and Africa have 
remained stationat:·, ~hifting vertically so that one part was above 
sea level at one tinw and below at anothe-r, but never horizontally. 
They explain thC' similaritiC's in flm-a and fauna by stressing the 
possibility of land bridges that havt· sunk beneath the watcr, and 
they believe that much of thc remaining proof for the displacement 
theory can he accounted for hy shifts in the poles rather than 
movements of the continents. J'viost authorities, however, now 
accept the idea that continents drift, though they remain skeptical 
of the claim that the present coastal configurations represent the 
old lines of st·paration. The C'arly gt~ologic relation bet\vcen India 
and Africa ts thus still largely a matter of conjecture. 3 

There is substantial agreement that in the late paleozoic Era. 
more than 200 million years ago, Africa and India were joined 
by an Ambo-Somali massif, a high land mass south of present-day 
Arabia. A migration of animals has been traced from southern 
Africa to India and thence into westem Europe and eastward 
across Asia to Alaska and into North .-\merica. At the time of 
the land bridge Africa and Europt: were 5eparated by a body of 
water much larger than the :Mediterranean. A Sea of Tethys, 
3,500 miles long and twice as wide from north to south as the 
Mediterranean, extended from western India across the Arabian, 
Greek, and I tal ian peninsulas all the way to Spain; and it probably 
joined the Atlantic Ocean. The union between Africa and India 
continued for millions of years. In the l\fcsozoic Era more than 
100 million years ago, the Arabo-Somali massif was finally cut by 
the developnwnt of a vast depression. Extending southwards from 
the Tethys along what is now the eastern side of Africa, this 
Trans-Erythrean trough, as it is called, combined with the Tethys 
completel.y to isolate Africa. It lasted into the mid-Tertiary period 
of the Cenozoic Era, perhaps between thirty and fifty million years 
ago; and then the trough and the Sea of Tethys both receded, 
the Arabo-Somali massif sank into the Indian Ocean, and India 
<~nd Africa gradually assumed their present configurations. Today 

3 /bid. Sec .also A. L. du.Toit, Ou~ Wandaing Continents (London, 1937)· 
Walter _f"ll7.gcr~ld, Afrzca, a Soczal, Ec.onomic and Political Geography of 
Its Ma;o; Reg1ons (London, 8th editzon, 1955), pp. 4-9; and Allan L. 
Bensen, The Story of Geology (N. Y., 1927), pp. 20-23. 
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the remarkable similarity in topography and natural resources.~ 
the striking resemblance in the lower forms of plant and am 

. ed 4 
life are reminders of the physical unity that once extst · 

Any human ties between Africa and India develo~cd lo~g 
after the disappearance of the connecting Arabo-Somall massif. 

·11· · rs ago~ Man appeared at the earliest on earth only two m1 mn ~ca . · 
There is indication, however, that the earliest human mhablt.an~ 
of India and Africa were closely related. During the Paleohth.lc 
Age the two areas appear to have been inhabited by a Negr01d 
race, characterized by short stature, dark skin, curly hair, and ~at 
noses. The Chellean-Acheulean peoples of North and East Afnca 
and the Stellenbosch peoples of South Africa, on the one han~, 
and the "Quartzite men" of India, on the other, had these traits 
in common. As people of the old Stone Age, they relied on rude 
stone implements for weapons and tools; they were nomadic 
hunters <md gatherers, as distinct from settled agriculturalists; and 
they had no domestic livestock or homes other than caves and 
crude huts fashioned of trees and leaves. From a common origin 
in Africa or Asia they spread eastwards as Proto-Australoids into 
Indonesia and the South Pacific archipelago. They seem to have 
been the ancestOrs of the modem South African Bushmen, the 
Australian Aborigines, the Melanesians of New Guinea, and the 
inhabitants of the Andaman Islands. They may be more remotely 
related to the African Negro and the Indian Kol Bhil and Munda.o 

' ' Some scholars have speculated that the Neolithic Mohenjo-Daro 
and Harappan cultures of northwest India may have developed 
as the result of a later land bridge, only a few thousand years B.C., 

~There is substanti~l agreement on this explanation in Dikshitar chap. I; 
E. <?· Case, Environment of Tetrapod Life in the Late Paieozoic of 
RegiOnS other than North America (Washington 1926) chap. XIII; 
and W. J. Arkell, jurassic Geology of the World (N. Y., 1956), 
pp. 255-303. 

~~. S. ~· Leakey has been the chief. scientist and popularizer engaged 
m tracmg mans. early deve~opment m Africa. See Leakey: Stone Age 
Africa: an Outlme of Prehutory in Africa (London 1936). The Stone 
Age Races of J(enya (London, 1934) · "Finding the Worid's Earliest 
Man," National Geogr~phic Ma~azine, Sept. 1960, pp. 420-35; "Explor
ing 1 7 50,000 Years mto Man s Past," ibid., Oct. 1961 pp. 564-89; 
"Adv~nturcs in the Search for Man,'' ibid., Jan. 1963, pp: 132-52. 

a stuart Piggott Prehistoric India to 1,000 B.C. (London, 1962), pp. 38, 
148-49; and 'R. C. Majumdar, H .. C. Raychaudhuri, and Kalikinkar 
Datta, An Advanced History of Ind1a (London, 1960), pp. 11-14. 
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connecting East Africa and the Kathiawar peninsula; but as yet 
their them)' is not supported by geologic evidence.7 

Long after the decline of these Paleolithic peoples as the 
dominant ethnic group in Africa and India, after more advanced 
peoples with difTerent racial strains had swept over each area in 
successive waves, a further large-scale c.xchange of peoples may 
have taken place by sea. The them)' that India colonized Egypt was 
held by many Ancient writers, including Philostratus and Eusebius; 
and it was developed further in the Modern Age by Charles Francois 
Dupuis, Sir William Jones, Colonel Wilford, Dr. Robert Taylor, 
and Edward Pocock e. 8 Among ~he many writings on the subject, 
one of the fullest and most convincing is an article published in 
1908 by an American political economist and Orientalist, Alexander 
Del Mar. He maintained that Egypt was invaded by thousands 
of Indian gold-seekers between 2,000 and 1,500 years B.C. Egyptian 
records of names and myths, according to Del !\far, reveal that 
the first invaders were Cingalese and that they were followed by 
Indians from Malabar, the Gulf of Cutch, and Orissa, and finally 
by Tibetan-cultured colonists from the Bay of BengaL Eventually 
all the coastal tribes of Bharata Varsa were involved. \.Yhen the 
supply of gold was exhausted, they remained in Egypt and gradually 
lost contact with their homeland. But it was they and their 
descendants, asserted Del Mar, who employed the cultural attain
ments of Ancient India to found and develop the great civilization 
of early Egypt. Though these Indians had no special name in 
Egyptian records, they were referred to by Ancient Greeks as 
Pelasgians and Phoenecians.0 

The chief attraction in Egypt was gold. Early Egypt is known 
to have had e~tensive and very rich deposits of gold, some of which 
was scattered m placer fields over the Great Bisharee Desert others 
embedded in quartz in the foothills of Nubia and the m;untains 

?Sec,_ for ~nstancc, H. D. Sankalia, "Stone Age Finds in Saurashtra: 
a. Lmk With Harappan Era," Times of India, April 28, 1963, p. 8. 

8C1te~ by Alexander Del Mar, "Indian Marks upon Early Egypt " Indian 
Rev1ew (Madras), Jan. 1908, pp. 4-8. ' 

OJbid. ~orne Indian scholars believe that the Dravidians were ~ndigenous 
to l~dm and that they migrated west, where they became known as the 
~cd1tcrranr:an _type represented by the Ancient Egyptians. See, for 
mstance, D1kshitar, pp. 133-34. 
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of the east coast. According to Egyptian epigraphy, the Cingalese 
and Indian adventurers arrived first at the land of Punt, a Red 
Sea area ncar Bab-el Mandeb, and thence gradually spread into 
the interior to exploit the placer fields. By the sixteenth century 
the easily accessible gold of the placer variety presumably was 
exhausted, for at that time, as shown by Egyptian records, the 
quartz deposits first began to be mined. Although it is now fairly 
certain that coinage originated in both the East and W-est during 
the eighth century, Del Mar believed that gold coins were widely 
used by China and India as early as 1900 B.C., at least five 
centuries before their manufacture in Europe;10 and he cited this as 
proof that the gold-seekers of Egypt came from the East. But that 
the Kathiawar peninsula may have been their home is indicated 
by recent discoveries in Saurashtra which show that the Harappan 
people well before 2,100 B.C. were richly adorned with gold jewelry 
and had at Lothal an extensive dockyard. 11 

In addition to the circulation of gold and the record of Indian 
place names, much more evidence of Indian influence can be cited. 
According to Del Mar, Sanskrit and the Ancient Egyptian language 
had at least 560 words in common, and punt was the Sanskrit 
name for gold, and nile the Sanskrit word for blue. Many fruits 
and vegetables common in Ancient Egypt, such as artichokes, figs, 
oranges, peaches, rice, and gourde;, were described by Athenaeus 
and Pliny as coming from India; and the same was said of Egyptian 
iron and steel. Pieces of teak, medicinal plants, balsams, gums, and 
drugs which could have come only from India have been found in 
early Egyptian tombs. The similarities in astronomical systems 
indicate a common origin; and Lucian ascribed the origin to India. 
There is also a close affinity between the religions. The Egyptian 
lawgiver Menes, who was deified as Amen or Ammon, and his 
deified wife Mut and son Maneros were, in Del Mar's opinion, 
Egyptian counterparts of the Indian Manu, Mut, and Matsya. 
The Egyptian Menes and the Indian Matsya images were both 
painted blue. Moreover, the Egyptians called Mencs a Pim or 
Piroumis, a title which the Greeks corrupted into Pharoah; and 
Piroumas or Biroumas was an Indian title of Brahma.h. Del Mar 

lODcl Mar, /oc. cit. 
11 Sankalia, /oc. cit. Sec B. G. Gokhalr, Ancient India: History and 

Cult11re (Bombay, 3rd edition, 1956), p. 17. 
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maintained that even the pyramids and rock-temples of India were 
plainly the prototypes of those in Egypt. He pointed out that the 
1 ndian and Bunnese colossi of the Buddha and the Egyptian colossi 
of Mcnes or Mcmnon were a type that has been found only 
in countries colonized frorn India. The fact that the architecture 
and sculpture of early Egyptian dynasties excelled those of later 
dynasties in proportion and good taste could be explained, Del Mar 
believed, only by the asstunption that the earlier was imported. 
He accepted Lucian's theory that the decline of the great Egyptian 
civilization was the result of a gradual infiltration by a less advanced 
"Ethiopian" culture. 1 ~ 

II 

Despite the mass of evidence offered by Del Mar and others 
who trace the origins of Egyptian civilization to India, the ties 
between India and Africa remain largely speculative until well into 
the Christian eraY The great Persian empire established by Cyrus 
in the sixth century B.C. and e.xpandcd in the next century by 
Darius and Zerxes extended at times from the Indus valley to 
Asia Minor and on into the Balkans of Europe; and it can be 
presumed to have affected at least indirectly the north-eastern coasts 
of Africa. A more definite tie between the two countries was 
established by Alexander in 327 B.C. when, having conquered 
northern Egypt and founded Alexandria, he crossed the Hinduk.ush 
and subdued the people of the Indus valley; and Greek influence 
continued in Egypt beyond the Roman conquest and in India 
intermittently for three centuries under successive invaders from 
Antiochus the Great of Syria to Dcmetrios of Bactria. But at no 
time under Persian or Greek emperors was any significant connec
tion established between India and Africa. There was merely the 
loose tic of a sporadic trade. During this period as before, it is 
probable that Indian and Arab merchants plied from port to port 
in small ships and that their trade on the whole extended from 
southern Ir:tdia and Ceylon to the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea, and 

12Dcl Mar, loc. cit. 
usir Mortimer Wheeler reflects the prevailing opinion that Mesopotamia 

was the ancc!ltor of both the Nile and Indus civilizations. See Wheoler, 
Early India and Pakistan to Ashoka (N.Y., 1959), pp. 104-06. 
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the eastern coast of Africa below Cape Guardafui. Some of th:sc 
merchant-sailors may even have ventured directly ac~oss t~e Indtan 
Ocean to Africa.H The Puranas, chronicles of Indtan history for 
several centuries B.C., show that Hindus even then had accurate 

knowledge of many East African localitiCS.15 

To these early relations between Asia and Africa the cli~atc 
and geography were both an aid and a hindrance. Commumca
tion by sea was greatly facilitated by prevailing winds. Between 
December and February the monsoon blew steadily across the 
Indian Ocean from the northeast; and between April and 
September the winds were reversed, coming from the south
southwest. It was thus easy for merchants to sail from any part 
of India, even from the eastern side of the peninsula, or from the 
Persian Gulf and Arabia to the eastern coast of Africa. They could 
sail as far south as Cape Delgado, at which point the winds became 
feeble, then barter for a few months as the winds changed, and 
finally ride the monsoon home by the same route. If they sailed 
out in winter, they could return in summer. The distance from 
Bombay to Mombasa was only 2,500 miles, not much greater than 
the length of the Mediterranean Sea; and Zanzibar was only 
2,200 miles from Muscat and 1,700 from Aden. But anything more 
than a trade with the East African coastal towns, any large-scale 
migration like the supposed colonization of Egypt, for instance, was 
alm.ost prohibited by the African geography. Africa is a vac;t 
~plifted shield with a higher mean elevation than any other con
tment and with an unusually even topography. Where the high 
plateau meets the ocean there often are high cliffs; Africa's rivers 
are few, and they tumble down dangerous cataracts before almost 
disappearing in shallow, shifting deltas. The continent lacks broad, 
:ert.J.le valleys leading successively up to the interior highlands, and 
Its few coastal plains are narrow strips of steaming jungle. These 
conditions, combined with the rigors and diseases of tropical and 

HMajor F.. B. Pearce, Zanzibar: the Island Metropolis of Eastern Africa 
(KY., 1920), p. 253. 

15 Pap~r by Lieut. C. P. Rigby, Proceedings of the Bombay Geographic 
Socrety, 1843, vol. VI, p. 89; cited by R. B. Ewbank, "Summary of the 
Part Played by Indians in the Economic Development of East Africa 
up to 1895," appended to letter, Ewbank to ]. B. Bhore, Jan. 14, 1925, 
"Proceedings," Ovrrseas Branch, Dept. of Education, Health and Lands, 
Government of India, Sept. 1925, Nos. 1-92, Part A. All "Proceedings" 
cite<:! below were consulted in the National Archives of India, New Delhi. 
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~~quat.orial climates and with the presence of hostile native tribes, 
!'specially the warlike Bantu, obstructed coastal settlement and 
JJI'Jletration of the interior. 16 

That by the first century A.D. Indians and Arabs were utilizing 
the monsoons to carry on a flourishing annual trade with the 
coasts of eastern Africa is evident from an extant document, the 
Pcrijllus of the Erythrcan Sea. Written about 80 A.D. by a Greek 
nwn:hant-seaman of Br-r .. nike, an Egyptian port of the Red Sea, 
it is a description of the east coast of Africa as far south as the 
Zambc-..:i or Rufiji River. It referred to this area as the "Ausanitic" 
coast, perhaps because of a conquest several centuries earlier by the 
Arab state of Ausan; and it described the native Negroid inhabitant! 
as having "very great stature" and owing allegiance to "the 
:vlapharitic chief," obviously one of the Sabaean kings of South 
Arabia. 17 Arabs and Indians, according to the author, carried oP 
an extensive trade across the Erythrean Sea, the Greek name for 
the Indian Ocean. To Africa they brought "iron and steel, ancl 
Indian cloth, wheat, rice, clarified butter, sesame oil, girdles and 
honey from the reed called 'sacchari' (Sanskrit 'sarkara': sugar) ." 18 

Some of these goods were used for barter, but much of them served 
"for getting the goodwill of the savagcs." From Africa the 
merchants carried away rhinoceros horn, tortoise shell, a little palm 
oil, and many slav·es.10 

Not until the sixth century is there further description of such 
activity. Between the sixth and fifteenth centuries the Arabic 
Chronicles of Kilwa, the Swahili History of Pate, the map of the 
Arab Al-Idrisi, and the travelogs of Masudi of Bagdad in the tenth 
century, Yaqut the Greek freedman and Marco Polo in the thirteenth. 
and Ibn Battuta of Tangier in the fourteenth present a revealing 
picture of Indian relations with Africa. Early in this period the 
Arabs and Indians built up a thriving trade, which extended 

WSir .. Reginald Coupland, East Africa and Its Invaders (Oxford, 2nd 
,.d1t!on, 1956), pp. 2-1. Coupland was the foremost authority on the 
lnd1an Ocean of the Modem Age and thus is the principal source for 
most of the information in this article. 

17/bid., pp. 1-8. 
18Quoted by R. J. Udani, "Our Countrymcn in Kenya," Indian Revze•~> 

(Madras), Dec. 1928, p. 841. 
111Coupland, pp. 1-8. 
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through the Red Sea to Europe at the one end and to Indon~:s_ia: 
China, and the Philippines at the other. It also embraced the ZmJ 
(Negro) coast, and the whole of eastern Africa gradually became 
known in Arab terminology as Zanzibar. Chinese coins, dating from 
the eighth century and found throughout the area, indicate the 
extent of the Indian and Arabian trade. Apparently the Arab~ 
were more active in these centuries than Indians. They founded 
permanent trading settlements, similar to the later Europc>an 
factories, at Calicut on the Malabar coast of India, at !vialacca on 
the Malay peninsula, and eventually throughout the Eastern world. 
But Indians were active too, and during this period they definitely 
were crossing the Indian Ocean. In 1260 Marco Polo visited 
Jl.1ombasa. "It had a good port," he wrote, "where there wnp 
always many ships, both of those which sail for Sofala and thos1· 
that come from Cambay."20 Polo's account, coupled with those 
of other observers from Medieval Europe, substantiat-ed twentieth
century Indian claims that "India discovered East Africa before 
Britain discovered India." From Africa the Indians continued to 
import ivory, gold, yellow sandalwood, ambergris, coconuts, and 
slaves; and in course of time slaves became the mo~t valuabh: 
commodity.2 1 

Between the sixth and fifteenth centuries the most important 
development affecting Indian-African relations was the invasion 
of East Africa by Oman. In the southeast corner of Arabia livf'd 
a people of mingled Arab stock who owed a vague allegiance to 
the Arabian Caliph. Cut off by desert from expansion on land, 
they took to the sea; and their principal city, Muscat, bccarnc a 
center of shipbuilding and trade. In 695 A.D. when the Caliph, 
Abdul :Malik, attempted to assert his suzerainty ovC'r Oman, two 
of the leading chiefs, Suleman and Said, fled with their families 
and friends to settle somewhere in the land of Zinj. Other refu~ccs 
also moved. About 740 A.D. as a result of" a schism among the 
Shiites, the Arabs of the Zaidiyah sect fled to East Africa. About 
920 the seven brothers of El Hasa escaped persecution by founding 
1'vfogadishu and Barawa on the Af riran coast. They were followl:'d 
later in the century by the family of Hassan-bin-Ali, the half-rastt~ 

20Quoted by Udani, loc. cit., p. 841. 

21 Coupland, pp. 20-21. 
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son of the Sultan and an Abyssinian slave woman, who was 
outrivalled in his homeland by his better-born brothers. He and 
his six sons sailed in seven ships, each with his own retinue, to 
found Mombasa Pemba and Kilwa on the African coast and , , 
Johanna in the Cornaro Isles. These invaders brought their religion 
with them so that in the ninth and tenth centuries the whole , 
arca was converted to Islam.22 

By the fifteenth century the cast coast of Africa was dotted 
with prospcrous little city-states, each with a central mosque and 
a ruling Arab family. From north to south they were Mogadishu, 
Barawa, Siu, Pate, Lamu, ?vialindi, Kilifi, ?viombasa, Vumba, Mafia. 
Kilwa, Mozambique, and Sofala. The settlements included 
Zanzibar, the name of which had by this time become restricted 
to the island, and also Pemba and the Cornaro Islands; and they 
were even scattered down the western coast of' lviadagascar. Almost 
all the settlements, even some described as on the mainland, were 
little islands protected by a. ban-ier of water from the more 
unhealthy and precarious continent. The Arabic city-states tended 
towards autonomy, but each sought to exert an influence over its 
neighbors; and many little dynastic wars occun-ed. In the twelfth 
century Kilwa dominated the gold trade of Sofa Ia; and two 
centuries later Kilwa itself was conquered by Pate, which extended 
its rule as far north as Malindi. The feuds between neighbors were 
notorious; Mombasa and Malindi, for instance, were bitter rivals. 
But except for occasional forays and raids, which bi;cfiy absorbed 
the energies of the inhabitants, the Arab settlements were on the 
whole peaccf ul and flourishing. About the Arab nucleus in each 
center there g1·ew a half-caste community of varied hue and status, 
with the more Asiatic clinging near the Arab location and the 
more African inhabiting the outskirts. This new community, with 
its Muslim faith and hybrid speech, was the Swahili. There were 
also the African· slaves who tilled the Arab gardens and attended 
to the household chores; there were Persian merchants and there 

' were the Indians. The last two, the Persians and Indians, had 
accompanied and followed the Arabs and were able to carry on 
a lucrative business. 23 

22 lbid., pp. 21-26. 
23Jbid., pp. 26-28. 
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Although the Indians of the Arab settlements did not con
&titute a part of the ruling class, their conn_ection with. the coast 
was just as old, and they were an infiuentml commumty. They 
owned much of the merchant marine and manned many of the 
ships. They were also the masters of finance, the bankers and 
money-changers and money-lenders. Since the Arabs seldom 
bothered with finance but concentrated on land-holding and 
developed as a landed aristocracy, the Indians monopolized the 
major business transactions as well as the lesser retail trade. It was 
the increasing dependence on Indians in this respect that for a 
time made the Arabs wealthy but in the long run weakened their 
initiative and rendered them economically subscrvicnt.2 f The 
Indians evC'ntually ev·en surpassed the Arabs as navigators. It was 
a Gujurat named Cana, rather than an Arab, who piloted Vasco da 
Gama directly across the Indian Ocean to Calicut.25 The Indians 
also grew rich on the customary trade in ivory, Sofala gold 
coconuts, palm oil, ambergris, and slaves. With the Arabs th~ 
Indians share the responsibility for building up the Eastern trade 
in tmman life. They too carried slaves to Egypt, Persia, AJ-ztbia 
and lndia.26 ' 

India's association with the institution of African slavery is 
well illustrated by the fifteenth-century insurTection in the old 
Muslim kingdom of Bengal. King Rukn-ud-din Barbak, who ruled 
at Gour from 1459 to 1474, had 8,000 African slaves; and he made 
the mistake of becoming the first Indian king to promote the 
in large numbers to high rank in his service. The slaves be m 
· 1 d 1- · I came mso cnt an 1centtous. n 1486 they rebelled against Barbak's 
successor, Fath Shah, _murder:d him, and set a eunuch on the 
throne. But the new kmg, entttled Barbak Shah was 1"n tu 

. . ' rn soon 
overthrown by another Af·ncan, lndtl Khan a high-ranking -1. • ' ITII ltary 
o~ccr who had Pema~ned I_oyal to Fath Shal1 and intended to 
remstate the royal fam1ly. Smce the deceased kinrr's son 1 . "' was on y 
two years old, Indt! Khan was persuaded by the king's w'd 

• • 1 ow to 
assume the rule htmself w1th the title Saif-ud-din-Firu B' z. IS 

~'/bid., pp. 27-28. 

~"Prarrr, p. 25-l. 

2•;Scc, for instancr, "Slave Trade in Zanzibar by Merchants from 1 d" , 
Bombay Political Despatch from Court of Directors, No. 30, Dec. 19 n1 ~~6 · 
"Prorcedin_gs,'' Foreign Drpt., Government of India. ' ' 
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benevolence cause his downfall. He wasted the public treasure on 
beggars, and in 1489, after only three years on the throne, he was 
oustN..I by another African who set himself up as regent in the 
minority of Fath Shah's young son. Within a year this man and 
the boy-king were both murdered by Sidi Badr, another former 
slave. "This bloody monster, in the course of a reign of three years, 
put most of the leading men in the kingdom to death."~7 The reign 
of terror came to an end in 1493 when he was killed in a sortie 
against rebel forces besieging Gaur. So terminated the remarkable 
African regime. Subsequently an Asiatic from the Oxus country 
was elected to the throne; and one of this first acts was to expel 
all Africans from the kingdom. The exiles, many thousands in 
number, were turned back from Delhi and .Jaunpur and finally 
drifted to Gujarat and the Deccan; and there, where the slave 
trade had already created a numerous African population, they 
<'Vf'ntua lly were absorbed. 2 M 

III 

The Arab-Indian monopoly of the Indian Ocean terminated 
ncar the end of' the fifteenth century with the coming of the 
Portuguese. In 1486 Bartolome Diaz rounded the Cape of Good 
Hope and sailed up and down the East African coast. He was 
followed in 1497 by Vasco da Gama, who visited the Arab settle
ments from Mozambique to Malindi and thence, guided by his 
Indian navigator, crossed the ocean to Calicut. H'is return to 
Lisbon in 1499 prompted a general assault. During the next ten 
years, under the leadership of Francisco d' Almeida and Affonso 
d' Albuquerque, the Portuguese subjected all the principal Arab 
settlements except Malindi from Barawa to Sofala, including the 
islands of Zanzibar, Pemba, and Mafia; and Malindi became a 
Portuguese ally. Only :Mogadishu, Madagascar, and the neighbor
ing island groups, the Comoros and MascarC'nes, escaped conquest. 
In the same decade the Portuguese sacked Muscat, took Hormuz 
and subdued the Arabian and Persian coasts. The conquest wa~ 
complete by 1509 when in the Rattle of Diu they destroyed a great, 

~rcoupland, pp. 32-33. 
2~Jbid. 
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combined Egyptian, Arab, and Persian fleet. The same year they 
appointed a S<~paratc Governor-General for Afdca and Arabia. 
The center of the whole system was Goa.~R 

Though disastrous for the Arabs, the conquest did not 
drastically curtail Indian activity and influence. The Portuguese 
sought a complete monopoly of trade. Since they effectively drove 
all ri"<'al shipping from the Indian Ocean, they severed the ancient 
Arab connection with India and areas farther cast. For the same 
reason they restricted the Arab trade with the interior of Africa. 
On the southeast African coast, where they undertook an extensive 
colonization, the Portuguese completely displaced the Arab landed 
aristocracy and commercial enterprise. Farther north, where the 
conquest and enforcement of monopoly was less complete, the Arabs 
maintained a hold on commerce and property, but their former 
position was gone. All the settlements declined under Portuguese 
rule, and historic Kilwa was reduced to a slave port. Likt: tlH: 

Arabs, the Indians were driven from the major sea lanes and 
forbidden access to the African interior. Since the Portuguese failed 
to send out long caravans and made only one serious attempt 
to penetrate the interior-the ill-fated expedition from Sena in 
1572-the trade of the whole coast sharply declined. But otherwise 
for the Indians the advent of the Portuguese meant only a change 
of dominion. The Indians continued to be the shopkeepers and 
artisans of Africa, and they became the accountants and bankers 
of the Portuguese as they had been for the Arabs. Although the 
Portugue~te had usurped the carrying trade and assumed the position 
of middlemen, the flow of goods between India and Africa 
continued.30 In 1512 when the Portuguese hold on East Africa 
was fairly strong, llarbarosa recorded that "the Moors of Zanzibar. 
Pemha and :Mafia used to purchase silks and cottons fom1 th~ 
merchants of Cambay resident in Mombasa" ;31 and in 1591 shortly 
after the onset of Portuguese decline, a Captain Lancaster noted 
during a stay in Zanzibar harbor that some vessels arrived directly 
from Indian ports.32 • 

2!1 Ibirl., p. 4 7. 
30Jbid .. pp. 48-51. 

:IIQuott·d hy Pcarc .. , p. 254. 

~~Tbid. 
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Nter little more than a century the Portuguese lost their 
monopoly of the Indian Ocean. In 1580 two unrelated events of 
major significance in world history portended the end: Philip II 
of Spain assumed the Portuguese throne; and one of Sir Francis 
Drake's ships, homeward bound on its historic voyage around the 
world, sailed across the Indian Ocean. Philip's action began sixty 
years of foreign domination that sapped the vitality of the 
Portuguese nation; and the presence of the ship heralded a rivalry 
from other European powers in waters that the Portuguese, with 
the sanction of the Church, had claimed as their own. The English 
founded their East India Company in 1600, and within a few 
years they were conducting a profitable trade with India and 
other Eastern countries. They were followed closely by the Dutch, 
who established a similar organization in 1602, and rather belatedly 
by the French, who did not form their Compagrzir. des lnd1?J 
Orientales until 1664. The Dutch were at first the most 
enterprising. In the first quarter of the seventeenth century they 
supplanted the Portuguese in the East Indies and established 
factories at Surat and Chinsurah on the Indian mainland. They 
occupied Mauritius in 1644, Table Bay in 1652, and Ceylon in 
1658; for a time they even had factories in the Persian Gulf. The 
English, driven from the East Indies by the Dutch, concentrated 
on India. They established factories at Surat in 1612, Madras 1639, 
Calcutta 1650, and Bombay 1665. The French took Bourbon in 
1642 and shortly afterwards began to colonize Madagascar. In 
1715 they moved into Mauritius, which the Dutch had abandoned· 
and naming it lie de France, they soon made it the heaclquarte1~ 
of their activities in the Indian Ocean. Meanwhile the French 
cont~sted with the English for mastery of' India by establishing 
tradmg depots at Pondichcn)' in 1664 and Chandemagore in 1676 
and subsequently making them centers of expansion. 33 

Since the British, Dutch, and French for two centuries tended 
to by-pass the east coast of Africa in their concentration on the 
lucrative trade with India and the spice islands, the declining 
Portuguese were able to maintain a precarious hold over the east 
coast of Africa long after they lost most of their other overseas 
possessions. They eventually were driven from East Mrica by the 

33Coupland, pp. 52-54. 
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depredations of pirates, harassment by hostile African tribes, and 
above all by a resurgence of Arab peoples. In 1585 an adventurous 
Turk, l\1iralc Bey, cruised down the African coast, plundering the 
Portu•ruesc settlements and taking prisoners; and three years later 

~ 0 

during a second voyage he captured Mombasa. Tlus even prompted 
a successful Arab revolt on Pemba. In 1589, as Mirale Bey was 
preparing for an assault on Malindi, Mombasa was stormed by a 
militant Bantu tribe, the Zimba, who two years before had 
slaughtered 3,000 inhabitants of Kilwa. The Zimba captured 
Mirale Bey and handed him over to the Portuguese, who sent 
him in chains to Lisbon, but eventually the Zimba turned against 
the Europeans. It was to protect Mombasa from warlike tribesmen 
as well as Turkish pirates that the Portuguese in 1593 built Fort 
Jesus. During the next fifty years the Portuguese consolidated their 
hold on East Africa and regularly exported gum-coal, ivory, and 
slaves to India in return for cloth."' That they were not entirely 
successful in monopolizing the carrying trade is evident in the fact 
that one of Captain Kidd's chief prizes in the Indian Ocean ncar 
the end of the seventeenth century was the ship of a Khoja 
merchant from Cambay.35 

IV 

The Portuguese were finally expelled from East Africa by the 
Arabs of Oman. In 1622 when the Persians reclaimed Honnuz 
all the people of the northem coasts were recovering energy. B., 
mid-century the Omani, led by the dynamic Imam Sultan-bin-Scii 
had ejected the Portuguese from Muscat and the whole Arabia ' 
seaboard. In 1662, having built an efficient little navy, he capture~ 
Mombasa town; and skirting Fort Jesus, he sailed down the African 
c.oast, kindling the fires of rebellion. After besiegina the fort 

"' at 
Mozambique, he crossed to India and in 1670 sacked Diu. In 
1696 Seif's son, Imam Seif-bin-Sultan, concentrated sev~ 
warships, ten dhows, and about 3,000 men in an attack on Fo~ 
.Jesus; and after an historic siege of 33 months he succeeded in 
taking it. Though the Portuguese after repeated failures recaptured 
the fort in 1728, when Oman was weakened by civil disorder and 

:t·IJbiJ., p. 6:!. 
a5Pearcc, p. 254. 
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a Persian invasion, they were able to hold it only two years. After 
1740 when the great Ahmed-bin...Said established the Albusaid 
dynasty, freed his country from the Persians, and began to renew 
Omani aggression on the African coast, the Portuguese realized 
the futility of tl)•ing to reassert their authority in East Africa. The 
Arabs recaptured the coast as far south as the trade winds carried 
them. As a result the eastern side of Africa was divided at the 
Rovuma River between Arabs to the north and Europeans to the 
south. In withdrawing, the Portuguese left little behind to 
commemorate their period of rule. They had introduced manioc, 
maize, and pineapples but had not engaged in extensive cultivation; 
nor had they expanded trade with Europe or Asia. They had been 
exploiters rather than colonizers.3 G 

From the middle of the eighteenth century for more than 
a hundred years, the Arabs remained virtually undisturbed in their 
domination of East Africa. Thou~h the French were strongly 
entrenched on lie de France, they wc1c imerc::.tcu primaJ:ily 111 

contesting with the British for mastery of India. Some French 
traders, intent chiefly on buying slaves, made high profits in their 
dealings with the Arabs; and in 1877 one of them, a Frenchman 
named ?v!orice, submitted a bold scheme to his government for 
ehartering a company to exploit the area from a headquarters at 
Kilwa. His plans came to naught, partly because of the interest 
in India, partly because of the outbreak of war in 1878, and perhaps 
mainly because the government did not want to antagonize Oman, 
which controlled the gateway to the Persian Gulf and thence the 
Middle East. But the French were more active than the British. 
They established a residency at Basra at the head of the Persian 
Gulf in 1755 and made it a consulate ten years later; and they 
set up a factory at Oman in 1785. Until the end of the Napoleonic 
War the British interest in the northeastern coast of the Indian 
Ocean was chiefly a product of the fear that France would somehow 
gain access to India through the Middle East. In 1786 Britain 
appointed a Consul-General and Agent of the East India Company 
at Cairo. In 1798 Britain concluded the first treaty with Oman; 
Mirza Mehdi Ali Khan, a trusted Persian agent, obtained for 
Lord Wellesley an agreement that accorded the English r.ommercial 

socoupland, pp. 70-71.. 
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privileges and excluded the French. Two years later t~c treaty 
was renewed and enlarged to include the permanent restdence at 
Muscat of "an English gentleman of respectability" as the 
intermediary between the Imam and the East India Compa~y. 
In 1807 a similar treaty, granting the British m~st-fav?rcd nation 
status was concluded with a new sultan, Seyytd Satd. But all 
these 'agreements, British and French, were relatively unimportant; 
and the northeastern Indian Ocean was largely unaffected by the 
wars of the French Revolution and Napoleonic Era.31 

After 1815 when Britain was confirmed in its possession of 
Cape Colony and Mauritius, Oman found the British supremacy 
in the Indian Ocean more an aid than a hindrance to the 
furtherance of its designs on East Afric.a. At this time Oman was 
harassed on land by an aggressive Arab people, the \Vahabi, and 
at sea by the powerful Jawasmi pirates. The latter from a 
stronghold at Ras al Khyma preyed on the shipping between East 
Africa and India and made no distinction between British Arab , ' 
and Indian vessels. They were raiding as close to Bombay as the 
coast of Kathiawar and Sind. In 1820 Britain forced the Jawasmi 
c-hiefs to sign treaties that practically terminated their piracy; and 
the pacifying of the Jawasrni enabled Scyyid Said to concentrate 
nn crushing the Wahabi.~8 In the 'twenties Said began to reassert 
the authority of Oman over East Africa. He was temporarily 
thwarted by Capt. William Fitr.villiam Owen, commander of a 
Rritish expedition to map the coa~t. In 1823 Owen, entirely on 
his own initiative, had hoisted the British flag at Tembe and in 1824 
at the request of anti-Arab tribesmen, the Mazrui, had annexed 
Mombasa. He also laid plans for acquiring Pemba, Lamu, Pate, and 
other former possessions of Mombasa. But Owen's design to incor
porate East Africa in the British Empire never had the approval 
of autl10ritics at Bombay or London, and it collapsed in 1826. The 
nC'xt year Said called at Mombasa with a large fleet and compeHed 
the Mazrui to accept his overlordship, and then he easily obtained 
a similar recognition from other coastal cities.39 Although the 
Mazrui subsequently rebelled, Said by clever treachery destroyed 
all thPir lcadPrs; :and by 1838 he was undisputed master of Mombasa 

HJbid., pp. 90-98. 
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and most of the coast. In 1840 he transferred his court to Zanzibar 
and made it the new capital of the Omani realm.40 

U ndcr Said's wise direction Zanzibar became the flourishing 
center of an empire that reflected many of the glories of the past 
ag-e of Arab greatness. He encouraged commerce by a policy of 
frcl' trade. The only customs duty was a flat 5% charge on all 
goods except bullion landed or transhipped from one vessel to 
another at any of' his ports. There were no excise taxes on internal 
production, no export duties, and no harbor dues, pilot fees, nor 
othrr shipping or navigation charge; no monopolies were permitted; 
and about the time of his move to Zanzibar, to improve the medium 
of exchange, he imported $5,000 worth of pice, the small copper 
coins of British Jndia. The pice spread all along the coast and, 
to~cthcr with the l'vlaria Theresa dollars, became the common 
rurrency of East Africa. A decade before his shift to Zanzibar, 
Said had introduced cloves from Mauritius. Clove production soon 
surpassed that of' sugar and rice, and Zanzibar and its sister island 
Pemba became renowned as the chief source of the world's supply. 
From the island headquarters trade expanded once more to the 
far side of India, the Dutch East Indies, China, and points farther 
cast. It also spread again into the interior of Africa. Little Arab 
colanies grew up along the inland trade routes. Former centers, 
such as Sena, acquired a new vigor, while new ones, like Tabora, 
Masansa, and Ujiji, appeared. Population rapidly expanded. By 
1859 Zanzibar alone had 60,000 inhabitants, far more than any 
other East African town and nearly ten times as many as 
Mozambique, the capital of Portuguese East Africa.H 

Despite the prosperity of Zanzibar, the appearance of new 
Arab settlements in Africa, and the general rejuvenation of the 
whole coast, Said was never able to enjoy a tight political control 
o~er his dominions; and by 1856, the year of his death, the area 
Still had not attained its fermer splendor. The coastal settlements, 
once proud and wealthy little city-stat<"s, never became more than 
drab townlets or villages. North of l\fombasa Said's suzerainty was 
very weak. It was the last area over which he attempted to 
assert his authority. Mogadishu was virtually an outpost of a 

401bid., p. 295. 
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Somali kingdom of the Sheikh at Geledi, a warrior chieftain with 
20,000 spears. Even in his southern dominions Said's ove:Iordship 
was only nominal over the non-Arabic peoples, -~specmlly the 
Swahili and banyan merchants who were traffickmg m Ivory, 
cereals, cattle, and slaves. 42 

For the Indians the revival of Oman and the substitution of Arab 
sovereignty for that of the Portuguese were highly rewarding. To 
the degree that Portuguese influence in the Indian Ocean declined, 
the Indians prospered; and they were especially attracted to Said's 
dominions because of the favored status he conferred on thern. 
Before the move to Zanzibar, there were more than a thousand 
Indians at Muscat. They had come from Cutch, Gujarat, and 
the Konkan. When Said arrived at Zanzibar, from three to four 
hundred were already there; and despised by the Arabs, they were 
subjected to insults and indignities. But Said effected a drastic 
reform. He granted the Indians full religious toleration, removed 
all dues and restrictions on them, took them into his confidence 
and entrusted them with responsible positions in his personal servic~ 
and the government. He put them in charge of government finance 
and always kept an Indian in the most important post, collector 
of customs. Because of this favored treatment and also because of 
Said's unusually liberal fiscal policy, Indians were attracted to 
Zanzibar and its dependencies in large numbers. By 1844 when 
the Sultan had been at Zanzibar only four years, the Indian 
population had swelled to more than a thousand. By 1860 it was 
over 5,000.43 

Among the newcomers the most numerous community wa 
the lsmailia Khojas, Muslims from Cutch whose spiritual lead~ 
was His Highness the Aga Khan. As recent converts fro 
H . d . ~ 

_m msm, t~ey retained many of their former practices. They 
d1d not, for mstance, attend a mosque for religious purposes but 
assembled in a community house, the Jamat-khana, for devotions 
and festivals. Nor were they obligated like other Muslims to make 
the pilgrimage to Mecca, or to rely heavily on the Koran for 
spiritual illumination; and they often gave their children Hindu 

42/bid., p. 351. 
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names. The men were conspicuous in their small, black "polo 
caps," white or black frock coats, and tight fitting, white trousers, 
or on festive occasions in their richly embroidered turbans and 
flowing robes ornate with gold thread and gold lace. Adopting the 
Swahili tongue, progressive in outlook, accompanied by their women 
in everyday work, and raising large families, the Ismailias became 
permanent residents of Zanzibar and prosperous merchants. Closely 
related to them was another Khoja group, the Ithasheris, who 
had similar social customs and were almost as numerous. Unlike 
the Ismailias, they adhered strictly to the Koran and pedormed 
their devotions in the ordinary Muslim mosques. A third Muslim 
group, less than half the size of either of the Khojas, was the 
Bohra people from Cutch and later from Kathiawar. Like the 
Khojas, they had engaged in trade across the Indian Ocean for 
centuries, and many of them were wealthy and influential. Their 
dress was very similar in that they wore a small, round cap and 
a long, white coat for everyday affairs or, if wealthy, a cloth-of-gold 
turban and robe for special occasions; but they were distinguished 
by very loose white trousers. Mm'eover, the Bohra women kept 
closely veiled and did not participate in business.u 

The Hindus, despite caste differences, tended to cling together 
and as a whole outnumbered any particular Muslim group. They 
were almost exclusively lower-caste Hindus from Cutch, Gujarat, 
and the Konkan; and collectively they were known as banyans:15 

"Interfering with no one, seeking nothing beyond their direct line 
of business, unobtrusive, courteous, and above all far more skilled 
in the mysteries of the ledger and the counter than ever Arab 
was or will be, they made the good fortune of Muscat and were 
its favourable genius."46 The largest group of banyans was the 

HPearcc, pp. 255-56. 
45Jbid., pp. 257-58. 
4 GWiJliam Gifford Palgrave, Pe_rsonal Narrative of a Year's Journey through 
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Bhatias, the extremely shrewd businessmen who had a virtual 
monopoly of money-lending. Affluent, quiet, law-abiding, and 
deeply religious, the Bhatias were distinguished by a costume 
consisting of a close-fitting, red and gold cap, a white or brown 
tweed coat, an ample loin-cloth or dlwti, and a shawl, the :lwdda, 
girt over their shoulders. Unlike the Muslims, the Bhatms and 
other Hindus usually did not bring their wives and childr~~ to 
Zanzibar. They clung to their native languages, dress, and r~h~_tous 
customs and retained a hope of an eventual return to Indta. ' 

In addition to these Muslims and Hindus from British India 
and to the Arabs, Zanzibar had many other Asiatics. Among the 
latter the most numerous and influential were the Goans, one of 
the few legacies of the Portuguese conquest.~8 As Roman Catholics 
a.nd Portuguese citizens, they had adopted many western ways; and 
smce they quickly learned English, the Goans were increasingly 
brought into the lower ranks of the government service, especially 
after the British took over the administration. Othenvise they 
remained in business as shopkeepers boot-makers and tailors. z . ' ' .~anztbar also had a colony of Cingalese, all of whom were engaged 
~n the manufacture and sale of precious stones, gold and silver 
~ewelry, and fancy articles of tortoise shell, ebony, and ivory. The 
Island also had some Baluchis and Persians, both remnants of the 
SCuhl:ans' army, as well as a few Parsis, Syrians, Japanese, and 

mese.'ll 

. . The Asiatic civilization of Zanzibar was typical of that in other 
Cities throughout Said's domain. A ruling, landed, Arab aristocracy 
becomi · · · · h ' ng mcreasmgly decadent and rmpovens ed, was surrounded 
by a larger, faster growing, far more vigorous and prosperous Indian 
community. In the mainland settlements the Indians were chiefly 
sm~ll retailers, the duka-walas, engaged in barter with the African 
~atlVes. It was during Said's time that the Indians, lured by 
mcreased trade and greater profits, began to penetrate the interior. 
The first non-African to reach Uganda was a Baluch soldier Isa 
bin Hussein from Zanzibar. Arriving in 1849-50, he preceded even 
the Arab caravans, and at the court of Suna, the King of Uganda 

47Pearce, pp. 257-58. 
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he acquired considerable inHuence.50 But the most enterprising and 
successful of the Indians who moved inland was reputedly Musa 
!vizuri, a resident of Tabora described by the British explorers 
Burton and Speke. From his birthplace in :Surat, Muza Mzuri 
had followed his elder brother to Zanzibar, and he soon was 
making excursions into Aft;ca's interior at the request of the 
Governor of Zanzibar. Before long he was undertaking private 
ventures of his own, setting forth with a small stock of beads and 
returning with some 28,000 pounds of ivory; and he made fantastic 
profits. After moving to Tabora, he led the Arabs in exploring 
the unknown country to the west. When visited by Burton and 
Speke, he '' ;:~s the pre-eminent businessman of the interior, the 
banker of tb_~ Arabs, and the agent and wan::houseman for the 
commercial body. His hall was usually full d Africans, Indians, 
and Arabs who came to buy or trade for the wire, beads, and 
cotton cloth which he regularly imported from the coast.51 He 
travelled with greater pomp than the Arabs; and his house, finer 
than theirs, was almost a village in itself, with lofty gates, spacious 
courts, and many servants and visitors. "Thin-bearded, tall, gaunt, 
with delicate extremities and with the t'Cgular and handsome 
features of a high-caste Indian 11oslem," Musa Mzuri was further 
distinguished from the Arabs by "his clean new dress, perfumed 
with jasmine-oil and sandal-wood, his snowy skull-cap and well
fitting sandals."''2 

Musa Mzuri and other Indians of East Africa were engaged 
m a flourishing trade with Africa on the one hand and Europe, 
America, and Asia on the other. Since Zanzibar was Said's capital, 
and since it had "the most commodious and safe harbor on the 
east coast," it was the center of Indian activity. Almost all the 
trade with other parts of the Sultan's realm passed through the 
hands of the Zanzibar Indians. "This community," observed a 
British official in 1864, "may be said almost entirely to monopolize 
the trade of Zanzibar, as, although there are European and other 
merchants settled here, they are supplied with produce for export, 

50Harry H. Johnston, Uganda Protectorat~ (London, 1902), I, 216. 
51John Hanning Speke, What led to the Discovery of the Source of the 

Nile (London, 1864), pp. 254-55. 
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and their imports are nearly all purchased by Indians."'·" In 1859, 
a typical year, eighty large ships totalling 23,340 tons-35 American 
ships, 17 Hamburg, 12 French, 9 Arabian, 2 Portuguese, and 
1 British, Danish, and Spanish-docked at Zanzibar along with 
numerous Indian and Arabian dhows.M It was the Indians who 
purchased the cargoes of these ships and supplied the goods that 
re-stocked the holds. Only one-twentieth of the Zanzibar trade 
did not pass through their hands.r.5 Moreover, "all the shopkeepers 
and artizans at Zanzibar" were "natives of India," and by 
purchase or foreclosur·e they had acquired possession from the 
Arabs of "a considerable number of landed cslates."56 

The important role of India in Zanzibar's trade IS revealed 
by the following statistics for the year 1856-57: G7 

Country Exports (£) lmjJOrts (£) 
British India 103,888 99,606 
Cutch 69,644 57,872 
Africa, East Coast 274,200 363,666 
Africa, West Coast 51,111 none 
Madagascar 16,411 19,777 
Arabia 23,377 17,606 
Great Britain 5,566 none 
France 55,000 114,790 
Hamburg 35,777 101,296 
United States 118,688 126,389 
Singapore none 7,895 -Total 753,662 908,897 

53R. L. Playfair (H.M's Consul and Pol·itical Agent Zan~·b "M d · • ~1 ar) " emor:~:n u~ on .t~e Trade and Prospects of Zanzibar," Oct. 3, 1864 ' 
Proceedmgs, PohtJcal Branch Foreign Dept., Government of India· 

• ~arch 1865,, Nos. 72-73, Part 'A. , 
~ 4R1gby. to Ana~rson, loc. cit. p. 201. 
55Playfalr, loc czt. ' 
56Rigby .to Ander~on, loc. cit., pp. 169-70. Ind·ians charged only 8% to 
• 7 12% .mterest: ~b~d., p. 207. 
~ Compiled from zbzd., pp, 184, 196. Rigby at various places in his repor 

rcfcr~~d to the,statistoics as compiled for the year "1856-57," "1859 .~ 
and . last year. A close check of the figures indicates that they all 
perta.med to. t~e financial year 1856-57 and that Rigby at times erred 
m h1s descnptlon of them. Coupland's acceptance of the year 185g 
for all the statistics appears unfounded. 
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If the exports to British India arc added to those to Cutch, 
the total exports to India in 1856-57 amounted to £173,532, which 
is 23~(- of the whole. On the same basis the combined imports 
from India that year were £157,478, or 17% of the total. In 
indicating India's share in Zanzibar's trade, however, these figures 
are somewhat deceptive, for while the amount of trade between 
the two areas, carried almost entirely in Indian dhows and buttelas, 
increased rather steadily year by year, the exchange of goods 
between Zanzibar and the western countries varied with the number 
of ships that called there and fluctuated widely from year to year. 
A report in 1864, for instance, listed the value of" exports at 
£427,016, of which £119,631 went to British India, in fact to 
Bombay, and £100,586 went to Cutch.58 During that year, 
presumably 1863-64, India thus received not 23% but 51% of the 
total. The statistics are also misleading in that they indicate that 
Britain's trade with Zanzibar was very negligible. Actually many 
of the imports from British India were industrial goods from 
England.50 

A wide variety of goods was exchanged between India, 
Zanzibar, and the African mainland in 1856-57. The chief item 
imported from India by Zanzibar was cloth-dyed cottons, 
shirtings, juggonaths, handkerchiefs, broad cloth, turkey-red cloth, 
dhoties, Surat cloth, chintz, and gold lace. Next, in descending 
order of value, came rice, Bengal sugar, copper utensils, ghee, 
anchors, black pepper, iron pig, iron bars, oil sesamum, cutlery, 
china ware, wheat, sugar candy, and coir rope. Then followed 
opium, spic·es, spelter, cardamoms, Lillespun, coffee, frankincense, 
lead, molasses and wooden boxes. At the bottom of the list were 
pewter, betel nut, Bajree, and chain cables.oo From Cutch 
Zanzibar imported cloth, as the principal item, along with ghee, 
muskets, wheat, B~~ree, gunpowder, and percussion caps.o1 Some 
of these commodities were consumed in Zanzibar· some were 

' e~port·ed to. Europe and America; but many of them, together 
With goods Imported from other countries, were shipped to the 
east coast of Africa. The chief items exported to the east coast, 

5SPJayfa1r, loc. cit. 
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including Madagascar and lesser islands, were cloth, Venetian beadsJ 
muskets gunpowder and brass ware. Less important were ghee, 

' ' . coconut oil, china and glass, copper cooking ut·cnstls, coconuts, 
Bengal sugar, rice, pepper and spices, dates, and dried ca.c;ava .. At 
the bottom of the list were red Fez caps, spelter, dates, lead, Iron 
ware, molasses, salt. and soup. Zanzibar also had a trade with 
West Africa that ~onsisted entirely of cowrees, the medium of 
exchange in Guinea and was equivalent in value to only one
tenth of the export; to East Africa.62 The trade with Africa as 
a whole constituted 43% of Zanzibar's e.xports. 

The flow of goods in the opposite direction, from Africa to 
Zanzibar and thence to India, consisted of a lesser number of 
commodities. From the east coast of Africa, including Madagascar 
Zanzibar received ivory and slaves as the chief items, close]; 
followed in value by gum copal, cowrees, and hides, and more 
remotely by salt fish, Iowaree, sesamum seed, masts and spars, coir 
~ope, and dhall.63 Its chief exports to British India were bullion, 
IVory, and cloves; and its less important were gum co pal, sandal. 
wood, hippopotamus teeth, cowrees, coconuts, beeswax, and ebony. 
To Cutch Zanzibar exported great quantities of bullion and ivory 
and small amounts of coconuts, rafters, and sandalwood.'14 

~n at least two respects this description of commercia} 
relattons between India and Africa is incomplete. In the first 
p~ace, it does not reveal the magnitude or nature of India's trade 
d!rect~y with other parts of Africa. Since the Portuguese imposed 
exorbit~nt customs duties in Mozambique and sought a monopoly 
of_ busmess within their dominions, and since most of the trade 
w_llh the Sultan's coastal settlements passed through Zanzibar, this 
direct trade was relatively insignificant; but it did exist and must 
be allo~ve_d for in assessing Indian-African commerce. Secondly, 
the _statistics for 1856-57, though generally representative of Indian. 
Afnc~n exchange over the preceding century, do not reveal India's 
role 1? the slave trade. In the year under review 19,000 slaves 
were 1mpor~ed into Zanzibar, where the adults sold for £2 to £ "1 
and children for £25 to £50. Most of the slaves had come froxn 

62Jbid., pp. 192-95. 
6~/bid., pp. 182-83. 
H[bid., PP· I 90-91. 
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the region of Lake Nyasa, the last extensive recruiting ground. From 
Zanzibar they were carried by northern Arabs mostly into Persia 
and Arabia. '15 At mid-century the long history of slavery in India 
had almost concluded, and so few of the 19,000 slaves b1·ought 
to Zanzibar were taken to lndia.66 A half century earlier, howevef. 
India's ~hare would have been considerable. Slavery then was 
prevalent in the area under British domination as well as in the 
Native States. Before the nineteenth century the long-standing 
policy of non-interference with native customs had permitted 
Muslims and Hindus to maintain their tradition of keeping slaves; 
and the British merchants, who themseh·es kept African slaves 
in India as in other parts of the Empire, set an example. It was 
common for "Coffrees" (Kaffirs) to be adYertised in Indian 
newspapers."' 

v 

The revolution in the official British attitude toward slavery, 
which began in 1807 with the act abolishing the slave trade, 
eventually effected the suppression of slave!)' throughout India and 
prompted the British government to take an active interest in the 
politics of East Africa. For a long time the en·ccts were not 
apparent in India. Just after the imperial Act of 1807, the Bombay 
government issued a regulation prohibiting the trade in the 
pre5idency. In 1811 Bengal enacted a similar measure, and it was 
followed by prohibition throughout India. But according to an 
official report in 1812, Arab traders were shipping at least 100 
slaves to Calcutta each year; and in 182~ an obsetver described 
Calcutta as a "mart in which the manacled African is sold like 
the beast of the field to the highest biddcr."68 On the west coast, 
much closer to Africa, slavery 'vas more pPevalent and its 
suppression more difficult. Because of the official respect for Indian 
customs, the imperial Act of 1833, which provided for the eventual 

116lbid., p. 1 iO. 
66As late as 185!_) the Bombay government was corresponding with its 

Agent at Zanzibar ~bout sur.pressing the slave trading activities oi 
merchants from India. See Slave Trade in Zanzibar by Merchants 
from India," loc. cit. 

67Coupland, p. 203. 
118Calcutta journal; quoted in ibid., p. 204-. 
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termination of slavery in the empire, contained a clause expressly 
exempting India from its provisions. But the same yea: the ne\~ 
Government of India Act urged the Governor-General m Councll 
to take steps to extinguish slavery as soon as practicable and safe; 
and the step was taken in 1843 when the Government of India 
abolished the legal status of slavery. In 1860 the government made 
it a penal offence to own or trade in slaves.G!l All these measures_ 
however, were ineffective in achieving a complete termination of 
slavery, even in the British areas of India, and they had slight 
effect on the steady traffic with the Indian States. As late as 1881, 
for instance, the Government of India was considering how to 
terminate the employment of African slaves in the Jail Department 
of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh.70 Into Lucknow and 
the Deccan, the areas of British India where slavery was most 
rife, and especially into the Native States of Kathiawar and Cutch 
where there were no regulations at all slaves filtered in disguised 
as legitimate seamen; and from the Portuguese enclaves the 
infiltration was notorious. Though the British government was able 
to compell some of the Indian princes, such as the Raja of Cutch 
in 1836, to issue proclamations prohibiting the import of slaves 
smuggling thwarted all efforts toward an effective suppression.?~ 

Because the slave trade also had to be attacked at its source 
Britain began to exert diplomatic pressure on the Arabic dominion' 
of :East -:"frica. ~n 1812 the Bombay government asked Seyyi~ 
Said to mform his subjects that slavery had been prohibited · 
British India. 1"? 1820 after crushing the Jawasmi pirates, Brita~~ 
exacted a promise from them to refrain from the slave trade . ~ 
we·ll· as p~racy. Two years later with the Moresby Treaty, the 
Bntish :esiden~ ~t Muscat secured a pledge from Said to abolish 
from his dommions all external traffic in slaves.72 In the lat 
184?'s, with Said's permission, British ships began to patrol th: 
Ind1~n. _ocean to . e~forc·e conformity -to the Sultan's decree of 
prohibition. By a similar arrangement with Portugal, which through 
British persuasion had abolished the trade in 1830, they were able to 

u9Coupland, p. 205. 
70"Proreed·ings," General Branch, Foreign Dept., Government of India, 

Aug. 1881, Nos. 275-76, Part B. 
ncoupland, pp. 501-02. 
1~/bid., pp. 208-15. 
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intercept the traffic between the Portuguese dominions. In tlus 
way the British navy during the closing years of the century finally 
severed the age-old nefarious tie between India and Africa. 

Although the British interest in combatting slavery terminated 
one phase in Indian-African relations, it promoted closer political 
and economic association between India, Zanzibar, and the whole 
of East Africa. In 1839, the year before the Sultan's move to 
Zanzibar: the British government signed a treaty of commerce with 
Said, whereby he agreed to levy only a 5% duty on imports, grant 
consular rights, and forbid rnonopolies.73 The Bombay government 
at once took advantage of the consular provision by proceeding 
to add the title and duties of Consul to those of its fanner Political 
Agent; and though this official was still to be appointed and paid 
by the Government of Bombay, he was empowered to correspond 
directly with the Secretat)' of State for Foreign Affairs as well 
as with his horne government.'~ The first Consul, Capt. Atkins 
Harnerton, who arrived at Zanzibar in 1841, immediately faced a 
problem involving the resident British Indians. The banyan 
Customs Master, Jairarn Sewji, was attempting to increase his 
arbitrary power by compelling the local banyans to sign a declaration 
repudiating their status as British Indians and accepting that of 
subjects of the Sultan; and many of the banyans were on the 
verge of quitting East Africa. Harnerton successfully intervened 
to thwart Sewji's design. In 1845 he had to intercede again to 
prevent unauthorized charges being levied on banyans at some of 
the mainland ports. In these ways the Consul became a protector 
of Indian interests in Africa, and his presence served as an 
inducement to Indian interests in commerce banking, and ' ~ 
industry. 75 During the same period, British explorers were opening 
new possibilities for exploiting the heart of Africa. Burton and 
Speke explored Lake Tanganyika in 1858; Speke saw Lake 
Victoria Nyanza later the same year; and in 1859 Livingston 
reached Lake Nyasa.76 These discoveries, combined with the ne"..
sense of security resulting from the active British interest, greatly 

73lbid., p. 481. 
HBombay Political Despatch to Court of Directors No 38 Oct. 25 1858, 

"Procecd1ngs," Foreign Dept., Government of' India, 't850-60.' 
75Coupland, pp. 484-86. 
TG]bid., p. 305. 
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stimulated Indian enterprise in Africa. During the latter half of 
the nineteenth century at Zanzibar and all the coastal settlements, 
the Indian population and the trade with India steadily increased. 
The old era of Arab domination, with its institution of slavery, its 
dynastic quarrels, and its general economic instability, was 
~erminating; and with the decline of Arab power and the growing 
mfluence of British interests a new era in the history of Indian. 
African relations was begin~ing. 



VII 

OTTOMAN DOMINATION OF 
MOLDAVIA AND WALLACHIA IN THE 

SIXTEENTH CEl\TTURY 

by 

KEITH HITCHINS 

THE OBJECT of the present paper is to examine the extension and the 
effects of Ottoman Turkish control of the Rumanian principalities 
of Moldavia and Wallachia in the si.xteenth century. The discussion 
will be divided into three parts: a brief account of Rumanian
Ottoman relations prior to the sixteenth century, and Ottoman 
political and then economic domination of Moldavia and Wallachia 
during the sixteenth century. 

Several generalizations need to be made at the beginning. The 
extension of Turkish control was a gradual process, with the result 
that both principalities were able to assert their independence for 
long or short periods of time up to about the middle of the sixteenth 
century. In the last half of that century, however, they became in 
fact vassal states of the Ottoman Empire, and no prince could 
long maintain himself on the throne in defiance of the Sultan's will. 
For reasons which we shall examine later on, the Turks did not 
elect to incorporate Moldavia and Wallachia into their empire as 
provinces, as they had done with the conquered territories south 
of the Danube. Instead, they allowed the princes to administer 
the internal affairs of their respective countries in accordance with 
ancient laws and customs as long as they fulfilled their obligations. 
It was not Ottoman political control itself, but rather the economic 
exploitation which it made possible, which bore most heavily upon 
the two principalities. 

I 

Moldavia and Wallachia had been independent states since 
the middle of the fourteenth century, but within a few decades 
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first Wallachia and then Moldavia had to confront the full 
· · 1 1 d committed itself to the 

power of the Ottoman Empire, wh1c 1 1a . 
· b' · f 1 h 1 f 1 B Jkan Penmsula. The Turks rapid su Jugat10n o t 1e w o e o t 1e a 

. . · t the Battle of Kossovo 
destroyed the medieval Serbmn Empire a . . . 
Field in 1389 and completed the conquest of B~lgana m 1393 With 
the capture of its capital Trnovo. Both countrieS suffere~ the fate 
of incorporation as provinces into the Ottom~n Empire. The 
Danube never an effective barrier to an invadmg army, was all 
that sep,arated the victorious Turks from the rich agricultural plains 

of Wallachia. 

The first direct contact between the Ottoman and W allachian 
armies occurred in the last decade of the fourteenth century. The 
initial skirmishes were indecisive, but it appears that the Prince of 
W allachia, Mircea eel Batrin ( 1386-1418), paid a tribute to the 
Turks for the first time in 1394.1 Mircea regarded the tribute as 
a payment to secure peace and maintained that it in no way signified 
the subjection of his country to the Turks. He could point to the 
fact that the princes of other states had made similar payments to 
the Turks without thereby becoming their vassals. Mircea next 
paid the tribute in 1415, but once again Wallachia preserved its 
independence. In fact, this was an arrangement between equals 
for the Turks on their part assumed certain obligations, the mos~ 
important of which was to prevent the akincis (irregular cavalry) 
from carrying out raids for plunder and slaves north of the Danube.2 

After the death of Mircea Ottoman pressure on Wallachia 
became steadily stronger. Finally, in 1431, Sultan Murad I launched 
a major offensive which resulted in the complete defeat of the 
Wallachian armies. Prince Alexandru Aldea ( 1431-36) had to 
agree to pay an annual tribute, to render military service whenever 
the Sultan requested it, and to send to the Sultan's capital the sons 

IFranz Babinger, "Beginn der Turkensteuer in den Donaufurstentumern" 
Sudos~ F orschu_ngen (~unchen), VIII ( 1943), 1-35. The Ottoma~ 
chromclcr HodJa Husem asserts that Mircea had already acknowledged 
himself the va~sal of ~ultan B~yezid I in 1391, and that in 1394, he 
agreed to an zncrease m. the tnbute as punishment for hls raids south 
of the Da~1;1be: Beda'z ul-veka'i ( U divitel'nie Sobytia), edited by 
A. S. Tvcntmova, (Moscow, 1961), fascicule 91a. 

2/storia Rominiei, II (Bucuresti, 1962), 383. 
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of boiers (nobles) at hostages.3 This act of submission signified the 
beginning of Wallachia's vassalage to the Turks. 

Several of Alexandru Aldea's successors attempted to regain 
their independence, but without success. Vlad Dracul ( 1436-46) 
saw his country devastated by a Turkish army in 1-etaliation for 
his defiance, and, to save his throne, had to appear in person before 
the Sultan and pay two years' tribute and offer numerous supple
mentary gifts.~ In 1462, Mohammed II drove Vlad Tepes { 1456-
62) from the throne for rebellion and again laid waste the country. 
As a result, the Turks "made slaves of the Wallachians ... and the 
Sultan gave (their ccuntl)') to the brother of Tepes".5 The fact 
that Mohammed II could dispose of the succession so freely 
indicates the degree of Wallachia's subjugation. Afterwards, the 
princes rarely disputed the payment of the tribute. In 1513, Neagoe 
Basarab ( 1512-21) sent ambassadors laden with costly gifts and the 
"regular" tribute to Istanbul to congratulate Sultan Selim I on 
his accession to the throne. 0 

Moldavia, further removed from the frontiers of the Ottoman 
Empire than Wallachia and ruled by the most able of its princes, 
Stefan eel Mare { 1457-1504), was able to resist Turkish encroach
ments on its sovereignty until the fourth decade of the sixteenth 
century. The first serious clash between Ottoman and Moldavian 
armies took place in 1420, when the former unsuccessfully besieged 
Cetatea-t\lba, a Moldavian port on the Black Sea.7 In the period 
up to 1456, the princes of Moldavia maintained generally peaceful 
relations with the Turks by means of gifts.8 The Turks themselves 
designated these as peskes (gifts) and not harac (tribute), and as 
such they did not compromise Moldavian independence. 

8 Ioan Bogdan, Documente si regeste privitoare la relatiile Tarii Romanesti 
cu Brasovul si Tara Ungureasca in sec. XV si XVI (Bucuresti 1905) 
49-53. ' ' 

4Husein, Beda'i ul-veka'i, fasc. 163a. 
5Jbid., fasc. 239a-240a. 
OJbid., fasc. 425a. 
7Constantin Giurescu, Capitulatile Moldovei cu Poarta Otomana 

(Bucuresti, 1908), 54. 
8Eudoxiu de Hunnuzaki, Documente privitore la istoria Romanilor, II, 
partea 2. (Bucuresti, 1891), 51-52, 670. 
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In 14-56, Mohammed II demanded that Prince Petru Aron 
( 1451-52, 1454-57) pav 2,000 ;;athens" in t1·ibute to help defray 

' H " fi tl the expenses of a projected invasion of ungary or su · er _1e 
consequences." The prince, to save his country from ~he _calamtt!' 
of a Turkish campaign and possible conquest and to gam tunc _unttl 
allies could be found, agreedto. The Sultan acc-epted the tnbute 
and promised peace as long as it was paid, but made no other 
demands. 11 Moldavia remained autonomous. 

Stefan eel Marc continued to pay the tribute annually except 
from 1473 to 1488, when he was at war with the Turks. He hoped 
to free himself completely from their control, but by the end of 
t~is period had come to the painful conclusion that. Mold~via alone 
d1d not possess sufficient resources to keep the furks m check. 
In 1489, he resumed payment of the tribute-now doubled to 
4,000 galbens-and agreed to send one of his sons to Istanbul as 
a hosta~c, as the price for peace. On his death-bed in 1504, he 
urged h1s son and successor Bogdan III ( 1504-17), to remain 0 
f · d ' n nen ly terms with the Turks as the only means of assurin 
Moldavia's independence. g 

. Bogdan and his successors were able to maintain a precario 
mdependence until 1538. when Sultan Suleiman I decided to brin\.ls 
M ld · · g 0 av1a more closelv under his control. He drove the troublesolll. 
and unreliable Petru' Rares ( 1527-38, 1541-46) from the thro e 
and put in his place the more manageable Stefan Lacusta ( 153~e 
40). !he new prince solemnly did homage to the Sultan as hi~ 
suzeram and thereby made Moldavia a vassal state of the Otto 
Empire. lllan 

II 

The juridical basis for the relationship between Moldavia a d 
Wallachia a~d t~e Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century 1: 
in t_he Islam.lc pnnciple of diir al-sulh. They were thus considere~ 
a~ mtermedtate and temporary territory between diir al-lsliim and 
dar al-lzarb. In Islamic constitutional law the world was divided 

9 A gold coin which circulated in Moldavia and Wallachia and wh" h 
varied considerably in value at different periods. 1c 

I 0~tefa?. Pascu a~d .Vladimir Hanga (ed-itors), Cresto17fatie pentru studilll 
1Slone1 statuluz sz drePtului R.P.R., II, (Bucuresu, 1958), 389-390. 
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into two parts: diir al-Isliim the "abode of Islam," 11 where Islamic 
ordinances were in force and a 1vluslim sowreign ruled, and where 
the inhabitants were Muslims and non-Muslims who had submitted 
to ::\·Iuslim rule and under certain conditions were allowed to retain 
their lives and property; and diir al-lzarb, the "abode of war", 
territory outside the borders of Islam, but which is or may be 
at war with it and may by conquest be incorporated into diir al
lsliim. 

Moldavia and Wallachia were in diir al-sulh. Muslim troops 
had not conquered them, but they had bought peace by payment 
of the tribute which guaranteed them a truce (sulh). Ottoman 
jurists seem to have regarded them as territories acquired by treaty. 
Consequently, landed property remained in the hands of its former 
proprietors and did not become the common possession of the 
!V!uslim community. In return for this concession the proprietors 
paid a tribute. 

Under the terms of various 'ahd-niimcs (treaties) granted by 
the Sultans and beriits (writs of appointment) issued to the princes 
on their accession, the Ottoman suzerain allowed Moldavia and 
Wallachia a large measure of internal autonomy. He acknowledged 
the right of the prince and his boiers to rule "in accordance with 
custom" and forbade Turkish civil and military officials to interfere 
in the domestic affairs of either country. The boiers continued to 
elect the prince, but the Sultan reserved to himself the right to 
approve their choice and to invest the prince with the insignia of 
office. The Sultan took over the direction of the principalities' 
foreign affairs. He forbade the princes to conclude treaties and 
maintain diplomatic relation with foreign states, since he regarded 
these matters as the concern of the whole empire.12 The Ottoman 
army took upon itself the obligation to defend the principalities 
from foreign attac~ and to ensure the maintenance of their 
territorial integrity. 

Neither the princes nor the .Sultans respected these norms. 
During the whole of the sixteenth century the princes, on the one 
hand, attempted to free themselves from Turkish control and to 
regain their independence. On the other hand, the Sultans, 

11 H~rmuzaki, Documen~e, II/2,671. 
12lb1d., III/1, (Bucuresb. 1880), 35; IV/2, (Bucuresti, 1884), 164. 
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beginning with Suleiman I, left no device untried which would 
make the principalities completely subservient to their wm. In this 
endeavor they were largely successful, for by the end of the 
sixteenth century, they had succeeded in transforming the prince 
into an Ottoman official, whose tenure in office depended solely 
upon the Sultan's grace. 

Moldavia provides an interesting illustration of how this took 
place. Since the first payment of the tribute in 1456, the Sultan 
had attempted from time to time to impose other burdens upon 
the prince, notably military service and the provisioning of Ottoman 
armies, in spite of the fact that the payment of this tribute did 
not imply vassal status. 

During the first four decades of the sixteenth century, the 
prince was successful in avoiding fulfilment of' these obligations 
which, if they had become customary, would have limited h.' 
• • IS 
mdependence still further. In 1523, Sule1man ordered Prin 
S f . . hb . ce te anita ( 1517-27) to send his army mto netg ormg Transylvania 
to attack the Hungarians while he himself moved against Belgrad 
the key to southern Hungary. Stefanita consulted the boiers of h~' 

. . h s I IS councJ) and together they decided to r~JCCt ~ e ~ tan's demand 
and. to maintain their traditional fnendshtp with Hungary.13 

Suletman, enraged at this defiance, threatened to unleash his vassal 
the Crimean Tartars against Moldavia. To this Stefanita, aw s 
of the Su~tan's desperate need for money f'or ?is mili.tary campai;se 
bravely mquired who would pay the tnbute If the Tart ' 
d . h ars evastated his country Although he was certam t at Suleiman 

b · . was 
too usy elsewhere to carry out his threat, he took the additio 
Pre · ' · cc na} caution of bribing the Sultan s emissary to take all th 
Moldavians' troubles upon his back." e 

After his armies had crushed the Hungarians at Mohacs i 
1526 and had driven to the gates of Vienna in 1529, Suleima~ 
became more demanding in his dealings with the princes of 
Moldavia and Wallachia than any of his predecessors had been. 
In a letter to the King of' Poland in 1531, he insisted that both 
princes were his "slaves and tributaries", and that he had 

I~B. Petriceicu-Hajdeu, Archiva Istorica a Romaniei, I, (Bucuresci, 1865), 
9-13. 
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incorporated their countries into his empire and that they were 
!:is property "just like Bosnia 1·1 and Serbia".l 5 

In the same year, Sulciman ordered Petru Rares to assemble 
his army for a new campaign against the Emperor Charles V.1 a 

Rares, ho\\·evcr, was determined to maintain his freedom of action 
and to limit his obligations to the Turks to the payment of the 
tribute.H In foreign affairs he pursued policies of his own. Suleiman, 
preoccupied with plans for the campaign against Charles V, was 
anxious to avoid complications with Poland. As Rares's suzerain 
he ordered him to abandon his claims to the province of Pocutia, 
the possession of which had long been in dispute between Moldavia 
and Poland.18 Rares ignored the injunction and repeatedly sent 
raiding parties into the territory. In 1537, when the Poles 
threatened to invade :rvfoldavia in retaliation, Rares had the 
audacity to appeal to Suleiman, as his suzerain, to come to his aid. 
This request is significant in that Rares publicly acknowledged the 
suzerainty of the Sultan over Moldavia.19 At the same time Rares 
was openly carl)·ing on negotiations for an alliance with Suleiman's 
sworn enemy, the Habsburg King Ferdinand of Hungary. 

Rares was obviously not to be trusted, and Suleiman decided 
to replace him with someone more amenable. His invasion of 
Moldavia in 1538 accomplished its purpose, and after Stefan 
La-custa's act of homage, he could announce proudly to the King 
of Poland that "Moldavia is mine, and those who live there are 
my subjects in the same way as are the inhabitants of Turkey 
and my other lands" .20 After the subjugation of their count!)· oy 
force of arms, the princes of Moldavia found it increasingly difficult 
to act contrary to the wishes of their suzerain. In 1594, Aron 
Tiranul ( 1591-95) lamented to the Emperor Rudolph II that he 
was only a custodian in his country and that he could not in safety 

14Conquest completed in 1463. 
15Hurmuzaki, Documente, Supliment II, v.l. (Bucuresti, 1893), 26. 
lGJbid., II/1, (Ducuresti, 1891), 78. 
17Jbid., XI, (Bucuresti, 1900), 21. 
lBJbid., S. II/1, 60. 
10Ibid., II/1_, 147: "!stud Re&n~m [M?ldavia] est supremi ac Invictissimi 

Imperatons Turcarum Dommt nostn Clementissimi, ac nobis concesrit 
possidendum." 

20Hurmuzaki, Documente, S. II/1, 112. 
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h . t s the oppression communicate even this message to 1m so grea wa 
of the Turks.:!l. 

In the second half of the sixteenth century, the Sultan treated 
both Moldavia and Wallachia as conquered territories and referred 
to them in official documents as vilayets (provinces)· He regarded 
the princes as imperial officials subject to the same treatment as 
any other servant, who held office only as long as they performed 
their duties satisfactorily. For example, in 1574, he removed loan 
eel Cumplit of Moldavia ( 1572-74) for having led an uprising 
against Ottoman rule. In 1577, on the other hand, he put the 
loyal Petru Schiopul of Moldavia ( 1574-79, 1582-91) back on the 
throne after a group of boiers, incensed at the exactions of his 
tax-collectors, had driven him from the country. 

Although the boiers were occasionally permitted to exercise 
their prerogative of electing the prince, subject always to the Sultan• 
confirmation, it became customary for the Sultan to appoint th s 
prince directly. As we shall see later on, a candidate had to have 
"connections" with high Ottoman officials or members of the 
Sultan's family and had to pay enormous sums of money to obta· e 
h" · . tn ~~ appomtment. The Sultan regarded the access1on of any Prine 
Without his sanction as an act of treason.22 Even the princes, Wh~ 
had customarily styled themselves "rulers by the grace of GoQ.•• 
no longer regarded their succession as an act of the divine will b ' 
. 1 . ' llt Slmp Y as an exercise of their suzerain's prerogatlVe.23 

. . It ~as customary for the prince ~o go to Istanbul for his 
mstallatton. Upon arrival he first pa1d half the sum he h 

· d ' . ad prom1se to the Sultan and various officials m return for his appoi 
men~, after which he received the insignia of his office: a b~~ 
(a kmd of tall bonnet adorned with ostrich feathers worn by h · 
Ottoman dignitaries), a tug (a horse's tail suspended from a lanlgh 
h . Ce· 

t . ~ pnhnce)s of ~oldavia and Wallachia had two each, the grand 
v1z1r t ree , a batrak or sancak (a flag or banner made ~f expensiv·e 
red cloth!, a kalpak. (a kind of fur cap) , and a bargzr (a white 
horse which he receiVed personally from the Sultan). As soon as 

21/bid., III/1, 177. 
22Jbid., s. Il/1, 232-233. 
!JDowmente pri~ind i.rtoria Rominiei, veacul XVI, 

III, (Bururest1, 1951), 71. B. Tara Romineasca 
I 
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the prince had arranged to pay the remainder of the money he 
owed, he requested the Sultan's permission to leave the capital for 
his country. ~ 4 

The prince left behind in Istanbul an agent to protect his 
interests and to act as an intermediary between him and the 
imperial government. The institution of the capuchehaia (Turkish: 
kapikah•yasi), as the agent was called, had its origins in the last 
decade of the fifteenth or the beginning of the sixteenth century.~5 

At first, his function was diplomatic, but as both principalities 
became de facto provinces of the empire, Ottoman officials treated 
them as administrators, in the same way as the representatives of 
provincial governors. The capuclzehaia was indispensable to the 
prince, for it was he who had to convince the Sultan and Ottoman 
officials of his master's continued loyalty and to distribute the gifts 
which served as tangible evidence of it. He also acted as a contact 
with the foreign ambassadors in Istanbul, which enabled the prince 
to circumvent the Sultan's prohibition against direct relations with 
foreign states. 

Although the princes usually exercised considerable discretion 
in administering the internal affairs of their country, the Sultan 
demanded absolute obedience in foreign affairs and economic 
matters. He employed numerous devices to ensure this. He 
provided the princes with a special guard of janissaries (regular 
infantry) or spahis (cavalry), whose duty it was to see that they 
carried out his instructions and to protect them from rebellious 
boiers and peasants. This guard functioned in Moldavia from about 
1538 and in Wallachia from about 1552.26 To make the princes 
more accessible, the Sultan had their capitals moved from mountain 
fortresses to cities of the plain-Suceava to Iasi in Moldavia, and 
Tirgoviste to Bucharest in Wallachia. In 1564, at the Sultan's 
behest, Alexandru Lapusneanu ( 1552-61, 1563-68) demolished all 
the fortresses of Moldavia except Hotin as part of the bargain 

24Stefa!l Pascu, Petru Cercel si Tara Romanesca [a sfarsitul sec. al XVI-lea 
(SlbJU, 1944), 16.2-169; M. Gubog1u, Paleografia si diplomatica turcD· 
osmana (Bucurcst1, 1958), 84. 

25Aurel H. Golimas, Despre Capuchehaile Moldovei si poruncile Portii calr# 
Moldova pana la 1829 (la9i, 1943), 27. 

Zll]storia Rominiei, II, 798. 
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which had made him prince.27 The Crimean Tartars provided the 
Sultan with an especially effective instrument of political pressure. 
He could often bring a refractory prince to heel by the mere threat . 
to send them on a pillaging expedition through his country. One 
of the most frightful of these incursions took place in Moldavia 
in 1574 as a punishment for loan eel Cumplit's rebellion. The 
horror of it left a profound impression on later generations; three
quarters of a century later the great Moldavian chronicler Grigore 
Ureche recounted in vivid detail the almost total devastation of the 
countryside and the enslavement of whole villages.28 

By the second half of the sixteenth century, it would ha 
. f ve been a comparatively easy undertakmg or the Turks to ha 

occupied Moldavia and vVallachia and to have turned both . ve 
· · d d · h H Into pasalzcs ( provmces) , as they ha one w1t ungary. That th 

did not was owing largely to their new conception of imp _ey 
. . . A d . . . b er1a} admmxstrat10n. n a m1mstrat1ve ureaucracy was replacing h 

feudal tenants (timar-holders) and the marauding akincis, wh ht e 
h . · . 0 ad constantly to be rewarded for t cir services With fiefs and b 

· · fl · h · Th" ooty as the dommant m uence m t e empire. 1s new bureaucra • 
I · · cy of accountants regarded fiscal exp oitatlOn as more profitable tl 

direct occupation. 20 This was especially true in the Ruma ~an 
principalities, whose economic development had been g ntan 

. . reatly 
accelerated smce the fifteenth century. Their natural wealth 
them indispensable to the economic well-being of the emph~ade 

As the Turks strengthened their control over the princip 1 .. 
h . 1 · · b a ltxes t e new system of economic exp 01tat1on rought great su • 

money into the personal treasuries of the Sultan and ofrn~. of 
officials, and of merchants and money-lenders, who in the s" t tgh. 

IX eenth. century, had assumed a more important role in Ottoman afF • 
So profitable had this system become that successive Sultans re· atrs. 

f h d II h . . . . Jected 
out o an a proposals to transform t e pnnctpahttes into p z· 

. h asa zcs 
under a Turkts governor and bureaucracy.30 They seem to h 

ave 
27Grigore U_reche, Letopisetul Tarii Moldovei, edited by P. P. Panaitescu 

(Bucurest1, 1955), 179. , 
28Jbid., 192. 
29Jstoria Rominiei, 11, 792. 
30Hurmuzaki, D!'~Umente, 111/1, 145-146;. IV/2, ~41_; A~~rei Veress 

Documente pr~vztoare la istoria Ardealuluz Moltlove& sz Tarn Romanest·' 
III, (Bucurest1, 1931). 108. 198. '·-
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accepted the fact that their own people made poor economic 
administrators and that they merely drained a country of its 
resources without taking the trouble to put anything back into it. 
Throughout the Balkan Peninsula the Turks ravaged the forests 
and never replanted and left rich mineral deposits unworked.31 

The Rumanians, on the other hand, were skilled agriculturists and 
organizers, which helps to explain why the Turks did not interfere 
in their internal affairs. 

III 

In the si.xteenth century, the political subservience of Moldavia 
and \Vallachia to the Ottoman Empire meant at the same time 
their subjection to a system of spoliation unparalleled in their 
history, which was to have a profound effect upon their subsequent 
social and economic development. 

As tributary states, they had numerous obligations to their 
suzerain: the harac, additional special money payments, the delivery 
of provisions to the Ottoman army and to Istanbul, military service, 
and labor se1vices. In addition to these formal, state obligations, 
the princes had to present gifts periodically or on special occasions 
to the Sultan and a whole host of officials and favorites. The most 
odious of these were the sums which the newly appointed prince 
distributed to those who had helped him gain the throne. In fact, 
by the second half of the sixteenth century, gifts to individuals far 
exceeded in value the obligations to the state. 

The principal state obligation was the harac, the juridical 
sign of dependent status. As we have already seen, the Rumanian 
princes at first regarded it as a voluntary payment to obtain peace 
from the Turks. According to Islamic law, however, it was an 
obligatory land tax levied on the whole territory of a vassal state. 
This was the interpretation which Ottoman jurists were applying 
by the end of the fifteenth century. In the next century, as both 
countries lost more of their independence, the Turks turned the 
harac into cizye, a capitation tax which every male non-Muslim 
inhabitant of the empire was required to pay and which was also 
imposed upon conquered countries. 

31 P. P. Panaitescu, lnterpretari romanesti (Bucuresti. 1947), 154-156. 
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The Ottoman government determined the total amount of the 
tribute, but entrusted its division among individuals and its collec
tion to the prince. In Moldavia the prince's officials, and in 
Wallachia, the landowning boiers supervised its collection. The total 
amount was apportioned among the various districts into which 
e.ach principality was divided, and each commune of ·each district 
had its own quota to meet. In free communes the elders and the 
representatives of the prince, and in the dependent conununes the 
landowner and the abbot, if it were the possession of a monastery, 
decided what the share of each individual would be. In general 
every head of a household paid for himself, his unmarried son; 
and his servants or laborers.32 

Annually, usually in April, either the prince in perso 
or his representatives brought the tribute from Iasi or Buch n . . . arest 
to Istanbul and presented 1t before the unpenal divan . 
the name of their respective country. The amount rose ste d.11n 
during t~e sixteenth centur:: in Wallachia in 150_3, it was ~O~~ 
galbens; m 1542, 24,000; m 1593, 155,000; and m Moldavia . 
1503, it was 4,000 galbens; in the 15~0's, 30,000; in 1593, 65,000.~ 
!t was less in Moldavia because its pnnces had been more success£ l 
m resistin.,. Ottoman armies and had thus been in a better pos"t• u a 1 1on 
to bargain. 

Included in the tribute were fine horses and hunting ha k 
h. h d . d . w s w 1c the Turks, as former noma s, pnze h1ghly. The fi , 

d "d · · f hi d rst ocumentary ev1 ence for dehvenes o t s sort ate from 1523 
when Stefanita of Moldavia sent- "according to custom"- ~ 
ambassador to Istanbul with hawks.34 In 1585, Petru Schiopul an. 
60 horses and 60 hawks to the Sultan. sent 

In addition to the regular tribute, both principalities 
br d k · · · well!! o 1ge to rna ·e extraordmary contnbutwns to the Otto 

treasury. In t~e middle of the :ixteenth century, the Su~: 
demanded spec1al payments for h1s war chest: in 1548 f 

· · T · 550 f or a campa~gn m ransylvania, 35 and m 1 or a naval expedition 

::zN. Jorga, Geschichte des rumanischen Volkes, II (Gotha, 1905), 81_82 
33M. Berz~, "Ha!·aciul Moldovei si Tarii Rominesti in sec. XV-XIX"• 

Stud£i s1 matenale de istorie medie, II, (Bucuresti, 1957), 7-45. • 
3< B. Petriceicu-Hajdeu, Archiua, I, 11. 
J5Hunnuzaki, Documente, II/1, 255-256. 
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in the Danube.36 Up to this time the principalities had been exempt 
from such contributions. 

As faithful vassals the Rumanian princes were expected to 
make periodic deliveries of animals and foodstuffs and to give all 
possible assistance to their suzerain in time of war. The deliveries 
of supplies probably began in the fifteenth centu1y, but it was only 
in the sixteenth that they became a regular feature of Rumanian
Ottoman relations. In the second half of that century, Moldavia 
sent annually to Istanbul 500 horses and va1ying quantities of oxen, 
sheep, butter, honey and wa.x.37. The Sultan also frequently 
ordered large quantities of timber for use in repairing fortresses 
and in building ships. The Rumanian principalities, which 
possessed extensive forests, supplied much of the timber for Ottoman 
war vessels. 

In time of war the Sultan made special demands upon his 
vassals. The most important was military service. Although he was 
careful to keep their standing armies small during peacetime for 
fear that they might be turned against him, before the start of 
a foreign campaign he permitted them to swell to as many as 
10,000 men. In 1566, for e.xan1ple, Suleiman instructed Petru eel 
Tinar of \·Vallachia ( 1559-68) to assemble 7,000 soldiers with full 
equipment and to send them to Timisoara to join the main Ottoman 
army for war in Hungary.38 In 1587, Murad III ordered Petru 
Schiopul and Mihnea Turcitul of Wallachia ( 1585-91> to assemble 
men and supplies for a campaign "against the Christians". Since 
he had doubts about their loyalty, he followed the usual Ottoman 
practice and did not reveal the objective of the campaign until 
just before he was ready to launch it.3 9 

The princes were also required to provide a variety of 
transport seiVices. In 1559, Suleiman instructed Petru eel Tinar 
to send rowers to Braila, a \.Yallachian port on the Danube, to 
bring 62 ships laden with barley upstream to Nicopolis. In 1579, 
Murad III demanded 3,000 horses for use in transporting supplies 

S6Jbid., S. I/1 (Bucuresti, 1886), 6. 
37I. C. Filitti, Din arhivele Vaticanului, II, (Bucuresti, 1914), 114. 
DBHunnuzaki, Documente, XI, xvi. 
8D[bid., IV /2, 134. 
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to the battlefront in Persia. In 1587, he obtained from Petr\.l 
Schiopul 3,000 wagons and 15,000 laborers to rebuild the fortres~ 
of Ochakov, on the north shore of the Black Sea, which th~ 
Cossacks had destroyed.40 In 1590, he ordered Mihnea Turcitu: 
to build bridges across the Danube, so that he could keep his armiel 
in Transylvania supplied more easily.41 

In the second half of the sixteenth century, the Turk! 
transformed their commercial relations with the principalities int 

f . . c: 
a monopoly. The needs of the army or provisions and th 
dependence of Istanbul on foodstuffs from Moldavia and Wallachi ~ 
caused Suleiman and his successors to reserve the right to purcha a 
their chief export products, mainly cattle, sheep, grain and han ~ 
With this in mind, Suleiman, in 1564, instructed customs offic·eyl, 

· f ll Ia • on the Moldav1an-Polish border to count care u y the numbe ' 
sheep which Moldavian shepherds took into Poland to pasture r O.f 

and to see that they brought back an equal number.42 In 1566 h 
ordered Alexandru Lapusneanu not to allow his subjects to' ~ 
their cattle abroad but to dispose of it all in the empire. In 15~el] 
Selim II ordered Bo.,.dan Lapusneanu of Moldavia ( 1568-72) a, 

o no 
to allow the export of cattle and sheep to Poland or to other t 
M 1. . non us 1m countnes.43 ~ 

This monopoly manifested itself chiefly in three ways. Fi . 
t~1e officials of each principality were expected to collect the Pro~~· 
smns themselves. In 1579, for exampl-e, Murad III instructed b •~ 

• · Ot} prmces to assemble horses in one convement place to fac'l' l 
. 1 ttat purchases by Ottoman merchants.4~ Second, the princes h d e 

. h. a t supervise and guarantee the shipment to t e1r destination u O 
. ' suau Istanbul, of these .and other purchases. Thml, and most impor Y 

the princes were obliged to assist these merchants to obtain ptan~, 
. . rovl 

stons m the necessary quantities and at the lowest prices poss'b -
This gave foreigners a privileged status vis-a-vis native merch~ le. 
As a result, Moldavia and Wallachia were flooded with Turk~ts. 
and Levan tine merchants-kasaplar and cele jJler (cattle and sh Is}) 

eep 
40fbid., 107, 110, 134. 
41/bitl., H9. 
42/bid., s. 11/1, 245. 
4.1Jstoria Rominiei, II 785-786. 
4 1HUlmuzaki, Documente, 111/1, 40. 
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merchants) and balcl.ar (honey merchants)-most of whom were 
ac:tually Greeks. They would usually pay the prince for the right 
to take a fixed quantity of animals or grain from a certain district. 
In 1589, for example, one sheep merchant paid 420,000 aspers45 

to take sheep from the district of Soroca, and another paid 
100,000 aspers to take sheep from the district of Neamt. In 1591, 
the whole of Moldavia was opened to sheep merchants on this 
basis. Thev took an average of three sheep from each peasant and 
by the end. of the year had collected 141,000 animals. The peasant 
received no recompense; his sacrifice was considered a tax due the 
princc.4 '; 

The Sultan's court and the population of the capital became 
dependent upon the principalities for their supplies of meat and 
grain."17 Any interruption in their flow caused extreme hardship. 
In 1578, the ambassador of Venice at Istanbul reported a great 
shortage of food in the city and the surrounding area owing to 
destructive raids by Cossacks in Moldavia.48 Another source of 
concern to the Sultan was the practice by which Ottoman merchants 
themselves diverted supplies purchased in the principalities from 
Istanbul to more profitable markets in the Eastern Mediterranean. 
This was one of the reasons why he insisted that the princes over
sec the shipment of these goods to their intended destination. 

Gifts to individuals constituted a heavier drain on the resources 
or the principalities and exercised a more pernicious influence on 
political and social life than the obligations to the Ottoman state. 
There were two main types of gifts. First, there were those given 
at fixed inte1vals or on special occasions. They signified the personal 
loyalty and devotion of the prince toward the Sultan in the same 
way that the lzarac represented the homage of the state. The 
were as old as the tribute itself; both Mircea eel Batrin and Stefa y 
eel Mare had sent g~fts to accompany the tribute .. At least by th~ 
first qua!'ter of the sL.,.teenth century, the presentation of gifts had 

45<;>ttoman ?ilver coin first. minted in 1327.. In the time of Suleiman 1 
1t was mnety percent silver, but afterwards declined in value It · 
called akce, "little wh~te", in Turkish. · IS 

46Document~ privind istoria Rominiei, veacul XVI, A. Moldova, III 
(Bucuresti, 1951), 446, 447; IV, (Bucuresti, 1952), 19-27. • 

• 7 G. Bratianu, ."Etu~e~ s':'r l'approvisionnement de qonstantinople", i 
Etudes by::antmes d huto1re economique et sociale (Paris, 1938), 172-17?n 

4SHunnuzaki, Documente, IV /2, 104. · 
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become a permanent obligation. The prince and Ottoman officials 
determined by negotiation the kinds and the amounts. At first, 
only the Sultan received them, but eventually a whole compl:m:nt 
of officials from the grand vizir on down became benefictane~. 
Gifts were always offered when a new Sulta~ asce~~led the throne, 
when the prince ascended his, when the pnnce VISited the Sultan 
in Istanbul, when a high official assumed o~ce; a~d. when Ottoman 
officials were on some mission in the pnne1paht1es. It became 
customary also for the princes to present gifts to the Sultan and 
members of his family, and to the grand vizir and other important 
officials during bairam. These gifts consisted of money and goods. 
For example, loan Despot of Moldavia ( 1561-63) gave to an official 
bringing his bairak from Istanbul, 1,500 galbc1!s, 100 horses, and 
40 pieces of fine cloth.49 By the second half of the sixteenth century, 
the value of gifts of this sort amounted to as much as the harac.:.u 

The second type of gift was unfixed in time and unlimited 
in amount. It consisted of all the various payments-in effect 
bribes--which pretenders to the thrones of Moldavia and Wallachi~ 
made to the Sultan, members of his family, and officials of all 
degrees of importance in order to gain their support. It~ origins 
went back to the gift which each new prince ofTen·d to the Sultan 
on his [the prince's] accession. By the second half of the sixteenth 
century, the succession to the princely throne had become the 
occasion for a spirited auction, in which the candidate making 
the highest bid usually won the prize. 

The most urgent problem for the candidates was to obtain 
enough money to stay in the running. They were forced to borrow 
large sums at high rates of interest, often twenty percent. Money~ 

lenders and merchants were willing to make the loans because 
the returns were high and the investment safe. Custom decreed 
that the successful candidate assume responsibility for the debts 
of his predecessor.51 These debts were considered state, not 
personal, obligations. The sum which a candidate might be obliged 
to pay reached fantastic proportions by the end of the sixteenth 
century. It has been estimated that Petru Cerccl ( 1583-85) spent 

49Jbid., Il/1, 404. 
sopascu, Petru Cercel, 177. 
51 Filitti, Din arhivele Vaticantllui, II, 4 7. 
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over one million galbc7ls, or over seven times the tribute, to obtain 
the throne of Wallachia.52 

Once in office, the prince's immediate concern was to pay off 
his creditors. He used various means. Petru Rares dipped into 
the state treasury and contracted new loans. In 1542, he appealed 
to the King of Poland for a loan of several thousand Polish florins, 
which he promised to repay with produce from his country. This, 
he wrote, would assist him greatly "in my present difficult situation 
and in view of the penury of my treasury, which I have exhausted 
by giving much of it to the Turks. . . that I might thus become 
H ospodar (prince) of my country". 53 His successors frequently 
raised taxes and had recourse to various forms of extortion against 
peasants and boiers alike. For example, in 1582, Iancu Sasul 
( 1579-82) levied an extraordinary tithe on oxen in order to repay 
certain celepler, from whom he had borrowed large sums to obtain 
his appointment.5~ These and other measures finally drove his 
people to revolt. In order to restore internal peace, essential for 
maintaining the uninterrupted flow of money and provisions to 
Istanbul, the Sultan deposed him. 55 Sometimes, the Sultan sent 
along an escort of soldiers to help the new prince extract from 
his reluctant subjects the sums he had promised. In 1591, Aron 
Tiranul, who, according to a foreign diplomat in Istanbul, had 
left behind a debt of one million ducats, could not have satisfied 
his creditors in any other way. 56 

The succession in Moldavia and Wallachia thus presented the 
Sultan and the members of his court with a unique opportunity 
to enrich their personal treasuries. To obtain the maximum 
benefit, princes were on the average changed about every two and 
a half years in Moldavia and every three years in Wallachia. 

This system of gifts was greatly extended in the last quarter 
of the sixteenth century. During the reign of Mihnea Turcitul the 
Sultan introduced the custom of confirming the princes only afte 
three years. This made it necessary for them to pay an additiona~ 

52Pascu, Petru Cercel, 21-35 .. 
53Hunnuzaki, Documente, S. II/1, 158. 
MJbid., XI, xlix. 
55Jbid., III/1, 78. 
6G]bid., IV /2, 158. 
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sum of money, called mukarer, which in the eighte~nth centut~y 
amounted to as much as they had paid at the t1me of the1r 
appointment.57 It became customary for every agreement or 
negotiation between the princes or their representatives and 
Ottoman officials to be concluded with the presentation of a gift. 
Other foreigners were expected to observe the custom, too. In 1563, 
the grand vizir complained that Western Europeans came to 
Istanbul with many demands but no gifts, not even a simple basket 
of fruit, and that they became indignant if no official paid thel'l1 
any heed; but there was "no Ragusan, Sciote, Wallach, o:r 
Moldavian who comes to the Palace of the Grand Seigneur With. 
empty hands". 5s 

IV 

. The consequences of Ottoman domination were deeply f 1 
In all areas of public life in the principalities. It stunted the. t 
Port" I b . . et:r . 1 Ica and economic development by nngmg to a halt the 
tmpressive growth of the fifteenth century. The frequent chang 
of p · . es 

. nnces made orderly and systematic government extreme! 
difficult. The administrative apparatus became geared to satisfyin y 
t~·e fiscal demands of the suzerain state, which permitted institutio ~ 
httle opportunity for normal development. The principal bo _ns 
fa T ze.,. 

Inl 1es, who ought to have provided leadership, devoted th . 
energ· . h T el:r . Ies to stenle competitions for the t rone. he Turks, who 
ch1ef c 'b d I' 1 se . oncems were financial, contn ute no Itt e to the resuitin 
disor~er by playing off one pretender against another. Vena]"~ 
contnbuted to a general lowering of public morality. 1 

Economic exploitation had even more serious consequence 
In the first place, it accelerated the enserfrnent of the peasant s. 
As \~as customary in a feudal society, the peasantry bore t~· 
heaviest burdens, and in both Moldavia and Wallachia tb. e 
sixteenth century was a period of rising prices and taxes. l'h e 
small and middle peasant found it increasingly difficult t e 
maintain his independence. All Ottoman economic demands We:r~ 

57C. C. Giurescu, lstoria Romanilor, III, partea 2, (Bucuresti, 1946). 
462-463. 

r.~Hurmuzaki, Docume11te, S. l/1, 17. 
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ultimately passed on to him. Frequently, he was unable to pay the 
new tax or the extraordinary tithe and, as a result, had to suffer 
the confiscation of his land and a dependence akin to serfdom 
on the boier who had bought it. Thus, a double process was at 
work: a reduction in the number of small peasant holdings, on the 
one hand, and, on the other, the extension of large estates. It 
must be emphasized, however, that this process had begun before 
the period of Ottoman vassalage; it was now simply accelerated. 

The poverty of the peasantry discouraged exchanges of goods 
IJetwecn city and village and thereby helped to retard the 
development of handicraft industries and cities as economic 
centers. The comparative insignificance of the native merchant 
class, which could have formed a strong urban middle class, also 
hindered the growth of cities. Native merchants found it difficult 
to compete with the privileged Turkish and Greek merchants who 
operated within the framework of the Ottoman commercial 
monopoly. To escape their heavy burdens, many peasant families 
emigrated to neighboring countries, especially Transylvania. 
Emigration reached such serious proportions that in some districts 
there were not enough people to pay their quota of the tribute.59 

It also explains in part why there was no appreciable growth of 
population in either principality during the sixteenth century. 

Ottoman domination of Moldavia and Wallachia was to last 
until the beginning of the nineteenth century. The conditions we 
have described above lasted, with some modification owing to time 
and circumstance, throughout the intervening two centuries. It 
was only after 1821 that the Ottoman hold over the principalities 
began to be weakened decisively. By 1859, Moldavia and Wallachia 
had achieved de facto union, and in the 1860's virtual independence. 

G9Jbid., III/1, 154. 
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THE CAO DAI OF TAY NINH: THE POLITICS OF A 
POLITICAL-RELIGIOUS SECT IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

by 

ROY JUMPER 

A MILITARY junta seized power in Saigon on November 2, 1963. 
One of the first public acts of the junta's executive organ, the 
Military Revolutionary Council ( MRC), was its proclamation of 
a new policy of conciliation towards and collaboration with South 
Vietnam's two principal political-religious sects, the Cao Dai and 
the Hoa Hao.1 The MRC hoped to use the sects to help stem the 
resurgence of the Communist guerrillas, the Viet Cong.2 The 
action constitut·ed a reversal of the policy of the preceding Diem 
regime wh:ich deni·ed the legitimacy of the temporal authority of 
the sects and attempted to suppress them in their respective 
territorial spheres.3 It also was an acknowledgement by the Saigon 
government that it had overcome neither of the two most important 
political obstacles to the establishment of a viable central 
government in South Vietnam: the rice roots power of the 
Communists and of the sects.4 The present paper aims to trace 
the political evolution of one of the sects, the Cao Dai of Tay 

!Cooperation with the third armed sect, the Binh Xuyen, was ruled out 
at least for the moment by the professed neutral position of its leadership 
which fle.d to France in 1955 after Binh Xuyen forces were dislodged 
froz:n the1r posts 1n Saigon and subsequently dispersed by units of the 
nat1onal army. 

2TJ;te Sou~h Vietnamese government uses the .term Viet Cong rather than 
~~e~ ~mh to refer to Communist guernllas and thus attempts to 
d1stmgu1sh the Communists of today from those who fought the French 
before 1954 .. 

3The ~RhC'sxleader, General Duong Van Minh, directed the fight against 
the Bm uyen and then aga-inst the Hoa Hao; its civil premier 
Nguyen Ngoc !ho, was Diem's special adviser on sect affairs durin~r th~ 
1955-1956 periOd of repression. 

4 Roy Jumper, "Sects and Communism in South Vietnam," Orbis, III 
Spring 1959), 85-96 .. 
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Ninh, to analyse its structural components, and to assess its role 
in the political process.5 

Cao Dai religious doctrine is believed to date from the First 
World War period when play with ouija boards was a popular 
pastime for Vietnamese employees of the French colonial 
~overnment in Saigon. Particularly adept at evoking spirits during 
these seances was a young civil servant, Ngo Van Chieu, who was 
said to have made contact with a voice that cried out: "I am 
the Supreme Being! I am the most ancient of the Buddhas! 
I am Cakya Mouni and Jesus Christ! I now take the name Cao Dai 
and command that a new religion be brought forth in the world." 
Unwilling to permit mortal men to direct the religion, Cao Dai 
supposedly declared that he would take a personal hand in its 
management and would make his views known through the means 
of spiritualistic mediums. Young Chieu was displaced ahnost 
immediately from the leadership of the bantling movement by an 
enterprising businessman and member of the Colonial Council, 
Le Van Trung. The new leader assumed the title of pope and 
teamed with Pham Cong Tac, a clerk in the customs house, to 
build Cao Daism into a powerful political-religious movement.5 

Tac emerged as the central figure in 1932. The main instrument 
behind his rise was the Pham Mon secret society whose members 
bound themselves to Tac by a pact written in blood and then 
helped him to infiltrate the Cao Dai religious structure. Tac 
contrived charges of theft and corruption to discredit the first 
pope in order to gain for himself the pontifical post in 1934. 

A holy see was eventually founded near Tay Ninh, about fifty 
miles from Saigon. At its center stands the Cao Dai cathedral, 
an architectural wonder that blends the pagoda with baroque 
forms. A single large eye, the symbol of divine omniscience, stares 
down as if to guard the temple's main entrance. Inside, green 
dragons twirl around pink colonnades. Although the Cao Dai 
failed to obtain the legal status of an independent state for the 

iThe essay is based upon field observation and interviews in Vietnam 
in .1.954-1956 and in 1962 .• A~though there exists no comprehensive 
poht1cal studf. of the Cac;> Da1, hterature on the subject includes Nguyen 
Van Tam, I-:e Ca~a1sme et lcs Hoa Hao," in M. Bayen, ed., 
Conferences d mformat&on sur l'Indochine (2 vols.. · Saigon 1949); and 
Bernard B. Fall, "The Politico-Religious Sects of Viet-Nam " Pacific 
Affairs, XXXVIII (September 1958), 235-253. ' 
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holy sec which englobed the villa(Tcs of Long-Than~,. Hicp-Ninh, 
. . "' ·n pohtical-rel' · 5 and Trung-Hoa It d1d develop to be the maJ Igwu 

force in Tay Ninh province which spreads along ~he Cambodian 
border. It also expanded to neighbouring provinces m the southern 
region and even to a few communities in central and northern 
Vietnam. Temples were constructed in the large towns throughout 
the south and even in Saigon where there arc four. By the time 
of independence the Cao Dai claimed to represent about fourteen 
p~r cent of the population of South Vietnam- 6 Bm~·ever, the Tay 
Nmh sect no longer spoke for the entire movement smcc a numbet· 
of schisms, especially between 1930 and 1935, resulted in the 
fo~ation of twelve dissident organizations, the most important of 
which are those in Ben-Tre/ My-Tho, Can-Tho, and Bae-Licu . 

. . Cao Dai theology is not original but rather borrows from other 
rehgions and literary works in an attempt to cnvolve a synthesis 
0.f eastern and west-ern thought.8 The basic theory, worship and 
ntual \ k . · · h ' vas ta en from the Mmh Ly Buddhist sect, ot er details 
from Ta . C . . . d f . 01Sm, onfucianism and Chnstwmty, an rom the 
contnbut' f ' W'll' Sh v· Ions 0 such figures as Joan of Arc, I Iam akespeare 

Ictor Hu . . I n , i . go, and Sun Yat Sen. The rehgwn a so re ected the 
mpnnt of th · · d L D · e wntmgs of Allan Kardec an eon ems. 

the Cha? Dai doctrine is not fixed and has changed according to 
w Ims of 1' . • h to d re Igious leaders, whose pnmary concern as been 
evelop oft . . d a f ' en m complete disregard of logic an compatibility 

onnula of b I' h , of f II e tefs and symbols to attract t c greatest numb 
o owers Th er 

waiv . · e aim is to satisfy the need of an unsettled and 
enng mas · · · h · The C . s populatiOn for rmmed1ate metap ysical security 

who ao Dat moral code is not rigid. To avoid harm to aninlal · 
are con 'd d s encou SI ere to be inferior brethern, a vegetarian diet . 
raged. h IS 

eating ' owever, new converts are asked to break away from 
neirrhb meat only gradually. One is taught to serve, not kill th 

"' or, yet f 1 y orce and coercion are frequent y used to compel 

~· quelques /acte Iet-Narn, Mission Economic et Humanisme, Etude d 
p. 71. urs humains du developpement du Vietnam, (Saigon, 1960) e 

7Thcre are two d' . • 
8Th 1551dent branches in Ben-Tre. 

e most complete t d f . . · " th · ed" Gabriel Gob run H' 5 u Y o the religiOn 1s an a"!! onz . account by 
Tan p . t" H' zstory and Philosophy of Caodazsm (Srugon: Le Van 

rm mg ouse, 1950). 
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compliance. Priests and dcacows arc pennitted to have w1ves but 
JllUSt vow to live as brother and sister, foregoing all sexual 
relations. Sex anu alcohol should be avoided_. says Cao Dai, lest 
the brain become dominated by perverted spirits. The faithful 
111ay pr;1y, burn joss sticks, and offer flowers and tea. However 
stl·ange the religion may seem to the westerner it is in harmony 
wnh the prevailing religious customs of South Vietnam where 
fortune tellers hawk their trade in Buddhist pagodas and images of 
the Vitgin Ivlal)' compete with those of" dragons in the Catholic 
chun·hcs. 

J~\"OLUT!ON OF GAO DAI POLITICS 

C:ao Dai leaders easily mastered the basic techniques of 
Vietnamese politics which incorporate ambition and cunning with 
armed tnight. Forever mindful of the old Vietnamese maxim, 
''Profit from troubled waters to cast your fishing line," they have 
allied at various times with Japanese, French, Viet Minh, and 
national governmental forces. Internal 1·ival.I)• and the need for 
outside financial support, rather than ideological considerations, 
arc the primal)' factors conditioning these alignments. Policies 
nrc cakulatecl soberly in tcrn1s of what is practical and expedient 
at a given 1110111ent. 

France's official traditional ncuh·ality toward religion and their 
own :1ttraction to the aim of attempting a synthesis of eastern and 
wcstl'rn thought probably influenced colonial officials to sanction 
the propagation of the cult. By I 938 the religion had begun to 
take on a political orientation, marked by anti-French nationalism. 
Cao Dai agitation for independence increased after the events in 
Europe of June 194-0, and led eventually to the closure of Cao Dai 
tempks and to the deport3tion of the pope and his principal 
colbhm·ators to ]\faclagascar. The group w:1s thus held in check 
until the Japanese occupation when it began to support Prince 
Coung De, then in exile in Japan, to replace Emperor Bao Da.i. 
The principal Cao Dai liason with the Japanese govemment was 
a local businessman, Ivlatusita, who doubled as head of Japan's 
espionage in Cochinchina. By 1943 the Japanese Kempeitai had 
armed scvl'ral indigenous groups, including the Cao Dai, for 
eventual action against the French. A politic3l bureau was set 
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up in Saigon under the direction of Tran Quang Vinh, the formel" 
head of the Cao Dai branch in Phnom Penh. The Japanese 
blocked several attempts by the French to arrest Vinh and his 
cohorts by claiming them to be employees of the Japanese 
government. Then in early 1945 the Cao Dai participated with 
some 3000 troops in the Japanese coup d'etat, only to have their 
wing clipped soon afterwards when Japan capitulated to end the 
Second World War. 

The Cao Dai next allied with the Viet Minh, but internal 
dissension was a barrier to effective collaboration. When Vinh balkeci 
at political and military integration (which to him meant 
absorption by the Viet Minh) he was captur•cd by partisans Of 
Ho Chi Minh. However, several Cao Dai commanders, namely 
Nguyen Thanh Phuong, Nguyen Van Thanh, and Duong Va 
Dang, agreed to firrht the French. Their compact with the v 1• t'\ 

• '=> <•t 
lv~mh was ephemeral, and before the end of 1946 these men wer 
htred. by the French. Th(' initial agreement with the French w~ 
~~gotmted by Vinh. Soon afterwards General Phung brought ovel" 
11s 1000 troops to fight on the side of France and the Cao Da: 
pope, Pham Cong Tac, was brought home from exile to proclai 1 

that th F · · \,. I'll e · rench presence was a neoesstty m tctnam. The pope 
return to Tay Ninh was followed by the earning into the foi s 
of such military commanders as Thanh, Dang, and Trinh Min( 
The. A Viet Minh attack upon the holy sec helped the pope l 

rc:-~tablish his position; and in January 19·17' he ratified u:() 
mthtary agreement initiated by General Vinh and providing ar ~ 
and s ' 'd· I I II b . " . ' 111 li • UoJSJ 1es in return for " oya CO a oratiOn agamst the y· 
Mmh 1'1 d . C D . let · le French further agree to set up a ao a1 aclher 
Dr L ent 

· . c Van Hoach, as the second President of the Republic • 
Cochmehina. The Cao Dai of Tay Ninh were at their zenith Of 
power. Of 

, All Cao Dai chieftains did not remain loyal to Franc-c. Gene. 1 fhanh f L 1 F . · 1 a 
avorcd a neutral course net ween t 1e 1 <'nc-h and tl 

Commun · c1 · 1 · 1 ~ · lsts and when he became comman cr-m-c uef of all tl 
IJO)Jc's ar c1 · d d 1 · 1~ ~ me forces he secretly or ere us troops to c·ease as of 
1· t'~)ruary 19+9 all offensive acts against the Viet 1\.Iinh. Trinh 
:\fmh Thc> deployed his partisan force of 1000 men against both 
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the French and the Viet Minh. By 1952 most of the military 
rhiefs were in full t•evolt against the pope, and a number of internal 
da11hes occurred. Finally, in March 1953, the pope was able to 

r~place Thanh with Vinh as commander-in-chief and to moderate 
thr. major differences among most chieftains until the advent of 
llw government of Ngo Dinh Diem.• 

The Cao Dai relationship with the Diem regime was marked 
hy great duplic:ity on both sides. Certain Cao Dai chiefs participated 
in the second Diem cabinet named in the fall of 1954, while others 
took part in the formation of the United Front of Nationalist Forces 
whose aim wa.c; to prevent Diem from consolidating his position. 
The Cao Dai pope became Chairman of the rival government, the 
United Front Presidium, which was set up on the outskirts of Saigon 
shortly before fighting erupted in and around the capital at midnight 
on March 29, 1955. The two most powerful military chiefs at that 
time, Generals The, and Phuong, abandoned the Front and 
supported Diem after receiving large bribes.10 General The sparked 
the pursuit of llinh Xu yen troops (the only major sect force to 
engage the national army) from Saigon. He was killed in action 
and thus removed as a major contender for power. 

Pope Pham Cong Tac threatened to join the Viet Minh in 
North Vietnam but excaped instead to Phnom Penh in March 1956 
when General Phuong, his military chief-of-Staff, seized control 
over the holy see. The major portion of the Cao Dai forces 
(the troops of Generals Phuong and Van Thanh Cao, the successor 
to General The) were ultimately absorbed by the national army 
or demobilized. However, some fled with their arms to form 
.~~ueJTilla bands and others joined the Viet Minh. 

In n~sponse to the military junta's "open arms" policy toward 
the sects, oppositionist sect leaders began to re-emerge in late 1963. 
A n11mber of Cao Dai officers returned from exile in Cambodia 

PThc: best st~d)" of the rise of the Diem regime is a field report by 
Marjorie Wemer (Normand), Government anti Politics in South Vietnam 
1954-1956 (unpublished M. C. thesis, Cornell University, 1960). ' 

JOWilliam Henderson, "South Vietnam Finds Itself," Foreign Affairs, XXXV 
(January 1957), p. 287. 

u In preparation for h_is power grab in Tay Ninh General Phuong charged 
the elderly pope With the rape of nineteen vestal virgins of Cao Dai 
Time, :March 5, 1956. 
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to re-establish themselves in Tay Ninh under the lcadcrshjp or 
General Le Thanh Tat and Tran Van Vinh, who aspired to hcr·orr1(' 

the supreme religious lcadcr. 1 ~ However, it was doubtful that thP~c· 
men could reunite even the Cao Dai of Tay Ninh. At the ~an 1,, 
time that General Tat met with newsmen in Tay Ninh t ~ 
announce his pledge to help the central government fight the Vi 0 

Cong, a splinter faction held a news conference in Saiunn t l 
I \ ,. (" \ 

advocate eventual uruon of North and Sout 1 ICt-nam under -
neutral coalition governmc·nt headed by intell<'ctuals from e:tc·i: 
re~ion. 1 " 

STRlJCTURE 

Cao Dai formal structure bears some resemblance to l 
organization of the early Roman Catholic Church. At its h t 1 t' 

a pope reigns over two spheres: the spiritual (Hiep-Thien-Dai e~q 
. al) l the temporal (Cuu-Trung-Dru). The spheres embrace four t C. 

of activity: legislation, administration, the military, and econo~~~ 
A Supreme legislative body is invested with the "spiritual" p ~~~. 

• . . . . 0\\•(, 
of Cao Da1sm and receives d1vme messages that form the base -t· 

Cao Dai law. These messages regularly come by means of a tappj ~f" 
basket, t_h~ ori~inal ouija board hm·ing been di~arded for t~~~ 
more effincnt mstrument. Holy words an~ ca~on.Ized, usually I 1ll\ 

the pope, and then articulated to the Cao Da1 faithful. )Y 

The Cao Dai administrative apparatus replaced that of 
government in some areas. In others there were in efTect t}l~, 
" t . , h. f - t \v s ates· -one headed by a governmental c 1e , the other b ~ 
Cao Dai. In many such districts the Cao Dai chief was the ~ ') 
ruler, and govPrnmental agents travt'lled outside their headqua 0 't) 

only at the pleasure of the Cao Dai. In still other distri<·ts. \ ·Irt~:t-~ . . . \ ~~ 

Its power was nominal the Cao Dai was represented by a deb. t-~, 
whos · fl 1 1 1 "'<lt c Ill ul'nce wa~ measurcc ess hy t lP number of wor~hip ~ 

vis!ting tlJe loc::ll temple tlw.n b~· the size of the Cao Dai mili~~'r~ 
!)O~t in t~e vici~i:y .. The Cao Dai also claimed to have establish: toy 
Ill fa?' Nmh mn11stnes parallel to those of the national govcrnrn~ · 'l 
m S;11gon. It is most likely that these ministrit?s existed largely ·tlt 

()l) 

ICDispatch by Hedrick Smith New J'ork Times (Internntion,~J "' 
December 28, 1963. ' " l'..d.) 

1
• The Star (Beirut), Non·mhrr Hi, 1963. 
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paper ,.ince the author's request to visit one particular administTativc 
ofTicc t·voked fmm :1. start!C'd cardinal the reply that there was none 
.• -. llw mattn was handled directly by Cao Dai, the holy spirit 
hi111sdJ. An administrative bureau was maintained in Saigon to 
ltanrllt~ lia~on with thl" central government. 

Military organization did not exist in the ~ingular even for 
tilt~ T:w I\'inh sect. The pope named the commander-in-chief 
nf the Cao Dai armed forces but did not always control his 
IH•rnuwt·. Nor was the conmiander-in-chicf a real "chier' in 
pr;~cticc, as several lit·ltl commanders functioned with minimum 
ref{ard to their chid in Tay Ninh. Fighting between Cao Dai 
military units was not unusual especially during the Franco-Viet
\fiuh wai·. Still in 1964 the military arm of the Cao Dai was not 
111 fact subordinate to its religious head. 

Cao Dai economic affairs fell under the jurisdiction of an 
''nlity known as the Charity Corps. Revenue came primarily from 
.~~ovc1nmcnt subsidi'l.--s, land, business, and involvement in such illegal 
npcrations as the piastre tr::tfnc, opium smuggling, and gambling. 
Tlw main Cao Dai wealth consisted of land which included an 
•">late that totaled forty square mik·s. On tht ~state Cao Dai 
followers we're permitted to occupy a small plot large enough for 
a house and gardcn: in surrounding an~as they rented from wC'althy 
c~o Dai many of whom resided in Tay Ninh or Saigon. Throughout 
Tay Ninh province the Cao Dai collected taxes on yields and on 
thC" transport of goods to market. Loyal Cao Dai enjoyed special 
ta.:< r-eductions and were exempted from the security tax collected 
from all others. The main Cao Dai business interests in Tay Ninh 
included a brick kiln, a saw mill, a furniture factory, a weaving 
mill, a.:1d a printing- house. There were also Cao Dai owned shops, 
a produce market, a hospital. a school,14 and even a funeral home 
to bury the Cao Dai dead. A special company was formed to 
control the purchase of rice and its transpmi.. The main Cao Dai 
•.~nterp1-iscs in Saigon were several import-export houses. An 
••(·anomie aclvis1'r functioned in the capital to pull the political 
~trin~~ necessary to keep the various business ventures operating. 

Profit~ and revenue were not sufficient to meet the 
organization's requirements of personnel and material. The sect 

BPrivatc hospitals and schools are usually run for profit in South Vietnam. 
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needed outside subsidies if it was to become a national political 
force and became heavily dependent first upon Japanese and tl1en 
French sources. Some sect leaders beg·an to benefit from United 
States aid on the eve of independence and a few were supporte'd by 
the Communists. After independence a shift in United State-!\ 
aid policy vitally affected the Cao Dai and, indeed, reshaped th~ 
mtemal power structupe of the country, permitting Ngo Dinh Dictt1 

to rise as the undisputed ruler in Soutlt Vietn:liil. The Unite{} 
States and France reached an agreCJTicnt in Washing-ton ot1 

September 29, 1954 to continue to support Diem and to ch;uwl 
military aid directly to his govemment, rather than through th!" 
French govetnment, starting January 1, 1955Y· This decisi011 

required the secLc; to look to Diem rather than to France fol' 
their subsidies. Diem in turn would be propped by Unit·ed Stat•• 

0 ~!I 

atd. Almost immediately after the signing of the \VashinRton 
accords there developed a difference of opinion in Sai170 

'"' n between the United St:1.tes Ambassador, General J. Lawton Collin!\ 

an~l Colonel Edward C. Lansdale, the American intclligen<·: 
ch1ef. 1" Ambassador Collins wanted rival nationalist forces to scttl~" 
by ne,sotiation their differences while Lansdale sought to impost' 
the p~rsonal rule of Diem and to destroy sect power, by armec} 
~orcc if need be. Lanclsdale's view prevailed in Washington ancl 
tn. Saigon, and for the next two years tlw main en<'rg-ie~ of th 1 

Diem regiinc were expended to fight or othcnvise pacify the sen~ 
However, the sects survived the onslaught to emerge in 1963 a. 
strong as ever at the rice roots level. Their lcaders' price fo; 

collaboration with the military junta was a monetary subsidy ::tnc 
a voice in national policy making. 

A number of political parties developed under the patrona<> 
f 0 '"'{ 

~ Individual sect chieftains. The two most important parties lc 

tdentify with the Cao Dai wcre the NationaJigt R-Ntoration Part 1 

( Phuc-Quoc-Hoi) and the National Resistance Front (Mat. 

Tran Quoc-Gia Khang-Chien). Neither was incorporated int1 

the formal organization of the sect. Tran Van An, a leacb 

in the Vietnamese Nationalist Party, actually launched the Nationa 

'''·"-'~'~'' }-' ork Timel, September 30, 1954. 
'~Analvsis hy Homer Bigart, New York Times, July 25, 1962. 
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Restoration Party in 1942.1 ' His party had the support of Prince 
Cuong De and it enjoyed the patronage of the Japanese 
government. Several Cao Dai chieftains joined the party in May 
194-3 and eventually took over its leadership. General Phuong 
emerged as leader and dominated the party until 1956 when he 
was cast aside, his power broken, by Diem.111 The National 
Resistance Front, founded by General Trinh Minh The, became 
a force of national importance in 1955 when its leader allied with 
Diem. General The affiliated the Front with the People's 
Revolutionary Committee which professed loyalty to Diem but 
probably aimed to seize power. However, General The was killed 
on May 5, 1955 (the government said by a Binh Xuyen sniper), 
and the Committee was thus deprived of its principal leader. 
General Van Thanh Cao took control of the Front after 
The's death and secured for it two posts in the revised 
Diem cabinet. Diem made General Cao a regional delegate (weak 
governor) but soon relieved him of his troops. The party was 
left in the hands of its Secretary General, Nhi Lang, who had been 
the political adviser to General The. Nhi Lang was quickly 
diS<Tedited as an allc•ged Communist agent and the party began 
to decline. 

THE POLITICAL ROLE 

The Cao Dai evolved in the 1930's as one of several 
nationalist political forces. After 194 7 most but not all Cao Dai 
leaders supported the creation of a separate Cochinchina state 
protected by France. Thus the Cao Dai became one of the most 
valuable political groups to ally with France during the struggle 
against the Viet Minh. After the 1954 ceasefire and partition 
France moved quickly to withdraw her anny and to turn over to 
the national government her remaining vestiges of political 
authority. Several appendages of French power including the 
Cao dai were necessarily abandoned and left to fend for themselves 
in the troubled waters of Vietnamese politics. Their political and 

17Tran Van An later _became political adviser to the Binh Xuyen and waJ 
reported captured m October 1955 during an offensive action by the 
national army against the Binh Xuyen. 

18Hc H~e~ in _Saigon. und~r survci_llance but was permitted to run .as an 
oppomuon vice-presidential candidate against Nguyen Ngoc Tho m the 
1961 prC:Sidential election. 
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militm·y structun~. dependent on a territorial bas•~ and personal 
ret<·nues, the sects had no place in the centralized stale which 
Diem attempted to crect. 1 ~ Sect leaders tried to negotit<~ for 
political and economic guarantees before relinquishing their annics 
Their main dc"llJands were recognition of their territorial autonomy, 
representation in the central government, and the guarantee' of 
flnancial assistance. Gut Diem would not dicker and sou!;ht by 
fo, ,.,_, and trick<·ry to suppr<'ss thP sects in tlwir n~sp<•cti,-,. spltl·n·s. 

Still other factors limited the capacity of the Can I hi t() 

develop as a national force in independent Vietnam. l'viost sect 
leaders built over the years a reputation of duplicity and shifting 
loyalties that prevented the-m from building the confid<•nce of 
others. Pope Pham Cong Tac, for example, deceived friend anc} 
foe alik<~. His leadership weakness did not derive from his man 
cliffcr<'nt and seemingly contradictory policies and pacts for thesy 
were required to keep paee with a rapidly changing political SC('Jlc-~ 
His flaw was rathe-r tJ1at he tried to play several sid · 
· 1 es s1mu taneously, and C'Vt>nts moved too quickly for this kind ()[ 

manoeuvering. 

_ Int-ense internal rivalry was also a barrier to C'lfC'ctivc partieipa~ 
t10n by _the Cao Dai in national p 0 1itics. Religious leadc_rs promoteq 
the sclusms of 1930-1935 in order to direct and <'xplo1t their O\v 

flocks. These men have since died and their successors hav 11. 
declined to consider a reconciliation with the Tay Ninh sc ~ 
R ·c. . f . ct '-e~m 1 •H"atwn was further complicated by the de ectJon of Ca · 
T~-ICU Phat, head of the dissident sect at nac Lieu, to Noq~ 
VIetnam and to the subsequent 1·ecognition by the Connnu11i. 
l!;ovcrnment of his claim to be the kgitimate Cao Dai Pop !it 
Riv:.lriC's in the Cao Dai military ranks havC" also been gl'(~a e 
Although some cooperation among the chieftains who have be~ t. 
ro converge upon Tay Ninh is to be expected, it is doubtful thal) 
thes('. n:en ('an now take direction of the m<~ny small bands whic./ 
multiplJcd as a result Diem's pacification campai?;ns ag-ainst th 1 
S('\tS ~ 

Tl w r•xcessivc sectarianism of its religious leaders and th .... 
'-ll' f<1ilurf' to ('Volve an ideology that r.ould appl'al to the cducatecl 

'''"'c-inr-r, ofr. rit., p. 31. 
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ch~s n·:.trictt'd the development of tlw Cao Dai in m·ban areas. 
:\lthutdt Pope Pham Gong- Tac hoosl<'d that C:1odaism would 
IJ<•conw tlH· state rdi~ion he reacted to nation:1l political issues 
with views that were alway~ narrow ami p<trticularistic. Trinh 
~finh Till· saicl he rdwllr-d against the religious leaders when he 
realizl·d finally that lw could never build a "nationalist" movement 
whil<- tiPd down to thl' Caodaism of Tay Ninh. The early leaders 
exp<"1 ted tltat the inclusion in thl' Cao Dai creed of Christian 
:111d oth•·r \\'('Sh'rn ideas would attract m::my per~ons with a modern 
education. Howc>ver. Vil'tnames~ int('lJ,•ctuals found the theology 
to I)(' both artificial and feigned and werc> generally repelled by 
i~s ap1wal to supc>rstition and mysticism. Trinh Minh The was 
t h:~ only C:w Dai l~adcr to appeal to univt•rsity students and this 
was rltll· primarily to his military prowess. The rl'surgenc(~ of 
Buddhism as a political force in 196:~ and its strong appl'al to 
university stud1·nts :1n· factors which will limit C:1o Dai rcctuitmt"nt 
Ill tlw futurc>. 

Tlw Cao Dai continued to be a major political forre in 
Tay Ninh and surrounding areas despitl" its internal dissensions 
and n·pn•ssion hy tlw national government. Survival w:l.s possible 
only lwcaus<' of the fund:uriental w~aknc~s of national institutions 
at tlw rin· roots Jc.vel.20 The breeding ground of the sects in 
soutiH·rn ViPtnam was developed for settlement agriculture only 
in tlw C'arly part of the nineteenth century by means of military 
mloni1•s. Still today Tay Ninh evinces many characteristics of a 
frontier province. Trinh -:\'linh Tht", for example, dominated 
frontiPr an·as. contiguous to Cambodia, like the Ba Den mountains 
and tlw Plain of Reeds which have never been under central 
contrnl. This frontier-military character of the area helped the 
C:ao Dai to pe1•sist at thP village lev<"!. The affinity of Cao Dai 
cadre~ for the local l'nvironmcnt led to the decision by the military 
junta to try to reconstruct the !K'ct as a buffer against Viet Gong 
Communist~. The decision does not au!!Ur well for the devclopml'nt 

'"' of ccntml rule in South Vietnam but neither will it help the 
Communists who hold at the present juncture more territory and 

~"A. C:'~o Dai radio station was established at Tay Ninh but its reception was 
lnmtcd )m·~dy to sl'vcral rural towns having clc-ctricity. There wen~ also 
two Cao Dai ncwspap!'rs, Tlroi Dai and Q 11 or. Gia but their distribution 
w:L< mainly in Saigon. 
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control more people in the southern delta than the government
Should the tide of the guerrilla war turn against the Comrnunists 
then Cao Dai leaders will achieve new glory an~. pcrhaps recoup 
some of their fmn1cr prestige in the national pohucal arena. This 
~vould in turn require the Cao Dai leadership to p~t some n~ment 
m the superior hierarchy of the structure and to mtegratt· newly 
acquired values with those of their rural cnvironxne-nt. 



IX 

NE\V SOVIET INTERPRETATIONS OF 
TSARIST COLONIAL POLICIES IN ASIA 

by 

LOWELL R. TILLETT 

\.YHEN THE history of colonialism and empire building is related, the 
Spanish, Portuguese, British, French and Dutch usually receive 
primaty consideration. Seldom mentioned is one of the most inten
sive feats of ten·itorial expansion among alien peoples in history
that of the Great Russians, who in four hundred years subjugated 
over a hundred nationalities and merged them into the largest 
political unit in the world. It has been estimated that from 1552, 
when Ivan IV stonned Kazan. to the beginning of World \Var L 
Russia expanded at the rate of fifty square miles per day. 1 

The main difference between the Russian Empire and other 
empires is that the teiTitori·cs involved in Russian expansion were 
contiguous to the homeland. The new lands were usually 
incorporated into the state without clashes with other colonial 
powers and without stirring diplomatic capitals or world opinion. 
But the Russian Empire was unquestionably an empire: its acquisi
tions were generally made by military conquc:-t and maintained by 
military garrisons; its institutions and culture were imposed on the 
annexed areas; the peoples themselves were non-Russian (so much 
so that the Russians constituted a minority of the population 
by 1900). 

At the tinw of the Russian Revolution, the minorities problem 
was a pressing one. Hatred of the tsars had been aggravated by 
the oppressive policies of the last two Romanovs. During World 
vVar I large areas on the w-estern rim of the empire were occupied 

tAicx Inkelcs, "Soviet Nationality Policy in Perspective,'" p,-ob/ems of 
Comn:ttnism, IX, No. 1, 25-:H. 
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I It JS c auncc t 1<\t 
tlwir "solution" of the nationalities proh l'll 1· . . I 

· · · l"t" •s hve Ill larmony under Sov1t't leadersh1p a hundred nauona ' IL- • • 
• . . . . .1,.enl·ent for c!Jstinc-

''IIJOym~ equal opportun1ty, wnh every ('IH our.,.., . . 
· t lf the c.ISC, Wl"ltlt'll 

live development. A recent Soviet statcmen 1 • · 

d UNES . S · ·t expcncncc as .• 0 un ·er • ', CO ausp1ccs. holds up the OVIL •• • .. 

I I ld IT · . 1. f tilt' h1stoncal cor1-1.c·t ''xamp e to t 1c wor , o ers 1t as a proo · o : · -
ness of Communism, and suggests that any opinion to the contT;uy 

1s malicious anti-Soviet propa~anrla." 

But fr>1· a prohl,·m which has lwrn solved. _the natiouality 
qut·stion is n·ceiv!n~~ an inordinat{· amount of attention from Soviet 
I d V. 11 ·· · · · 1 f" 11·c· who h-... 1 ''a f'rs. 1rtua y \'Very maJOr pohtJra 1~l • ..., )een 
di~g-rat·cd in n·1·ent vr·an; has bf~en arc-used of "bourgeois 
nationalism" or of "sowi~g distrust among the peoples." Khrushchl'v 
an~us!'d the anti-Party g-roup of 19:i7 of "mistrust ~f the ability 
of thc peoph·s of the national republics to cope wtth statewide 
tasks."'' All the orators at Stalin's fum·r<J.I referred to the prohkm, 
ond all the Party Congresses since thl' war have featured spcaket·s 
from the national minorities who have expressed their g1·atitudc 
to the Russian people and have sun" the praises of the "eternal 
r . I h" " 1 . I • nl'nc s 1P of peoples." The hundreds of books am arttc: cs on the 
mbject strongly suggcsl that tlw Party still finds it lll'rt'S5.:"1.ry to do 
Jllllch pt•rsuading- in this field. 

Ow· of tlw major icl!."o)~iral wl'apons used by the Party to 
p1 ovc till' solidarity of the R~ssian and non-Russian peoples has 
lll'cn. till' r .. ·:t1·mive revision of hi~tory. Since the middle 1930's the 
Rus<:Jans hav,· hl't•n Peintl'rpreting their histo!]' in order to create 
:1 nr·w Snvi1·t patriotism and to educate their people to the correct-

'I. P .. Tsa_ll~l"'rian and S. L. Renin, /~quality of !lights Between Races and 
Nntronalztv• w the USSR (Paris: UNESCO, !962). 

'.-\!fr<"d D. l.nw, "Patriotism, 'Bouru;r-ois Nat·ionalisrn' and .the Nationality 
Policy oi til•· USSR aitt·r Stalin,'' Annnls of tht' Ukrarnian Acadtmy, 
I X (ll)fi I i.!lo -11 h 
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n~~~s of cuJTcllt poiicies. l\fany of the former villains of Russian 
lu~tol)"---tsar~. gentTals and statcsrncn-have been found to be 
"progre~sivc>" in the contt·xt of their· times. But because of Ivlarx' 
popular dictum that the Russian Empire was a "prison of peoples" 
and the strong Communist position aQ"ainst colonialism and 
impnia.lism, tsarist conquests remained black historical deeds in 
the Soviet view for a long time. Indeed Soviet histories stated 
that the subject peoples of Asia were uncle~· a "double oppression" 
as a result of their incorporation into the Russian Empire-a 
''national-colonial npprf'ssion" and a "feudal oppression" undrr 

the nativt· upfYT _classes which cooperated with the. tsa.rist 
conquerors. The· l't'Sistance efT orts of these peoples to tsanst con
quest Wf'r(' typt·d as "national liberation" movements which failed 
only IJC'caus,. of tht· overwhelming superiority of numbers ~f the 
t·nnqu(:rot·. Leaders of tlwse ill-fatf'd moven1ents wt•t·c considered 
he,·oes and martyrs. 

The nmd to the rehabilitation of tsarist colonialism was opened 
in Stalin's coumtentary "Concetning Engels' Article 'The Foreign 
Policy of Russian Tsarism'," in which it was az·gued that Engels, 
writing in 1890. had been short-sightt·d in naming Russia as "U:c 
last bastion of European rcanion." Such a designation, Stalm 
at·gued, belonged to the imperialist powers of \Vestcrn Europe. 
Engels' contention that Russian colonialism was a major cause 
n( \Vor!cl \Var I \Vas also said to be in error.~ 

During and immediately after \Vorlcl \\'ar II the P:1rty pro
moted the- concept of the "friendship of peoples" of the Soviet 
Union, an idc:t which minin1izecl national differences and former 
rnnfliets unci helped to build a multi-national Soviet patriotic;m. 
Th;., concept was given official support in the 1948 Central Com
mittee rcsnlution on ~tfuradc]i's opcz·a The Great Friendship. The 
opera dealt with relations bctwel"n thP peopll's of the North 
Caucasus and the Russians ::1.t the time of the formation of the 
USSR. Tlw composf'r had cast some of the Caucasian peoples as 
ft·icndly to the Russians, approvino- the new federation, and others, 
who opposed the move, as "co~nter-revolutionary." His err~r, 
according to the resolution, was that he did not make friendship 

• • tt ·1J. Stalin, "0 state Engclma 'Vneshniaia politika russkoPgl"t~a:::d~tcd 
Bolshevik, 1941, No. 9, 1-5 (originally a letter to the 0 1 u July 19, 1934). 
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5 condemned for popularizing an 
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general enough. The ~\ nl peoples of the Caucasus who had 
historical falsehood- 1_ he 0 h y foiTOation of the USSR w-ere the 
been guilty of hindenng .t c-~roups which had hcen subjected to 
Chechens and the Ingushl-:- ld War IJ.S 
mas.o; deportation during W or 

. . Soviet historians in the next few years 
Under Party gllldance, f their own scholarship conecming 

· tenets o . . were to rcv1sc many 1 friendship and cooperation with the 
tsarist colonialism. They founc ·rly found bitter conflict. th 
R . I l had forme , cy 

ussmn.o; w tere tlcy · n" with Russians instead £ 
d. • ed . f "voluntary unlO 0 con-

lSCOVCI"" cases 0 t heroes of th" rcs1"stan 1 greates ' c.c move-
quest· they found that t le · 1 · 1· f B · · h · ' . . . actually urc mgs o nt1s Imperialists . 
ments agamst tsansm weie . R . ' 

. . they came to mterprct uss1an annexation 
and w1thout excepuon . . . . . 11 . pro«ressJVe events. 
of tcrntoncs as lustonca }' "' 

II 

The revision was by no me~ns an easy one, hut was 
r.haracterired by zigzags, with hist~nans f~om th~ national areas 
holding out for the old interpretations. _1. he earhest attempt<; at 
revision were made in the history _of Kaz:u-hstan, . whose people 
were proud of the long and dctemuned rcs1stancc they had made 
against incorporation into the Russian Empire uncle!· the banner of 
one of the most popular national leaders, Khan Kenesary Kasimov. 
All the early Soviet histories of the Kaz~hs _ha~l had high praisc 
for these resistance movements. In 1943 tlus mterpretation was 
upheld in the History of the Kazakh S.S.R., published by the 
Institute of History, Archeolog~ and Ethnolo1-,ry of the Kazakh 
Academy of Sciences and co-cclttPd by one of the most respected 
Party historians, A. M. P:mkratova. However, the book was 
severely criticized in Bolslzcvrk, because the authors had c.onsidercd 
the history of the Kazakh people exdusively as "a process of form
ing militant traditions" and the Kazakhs' struggle for their 
independence, having forgotten "productive forces and the develop
mrnt of classes." The glorification of the Kazakh leader was also 

6Vstupitelrwia rechi vystupleniin na sove.rhchnnii deiatelei sovetskoi mu·yki 
vTSI\. V J\.P (b) v innvare 1948 g [Introductory speech and add~ress 
at a wecting of Soviet music-ians_ in ~he Central Committee of the All· 
Union Communist Party (Bolshev1k) 1n January, 1948] (Moscow, 1952). 
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deplored, and it was pointed out that he was actually a metnber 
of the exploiting landlord class.'" But in 1947 E. Bekmakhanov, 
a distinguished K~ historian, published his Kazakstan, 1820 
1840, in which he glonfied Khan Kenesary even more: 

The insurrection of Kenesary, with its clearly anti-colonial 
character, played a progressive role in the history of the 
Kazakh people· · .. This movement became an excellent 
school for the education of the masses.T 

Bekmakhanov's volu~e not only invoked Party rebuke, it was made 
the objC'ct of a public debate organized by the Kaz.akh Institute 
of History in 1948. A large number of historians and Party 
intelligentsia engaged in the debate. A majority condemned the 
authot·, but he won the support of a sizable minority. According 
to later Party criticism~ he had among his supporters some of the 
most distinguished Soviet histo1;ans.s In 1949 the second edition 
of the Histor')' of the Kazakh S.S.R., also co-edited by Pankratova, 
met some of the Party demands, but continued to idealize Khan 
Kenesat'}' by pronouncing his movement progressive "according to 
the political demands \\.-hich Kenc:sary put forwa.rd."P The history 
journal Vojnosy lstorii (Questions of History), which published 
an artidc condemning these volumes, was itself taken to task by 
Pravda fm· the half-heartedness of its tonc.1o 

During the same years, some effort was made to revise the 
history of tsarist colonialism in the Caucasus, but with even less 
success. The most celebrated of all the "national liberation" leaders 
against the tsars had been Shamil, the fiery leader of the Murids, 
a fanatical sect of Muslims. For twenty-five years, from 1834 to 
1859, Shamil had held down Russian armies fa1· outnumbering his 
own, and built such a reputation that he was treated with special 
r·cspcct after his capture. In early Soviet histories Shamil had 

"Bolshevik, 1945, No. 6, 74·-8.0. For a detailed account sec Serge ~· 
Zc:nkovsky "Ideological Deviation in Sov-iet Central Asia " Slavonzc 
and East 'Ew·opean Review, XXXII (1953), 424-4-37. ' 

7E. Bckmakhanov, Kazakhstan v 20-40 gndakh 190 go veka (Alma Ata, 
I!J47), 360. 

'~J.'oprosy Istorii, 1949, No. 4, 114. 
n[storiia Kazaklukoi SSR, cd, I. 0. Omarov and A. ?.£. Pankratova (Alma 

At a, 1949), I, 296. 
toPravda, Dccc:mber 26, 1950. 
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been a star of first magnitmk. Even tlte bridcst popular histori<'s 
containcd his picture.' along with accounts of his outstanding 
courage and leadership. But in 1947 this thesis was challcngcd in 
the course of a discus.<;ion of the 11uridist movement held by th<' 
Institute of History of the Academy of Scit'nces. Kh. G. Adzhcmian 
read a paper on Sl1amil, in which he dcclarl'd that the long
established and respected interpretation of Shamil's movement wa~ 
naive, one-sided and cn·oneous. He condcmned the 11urid leader 
because he had headed a reactionary religious sect and had n~n·ivecl 
help from Britain and Turkey. 1'v1uridism was not an anti-f'·~utl:l} 
movement, because the Caucasus at that time w::ts not in a feudal 
stage, but in a patriarchal-tribal stage. And Shamil, declan·d 
Adzhemian, was not a leader of the people hut a t'<'prcSt·ntativl' 
of the exploiting patriarchal class. The Rus~ian Empire, he assntl'd 
was not to be condemned for the annexation of the Caucastt 

I "fi s because it had brou~ht these n~ople t 1e ust gleam of civilizat· 
L r-- • ~ ton 

undertakinrr their well-being opening the mad for D;"•es'atl t ~ ,_, ..._ ~ ·l () 

~road European development." Since Shamil had led the oppnsi-
tton . to annexation, his movcnwnt must be characterized a~ 
reactionary. As for the much quoted passages favoring .Sitamil in 
the writings of :Marx and Engels, Adzhemian dared to stat(• that 
they had been deluded by tlw British press, which had an anti
Russian bias. 

Unlike. the situati~~ in the p~blic .d.ebate on Kh~n Kenesary, 
the c:hamp10n of rcv1s1on at this scsston found htmself alon, 
Ad~hemian's colleagues resoundingly refuted his thesis, accused hiz; 
of tdcalizing tsarist colonial policies, and questioned many of l .' 
f t I . I lls ac s.. n concluding the discussiOn t 1e president of the Institute 
of Htsto1y, N. 11. Druzhinin, declared that Adzlwmian's ar.-rumcnt 
h d :-, s 

a not. changed the general view that Shamil's movcnwnt was 
progTC'SSIVl'. ''The spc:aJ.::Pr," Jw S<Iid. "gave no criticism of' the 

~'JUrn'~ and showed no arquaiutancl' ·sith many factu:tlmatnials."Il 

. If Adzhernian's paper had hecn intended as a Party warnincr 
against hero worship of national minority leaders, it went unhceclecl 

--·-
11 "D' I .. 

IS ;~JS~lla o dvizhcnii Sh:unilia'' [Di~cussinn on the movement of 
Shami!J, Vopros" Istor1': 1917 "'o 11 13·~-40 For a detailed d1' • r . .J ', . • • .t.' • ' ~ . ~ SC USSIOll 
0 • tlw Shi!~II question sec Lowell R. ~'illctt, "S!1amil and 11uridism in 
R<-rr·nt S~viet Historio~raphy," Amencan Slauzc and East EurojJean 
N, :·1no, XX ( 1961), 253-69. 
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History textbooks published during the next two years made no 
change in their interpretation of ShamiJ,l 2 and in 1949 two scholars 
from Shamil's area published monographs which carried his praise 
to new heights. On the Movement of Shamil appeared to give the 
glorification of Shamil an official vote of confidence, since its author, 
R. ?vi. Magomedov, was vice-chariman of the Dagestan branch 
of the Academy of Sciences. And G. Guseinov's celebrated volume, 
From the History of Social and Political Thought in Azerbaidzhan 
in the Nineteenth Century, made Shamil a great democrat and pro
gressive leader, "a hero and creator of heroes." Muridism was 
considered to be a logical protest against tsarism in the historical 
context of the Caucasus at that time.U The book received excellent 
reviews and was nominated for a Stalin Prize-a prize which its 
author \vas never to receive. 

It was apparently the publication of Guseinov's book, its 
favorable reception and nomination for the .Stalin Prize which 
convinced Party leaders that they must leave off their scholarly 
admonitions and institute a crackdown in the style of the recent 
,(hdanovshchina. The tipoff came in an announcement, published 
in both Pravda and Izvestia on May 14, 1950, that the Committee 
on Stalin Prizes had "acknowledged as erroneous" its earlier deci
sion to nominate the book for the prize and had petitioned the 
Council of Ministers [!] to ask that the nomination be withdrawn. 
The article \vent on to state that Guseinov's book "radically distorts 
the real meaning of this movement, which was reactionary and 
nationalistic and which was in the service of British capitalism 
and the Turkish Sultan." Two days later the newspapers announced 
tersely that the petition had been granted. The argument used 
to rob Guseinov of his Stalin Prize was that made by Adzhemian 
in his paper three years earlier. 

The chief spokesman for the new line was M. D. Bagirov, 
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Azerbaidzhan Com
munist Party and a close associate of Beria. Writing in Bolshevik, 
he attacked Guscinov's work in unusually harsh terms. He declared 

t2For example, sec M. N. Tikhomirov and S. S. Dmitricv, Istoriia SSSR 
(Moscow, 1948), I, 373-74; Istoriia SSSR, cd. A. M. Pankratova 
(Moscow, 1948), II, 174-76. 

13G. Guseinov, lz istorii obshchestvennoi i filosofskoi m:}•sli v Azerbaidzhant 
v XIX veka (Baku, 1919). 
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that "Shamil was from the beginning, like his predecessors, closely 
linked with Turkey and acted in her interests." He was not a leader 
of the people, but represented the "reactionary Muslim leaders and 
the feudal tribal aristocracy" who had chosen him as leader. His 
movement, therefore, was against the interests of the common 
people. Annexation of the peoples of the Caucasus was "the only 
possible path for the development of their economy and culture" ; 
annexation was "a spur to the development of the revolutionary 
movement of the peoples of the Caucasus; by annexation they 
"obtained protection from external enemies." Guseinov was 
labelled a "bourgeois nationalist" and a number of editors and 
historians were reprimanded by name for their lack of vigilance.H 

The article brought quick results. Literaturnaia Gazeta, which 
had published a favorable review of the work now apologized and 
joined in the denunciation of "Guseinov's vicious book." 15 Con. 
ferences were held to discuss Bagirov's article at Baku and at 
Makhachkala in Dagestan. 1 G The Presidium of the Academy of 
Sciences passed a sweeping resolution reprimanding several 
historians, relieving Magomedov of his position of vice-chairman 
of the Dagestan Branch of the Academy, and calling on his organiza. 
tion to hold a conference "devoted to the exposure of the l'eactionary 
nationalist nature of the Muridist movement and Shamil." The 
resolution assured dissemination of the new line by requesting that 
several other conferences be held on Bagirov's article, by requesting 
V o prory I storii to publish a series o{ art ides on "the reactionary 
role of the Muridist movement and Shamil" (the next three con. 
secutive issue~ carried such an article), and by appropriatin 
150,000 rubles for the publication of a new history of DagestanY !S 

Meanwhile the Party was renewing its fight with the historian 
nf Central Asia. In December 1950 Pravda published a long articles , 
t1M. D. Bagirov, "K voprosu o kharaktcre dvizheniia ~·~urid&rna 

i Shamilia," [On the question of the character of the MurJdtst move. 
mcnt and Shamil] Bolshevik, 1950, No. 13, 21-37. 

tr.Review in Literaturnaia Gazeta, l\1arch 22, 1950; apology ibid., 
July 27, 1950. 

IC.Pravda, July 18, 1950. 
17Izvestiia Akademii Nauk SSSR. Otdelenie literaturi i iazyka [Journal of 

the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Division of literature and 
languagd, 1950, No. 3, 245-46. Translation in Current Digest of the 
Sovit?t Pre•s, II, No. 48, 13-14. 
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similar in tone to that of Bagirov, on a half dozen histories of the 
Central Asian republics, reseiVing its sharpest cntlcism for 
Bekmakhanov, who had not yet made redress for his Kazakhstan, 
1820-I 840. Pravda charged that Bekmakhanov's book had done 
~reat harm by continuing to idealize the movement of Khan 
Kenesary, who "desired to obtain power· for himself" and to 
strengthen feudal institutions. The uprising b.e had taken over 
had originally been a revolt of the masses (and therefore progres
sive) but he had made it reactionary. "The Kazakh working people 
were vitally interested in the annexation of Kazakhstan to Russia. 
The rebellion of the Kasimovs, by retarding annexation, was con
trary to the hopes of the advanced part of Kazakh society." 
Corrections of Bekmakhanov's outmoded thesis were long overdue; 
Pravda asserted. It was time for historians to close ranks behind 
the new :t-.farxist-Leninist interpretation.18 

But the notice of official displeasure had come too late. The 
Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh Republic had sponsored a new 
history of their country which was to replace several works of the 
last decade, all of which contained the condemned theorieS. The 
new two volume History of the /(azaklz Republic fro·m Ancient 
Times to Ottr Day had been rushed to press in 1949 and 1950. 
Extensive revisions had been· made, mainly in the direction of 
establishing historic tics of friendship between Kazakhs and 
Russia.ns, and of emphasizing the "progressiveness of annexation." 
But the authors, described in a review as "a young collective of 
Kazakh histori:ms," could not bring themselves to a complete 
denunciation of their main national hero. Although they detaile~ 
the seamy side of Khan Kenesary's activities-his brutal raids, his 
heavy taxes, his relations with other feudal leaders--they interpreted 
his movement as a progressive one. For this "error" the work was 
denounced by reviewers, who had been warned by the Pravd~ 
article that such views could not be tolerated.1o 

Early in 1951 the Bureau of the Central Committee of the 
Kazakh Communist Party discussed the matter and passed a 
resolution declaring that the criticism was fully justified. Their 

1 HPraudn, December 26, 1950. Translation in Current Digest, II, 
~0. 52, 14·-16. 

t:•Rcvicw in Souetskaia Kniga [Soviet Books], 195.1, No. 2, 80-85. Transla
tion in Current Digest, III, No. 17, 11-12. 
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admission of guilt, however, carried a note of recrimination against 
the Moscow authorities: "responsibility for the errors ... also lies 
with the History Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 
which did not provide a prompt and correct evaluation of tht~ 
book Kazakhstan, 1820-1840.20 A few months later Voprosy lstorii 
dealt Kasimov the coup de grace in an article which branded hirn 
"a typical example of the feudal beast of prey, a cruel exploiter· 
and plunderer."21 

Other former "national liberation" heroes were suiTering th~, 
fate of Shamil and Kenesary. Ormon-Khan of Kirgizia, Shammi~ 
Kel of Turkmenistan, and a number of others were denounceq 
~ leaders of reactionary movements. The question was of such 
unportance to the Party that it was discussed in the speeches Of 
the Nineteenth Party Congress, where both ~ha~il and Kenesary 
were. denounced.2 2 Large· conferences of histonans were. callcq 
to discuss these questions, and new textbooks were planned. 11 
their thoroughness Party authorities carried the battle again .. \ 
"b ' ' .,t 

ourgeois nationalism" to the museums, where art objects wcr(\ 
~oved, and into literature, by condemning dozens of national 
epics, whose heroes were reduced to brigands and rcactionarics.:!:1 

. Soviet historians attempted to give the apparent eontradic: 
ttons of the new line a more solid theoretical footing. They cla.imc~ 
~at. t~·ey had subjected their data to a new "scientific Marxist, 

f cntmst" analvsis which explained the new conclusions -
re ·' ·~ f quently sharply opposed to their older ones. Two far fetche~ 
t~:m~las were applied to the question. One was the concept Of 

. elder brother," which holds that the Great Russians haq 
pio~eered the path to socialism, and had rendered a great scrvic~ 
t~ ~ •. c oth~r peoples by helping them avoid the perils of dominati0 l\ 
~ ;;npenalist" powers (Britain or Turkey) and by leading th~ 

0 t e current felicitous state in the multi-national Soviet family, -20Prauda-A--.--
2l"() nekot pr.ll 25, 1951. . .. . .., . 

certain ory ~h voprosakh 1storn narndov Sredne I Azn ( un~Ignr;d) [01'\ 
[ stor.. ql '9J<'sbons of the h·i~tory of the peoples of Central Asia], Vo Pros,, 

II, 51 N 4 . . 9 J' 
2~G A V • o. , 3-15. Quotation 1s on page . 

.p; 1· t.on Stackeiburg "The Twentieth Party Congress and the Sovi('t 
'tvathua c_101n of Historieai Fin-urcs" Bulletin of the Institute for the Stud·,, 

n ,. SSR IV ,.., ' ., 
~ 301 f C . • . , No. 6, 30-39. . . 

(La d aroe, Souzet Empire: The Turks of Central Asra and Stalmisn1 on on, 1953), 223. 
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The idea had been given official approval in an article by Bagirov 
titled "Elder Brother in the Family of Soviet Peoples," in which 
he had asserted that the over·whelming majority of the common 
people of the Caucasus looked to the Russians as liberators from 
Turkish threats. Contacts with the Russians brought these people 
many benefits: stable government, increased trade and production, 
;m introduction to a higher culture. It was, therefore, a progressive 
•·\·c·nt for the subject peoples.~• 

The other formula was "the lesser evil," which had been 
devised by Party historians in 1937 as a means of supporting 
Stalin's new emphasis on the Soviet l\1otherland. One feature of 
this burgeoning patriotism, which ran counter to earlier 
internationalist themes, was the solidarity of the multi-national 
Soviet state. But it was difficult to reconcile the picture of the 
friendly multi-national society, unanimous in its support of the 
Party, with historical accounts of the savage and prolonged fighting 
which preceded the formation of this happy family. The "lesser 
evil" formula was to be the deus e.~ machi11a which would ex"Plain 
the apparent contradiction. The term first appeared in a cntique 
of a history of Grorgia. A committee of experts, under Party 
prodding-, examined the book and declared that 

Georgia's passing under the protectorate of Russia . . . is 
regarded by the authors as an absolute evil, without regard 
for the concrete historical circumstances of those times. The 
authors do not sec that Georgia was at that time confronted 
by the alternative of either being swallowed up by the Shah 
of Persia and the Sultan of Turkey or of coming under Russian 
protectorate. They do not see that the second alternative was 
nevertheless the lesser evil. ~ 5 

According- to this dialectical scheme, 
not deniPcl, were subordinated to 
C"nnsPquences of tsarist policies. This 

the evils of tsarism, while 
the long range positive 

formula had been applied 

''!\f. D. Bagirov, "Starshii brat v scmc sovctskik~1 narodov" [The elder 
brothc:r in the family of Soviet peoples], /(ommumst, XXIX, No. 3, 64-68. 

21·M:. Ncchkina, "K voprosu o fmmulc 'naimcnshc~. zlo'" [On the question 
of th•: "Lesser Evil" formula], Voprosy lstoru, 1951, :'lro. 4, 44-48. 
For a f ullcr discussion of the "Lesser Evil" formula, sec Konstantin F. 
Shtcppa, Russian Historians and the Souiet State (New Brunswick, N. ]., 
11)()2), Chaptl"r 1 I. 
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(though not in name) to the Shamil issue in an article by 
A. Daniialov in 1950. He called on historians not to do away with 
the "well known concept of Russia as the prison of peoples,'' bu.~ 
at the same time declared, "it must be remembered that Dagestan" s 
annexation to Russia was a great blessing for our peoples, becaus~ 
the peoples of Dagestan, in spite of tsarisrn and its colonial policy, 
joined the great advanced Russian culture, the Russian cultur·f'
the Russian revolutionary rnovemcnt."~6 

A spirited discussion of the application of the "lesser evi l":o 
formula was initiated by M. Nechkina in a letter to Vopros . 
Istorii in 1951. She asked her colleat,rues to give primary attent.io~ 
to the peoples in question, aside from governments and Ieadf~r·~ 

These peoples, including the Great Russians, were engaged ''i -
h I . h . " d ~ t e strugg e agamst t e common enemy, tsar1sm, an out of th. 

struggle eventually came "a brotherhood of peoples based. ·~ 
on the construction of a new socialist society." This \V· 

accomplished "under the leadership of their elder brother-u':;: 
Russian peoplc."27 

For eighteen months after the publication of this letter, SovjQ 

historians discussed the "lesser evil" formula, relating it to ma11 t 
peoples and situations. The following excerpt from a resolutio Y 
adopted by historians at a symposium in 1951 illustratrs th1~ 
application to Central Asia: (~ 

The conquest of the Central Asian Khanates by Russia, ir 
spite of the cruelties of the colonial yoke imposed by tsarisn1

1 

had for. th~ ~copies of t~1es~ ~hanates an objective anc}' 
~rogress~vc s1gmficancc. ~Ius SI~mficance has to be consider<'cl. 
m .the hght of a compans~n w1th tl~e hard circumstances it) 
whtch those people had lived previously; and also in th(, 
light of the lot which would have awaited them in the even; 
of the establishment in Central Asia of British or Germa11 

imperialism, or their pan-Islamic agents. 28 

2GA. Daniialov, "Ob izvrashchcniiakh v os,Tshchcnii miuridizma i dvizhenii 
Shamilia" LOn distortions in the interpretation of Muridism and th <1. 
movement of Shamil], Vopwsy /storii, 1950, No. 9, 3-18. Quotation i~ 
on page 14-. 

271\f. Nechkina, loc. cit. 

'2RCcntral Asian Review, 1953, No. 3, 2. 
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But Party leaders preferred. a "no evil" or "absolute good" 
formula, and Voprosy Jstorii was rebuked by Bagirov at the 
Nineteenth Party Congress (October, 1952) for having "concocted 
a pointless, abstract discussion of the so-called 'lesser evil' 
formula . . . instead of a. presentation of the full progressive and 
fmitful nature of Russia's annexation of no~-Russian peoples based 
on numerous historical data, archive materials and documents."~9 

This statement brought prompt apologies from Nechkina and the 
journal.30 

Now that the "lesser evil" had been condemned, the "elder 
brother," which had no negative ramifications, was employed more 
widely. Obsequious articles and speeches from the national leaders 
thanked the Great Russians for services rendered. Historians 
re-examined their materials and discovered that the warfare between 
tsarist annies and the border peoples had not been nearly so 
extensive or cruel as had been supposed earlier. Bagirov insisted 
that terms like "conquest" and "subjugation" be eliffiinated from 
the histories of Siberia, on the gTound that these tenns had been 
borrowed from "the vocabulary of bourgeois historiography."31 In 
many cases historians came to the view that the border peoples 
had voluntariiy come under the wing of the Russian double eagle. 
Thus a Kazakh historian asserted that 

the Kazakh steppes were not conquered by the Russian 
state, and the incorporation of the ... Kazakh Hordes was 
carried out by their own free will. In the second place, 
the union of the Lesser Horde with the Russian Empire 
did not involve the restriction of its territory or of its 
nomadic practices. The isolated punitive expeditions 
carried out by the Russian frontier troops in reply to 
marauding expeditions of Kazakh batyrs, in the course 
of which many innocent Kazakh villages also suffered, 
cannot be regarded as a general campaign of conquest ... 

The writer went on to reject the contention of an earlier historian 
that the Russian government fortified its frontiers with the object 

2'JPravda, October 7, 1952. 
:wvoprosy lstorz'i, 1952, No. 8, 4; No. 11, 152. 
31Ctmtra/ Asian Review, 1953, No. 2, 47. 
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of conquering the Kazakhs. Such a contention, he stated, "is too 
one-sided and therefore incorrect .... The Russian construction of 
military forts was progressive, designed to bring order to the area." 
The inhabitants, who had been impoverished by the internecin(! 
feuds of the local chieftains, "approached the Russian fortified lin(! 
in search of protection and because they were attracted by th(! 
prospect of a more stable existence."a 2 

The next edition of the History of the USSR, whose main 
editor was Nechkina, contained none of the passages of earlier 
editions relating to tsarist brutalities in border warfare. It even 
contended that in Central Asia the expropriation of land by tsarist 
forces was beneficial, since it showed the natives the superiority of 
a non-nomadic way of life.a3 

Another interesting f·eature of the reviSion was the "rehabilita
tion" of a number of Russian generals, formerly known as "tsarist 
satraps," who now became benevolent administrators, eve~ 
civilizers. Witness these two accounts of the activities of General 
Ermolov, the "proconcul of the Caucasus" after 1816, in successive 
editions of Pankratova's textbook for the ninth grade. The 1947 
edition stated that Ermolov "applied military and administrative 
measures of a very drastic nature," that he built fortifications "with 
such awe-inspiring names as 'the Dread' and 'Wicked Trench'," 
that he forced the mountaineers into submission "by means of arms 
and hunger." The 1953 edition omits all these passages and sub-
stitutes the following: , 

In the areas occupied by Russian soldiers, Ermolov 
brought about economic improvements, in particular the 
development of the silk industry, and promoted the exten
siOn of instruction, opening schools for the local 
population. He attempted to regulate land relationship) 

"~S. E. Tolybekov, "0 rf'aktsionnoi borbe kazakhskikh sultanov i batyro\ 
mladshevo zhuza protiv dobrovolnogo prisoedincniia k Rossii" [On tht 
reactionary struggle of the Kazakh sultans and batyrs of the small hord1 
against voluntary union with Russia, Vestni/; Akadcmii Nauk Kazakh S.J[, 
fBulktin of _the Acad~"my of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR], 1955, No. 6 
43-59. Part·ml translation in Central Asian Review, 1955, No. ·~. 270-71 

"'lstoriia SSSR [History of the USSR, ed. M. V. Ncchkina, third cditio1 
Mosha, !955] II, SSG. 
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between local feudal lords and the peasants. On pain of 
the death penalty it was forbidden to sell people into 
slavery. at 

In their new research, the historians also found numerous 
examples of another of Bagirov's favorite themes: the unshakeable 
friendship of the peoplt~s before and during the period of the forma
tion of the Russian Empire. One writer declared that 

the annexation of the lands of the Transcaucasus to Russia 
took place not only through the efforts of the Russian 
army, but also with the active participation of the 
Caucasian peoples themselves, whose representatives in the 
ranks of the Russian army fought courageously against 
their age old enemies, the Persian and Turkish invaders.35 

A revised history of Kazakhstan stated that the participation 
of some Kazakhs in Pugachev's rebellion in the 1770's "was the 
first common action of the Kazakh and Russian peoples against 
the despotic and serf owning regime .... In the course of this long 
and difficult struggle national hostility gradually vanished and a 
sense of the common historical destiny of the two nations 
f!;~rminated." The same history declared that the Kazakhs, in their 
horder warfare with the Russians, "confined their attacks to the 
Russian posts and milita1-y personnel and left the peaceful Russian 
peasants alone."'11' 

The friendly tics of the peoples wen• also found to be of long 
standing. Trade relations between the Uzbcks and the Slavs were 
traced back to the seventh century A.D., and the ancient state of 
Khorczm was said to have traded with areas north of the Black 
Sea in the fourth centUJ)' B.C."' 

=:·•Tstoriia SSSR. rd. A.M. P:mkratova (Moscow, 19H), II, Iii; ibid., 
1953 edition, 172-73. 

'C•M. Mustaf:riev, "0 formulr 'naimcnshet• 7.1o' , ron the "lesst'r evil" 
formula], Voprosy lstorii, 1951, No. 9, 97-101. Translation in Crlrrent 
Digest, III, No. 50, 11. 

"'lnoriia Ka;;aklukoi SS!l [History of the Ka?.akh SSR] (Alma At a, 1957), 
I, 177, 274. 

"'Central A.(iatl Rr1liew, 195,~. No. I, :lOS. 
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III 

For two years after Stalin's death, Sovi1:t historians were corn~ 
paratively quiet on tsarist colonialism. Two scheduled conicn·nn~~ 
on Central Asian history \ver·c held at Frunze ( I 9:>3) and Ta.<:,hkcnt 
( 1954), at which much attention was given to the role of Britain 
and Turkey in the resistance movements and to a detailed study 
of the revolts of 1916 in the arca.=•s Histories published in thcs~· 

years carried the revised views, but there was no outpouring of 
articles and editorials on the subject as there had been in the earlv 
1950's. Undoubtedly one reason for lagf:,ring enthusiasm for thl·s;~ 
themes was that their main champion, M. D. Bagirov, had lx·e11 

arrested as an associate of Beria, and was eventually executed in 
the spring of 1956. 

The beginnings of a moderation of views cA'ln he detected i11 

an article on Shamil's movement published in the middle' of 195:) 
by A. V. Fadeev, who changed some of his own views of 195) 
about the role of Turkey and Britain as Shamil's hackers. He als() 
denounced a volume of documents, Slwmil-Hcuchman of 1'urki.flt 
and British Colonizers, which had been published just two yeal'8 
earlier. He avoided characterizing Shamil or his movement ill 
detail, but did maintain that the annexation of the Caucasus wal\ 
progressive, in spit·e of the brutality of the tsarist conquest.~!! 

Shamil was discussed further at the conference of readers or 
Vopro.Sj' lstorii in January, 1956, on the eve of the Twentieth Party 
Congress. E. N. Burdzhalov, deputy editor of the journal, statecl 
that Soviet historians had tremendous tasks ahead in setting right 
the falsifications and distortions of the last few years. He used 
Shamil as a case in point, and put the blame on the fall<'n Bagimv 
The most outspoken critic of the Bagirov school was a middl; 
school teacher, A. M. Pikman, who told the conference that 
dncumcnts had been falsified and the writings of Marx and Engels 

8 "111 aterialy obedinermoi nauchnoi sessii, Jiosuiashchermoi istorii Sredne· 
Azi~ i Kazakhstana u dooktiabrskii period [Materials of a general scientifi~ 
st•ssJon, deyotcd to the h-istory of Ccmtral Asia and Kazakhstan in th~ 
prc-rcvolut'lonary period] (Tashkent, 1955). 

3 !lA. K. Fadeev, "0 vnutrcnnci socialnoi haze miuridistskogo dvizhcniia nq 
Kavkazc v .. XIX veke" [On the internal social basis of the ·Muridis.t 
movement Jn !~c Caucasus in the nineteenth century], Voprosy Istorii 
1955, No. 6, b6-77. • 
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had been distorted in order to impose a false view of Shamil's 
movement on Soviet historians. He denounced a number of com
pliant historians by name, and charged that opposing views had 
been denied space in journals for the last six years."10 

At the Twentieth Party Congress the question of historical 
wntmg was discussed by a number of speakers, including 
Khrushchev and Mikoyan. Pankratova confessed many errors of 
her colleagues to the Congress. Among other things, she declared 
that "our textbooks and histories of individual peoples devote almost 
no attention to exposing the national-colonial oppression of tsarist 
autoc-racy, while stressing quite correctly the progressive significance 
of the incorporation of these peoples into Russia."n In view of 
the many denunciations of the "cult of personality," culminating 
with Khrushchev's secret speech against Stalin (which included 
spe:cific charges about Stalin's suspicions and brutality in nationality 
policy), the road seemed to be cleared for Soviet historians to 
correct all the distortions of the Stalin era. And this the editors 
of Vopros·y Istorii set out to do. 

The next issue of the journal gave Pikman an opportunity to 
elaborate the views he had expressed on Shamil at the readers' con
ference. He declared that Shamil's government was essentially 
democratic, and that he had received no direct aid from Britain 
or Turkey. He insisted that the resistance was a national liberation 
movement. If anyone doubted that it was an uprising of the masses, 
he should consider the number of tsarist troops used to put it down. 
He omitted any reference to the progressiveness of the annexation 
of the Caucasus to Russia-a lapse which the editors tried to 
remedy in a footnote stating that "the progressive consequences 
of the annexation . . . are evident."~~ 

That summer VojJros'' lstorii published an article by G. D. 
Daniialov, a historian from Dagcstan. which virtually returned 
Shamil to his l!H9 status. Shamil's movement was again pro-

40"Konfcrcnsiia chitatclci zhurnala Voprosy Istorii" [Conference of readers 
of the journal Questions of History], Voprosy Istorii 1956 No. 2, 
199-213. ·' I 

41 PrnlJfla, February 22, 1956. Translntcd in Current Dignt, VIII, 
No. 12, 911. 

42A. ~{. Pikman, "0 borbc kavkazskikh gortscv s tsarskimi kolonizatorami" 
[On the struggie of the Caucasian mountain people with tsarist colon-izers], 
JTopro.<y l.rtorii, 1956, No. 3, 75-84. 
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nounced progressive without qualification. He did not draw his 
support from the feudal lords, but from the masses, and there were 
no documents to indicate that he receivc~d aid from lkitain or 
Turkey. Like Pikman, Daniialov declined to comment on the pro
~ressive nature of annexation.13 

During 1956 Soviet historians engaged in more controversial 
debates and expressed a greater variety of opinions than at any 
time since the late 1920's. The unsettled state of' Soviet historio
graphy can be demonstrated by a number of developments relating 
to the history of tsarist colonialism. In April the history faculty 
of the University of Moscow held a conference at which there were 
sharp exchanges about the tasks of historians after the Twentieth 
Party Congress. Some defended Pikman; others spoke about his 
"flippant and dogmatic" revision. There was an admission that 
documents had been falsified and that tsarist colonialism had been 
i?calizcd, but no agreement about how far the revision of the former 
lme should rro ·II 

"' 0 

. That fall Soviet schools opened with old textbooks and new 
Interpretations. A pamphlet was hurriedly prepared a~ a guide to 
teachers. They were cautioned not to usc c·crtain sections of the 
textbooks, and even to avoid the use of some maps. The brutalities 
0 _f tsarist colonialism were not to be soft-pedalled, but at the same 
tnne _annexations of territories must he considered progressive. 
Sham1l was t b " "f d I · . . o e characterized as a gi te ru er, warnor, and 
rmhtary lead " · f h f d 
I , cr, but also as a "representative o t e eu a! rul'lng 

c ass who \ "" . I . fi ht f . d d vas mconsistcnt" 1n liS 1g or In epen ence:'" 

. 1 Two conferences on the Shamil movement were held in the 
I a I of 1956 M M Th · · at akhachkala and oscow. e VIews of Pikman 
:mel G. D D· . . c1 c1 
b · anualov were stoutlv dcfcn e by some and denounced 

y others It · . · . I 
d f · · Is possible to detect m t 1c reports of these mcetinO's 

a e ense of . I . . f h <=> natiOnalist interests by ustonans rom t e Caucasus 

"'G. D. Danii·1lo ~- " d k d · · 
th(. Ino . . ' \, 0 dvizhcnii "'ortsev po ru ·ovo styom Shanuha" [On 

· \ c lllcnt f " d I I d · f V 0 prosy 1 rt .. 0 mounta·in peoples un cr t H" ca crsh!P o. Shamil], 
Dif.!est. virr11,:., 1956, No. 7, 67-72. Condensed translatton m Current 

· ' l~O. 40 3 ~ 
"Vel'tnzk Aiosko· k ' '-:J. . • .. h 

[ n 11 ·t· f ,., vs ago Univernteta. 8erua obs chestvennykh nauk 
u u c 1 n ° •nos · I · · ] 19-6 N · 143-150. ·c-ow U nivcrsity. Soc-W sncnces scncs , :> , 1 o. 4, 

I '·<)l'uotedl i.n u.chite[skaia Cazeta· [Teachers Gazette], September 22, 1956. 
rans ;!llllll Ill Current Digest, VIII, No. 38, 3-6. 
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and a go-slow attitude by the Russian participants. The thesis of 
the British-Turkish alliance with Shamil had only one defender 
( Adzhemian) , and there seemed i:o be general agreement that the 
movement had popular support. But they did not agree on the 
essential character of Shamil or his movement.46 

The Dagestan Party Bureau felt sufficiently assured about the 
rehabilitation of Shamil that it passed a new resolution revoking 
its 1950 decree on .Shamil. The resolution called for new research 
on the mountain peoples' "struggle for independence and freedom" 
and ordered libraries and museums to restore to public use their 
materials on the subject. 47 

But even as these events were taking place, a retrograde motion 
inspired by the Party was discernible. As early as July, 1956, 
E. Bugaev condemned Voprosy Istorii for the rash viewpoints of 
its editors, for its "unsubstantiated and peremptory assertions."48 

In August another readers' conference of the journal was held, and 
the press reports were very hostile to the views expressed by E. N. 
Burdzhalov, the editor who was chiefly responsible for the journal's 
new policy .10 In the next few months Vo prosy lstorii carried two 
further articles on the Shamil movement, both indicating that the 
Bagirov thesis was not dead. They returned to the anti-popular 
character of the movement and to the British-Turkish tics. Both 
articles declared annexation to be progressive. 50 

46 0 duizhenii gortseu pod rukouodstuom Shamilia. Materialy sessii 
dagestanskogo filiala akademi~ nauk SSSR, 4-7 oktiabr, 1956 goda [qn 
the movement of the mountam peoples under the leadership of Shamtl. 
Materials of a session of the Da~cstan branch of the Academy of Sciences 
of the USS~, Octobet· 4-7, 1956] (Makhachkala, 1957) .. The Moscow 
Conference ts reported in Voprosy Istorii, 1956, No. 12, 191-98. 

47"K di~~u~~i.j o kharak~crc ~vizheniia gortsev Dagestana pod rukovodstvoll! 
Sham1ha [From a dtscusston. on the character of the mountain peoples 
movement under the leadership of Shamil] Voprosy Istorii 1957 No. 1, 
195-96. Translation in Current Digest, IX, No. 16, 33-34. ' 

'18E .. Bug~cv, :'Kogda utra<:l.livo:ct!lia .nauchnyi podkhod" [When the scientific 
v1cwpomt IS lost], Partunnra Zhtzn [Party Life] 1956 No. 14 62-72. 
Translation in Current Digest, VIII, No. 41, lG-19. ' ' 

40Leningradskaia Pravda, August 5, 1956. Translation in Current Digest, 
VIII, No. 39, 5-7. 

r.os. K. Bushuev, "0 kavkazskom miuridizme'' [On Caucasian Muridism], 
Voprosy Istorii, 1956 No. 12, 72-79 and M V Pokrovskii "0 kharakterc 
dvizhcni·ia gortscv z~padnogo Kavkaza v '40:60kh godakh XIX veka" 
[On the character of the movement of the mountain peoples of the 
wcstt;"rn Caucasus from the 1840's to the 1860's] ibid. 1957, No. 2, 
62-74. • , 
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ublication of a sha.rt' 
The period of indecision ended with the_ P !v{arch, 1957 111e 

rebuke of Voprosy Jstorii in Kommwzist 1n . lc declar· · tl1at . . , aruc , mg 
Party organ specifically condemned P1kman s . and igno the 
"I . l . k . ntauon, res t IS c amorous m tone, wea · m argume s denoun d for 
attained level of scientific knowledge." Pikm_an '~~c role of ~ritain 
representing Shamil as a democrat, for denymg nex t" 5 
and Turkey, and for not mentioning that a1n. ·a ~onl '"hae 

of t 11s art1c e t 
progressive.51 Shortly after the appearance h ' 
d . · d nd t c new editors 

c !tonal board of the joumal was purge a . . 1 
d · . 1 d cd1tona · The neW con emned the1r predecessors m a long ea . 1 

d . . "k n's artie c was totally c 1tors declared that "the publication of P1 ma . . 
· "fi d · · rticlc IS a veiled denial unJUSt! c ... The underlymg theme of tlus a C 

of the progressive nature of the unification of the ausasus with 
Russia." 52 

Voprosy Istorii fell silent on the Shamil question after the 
purge of its editors (one article on the subject appeared during 
the next three years), but the historians of Dagestan, backed up 
h d" · ed to k<'ep th · Y a Ircctive from their Party Bureau, contmu . e Issue 
alive. They published two editions of the proc-ccdmgs of the 
Makhachkala Conference of October 1956 at which they had been 
outspoken, while the Moscow Conference l1eld the following month 
seems to have been reported only in summary- In 1957 they brought 
out a history of Dagcstan which left Shamil in the role of a hero 
leading a · d d. t aid fro B · · n m ependencc movement, without 1rcc m nta1n 
or Turkey.•~ In 1958 G. Guscinov was posthumously vindicated 
(he . ha~ committed suicide after Bagirov's threats) 5-1 with the 
pubhcatJ?n of a second printing of his book which had been denied 
the Stalm prize.55 In 1959 the Dagestan Academy of Sciences 

"' 1"Strogo Sob!" d · .. . . .. . · · · , 
[st · tl 1 lu at lcnmsku pnnclp partunostl v tstonchesko! naukc 

nc y o Jserv L · · · h" · 1 · ] K . e _ emmst principles of party loyalty m 1stonca sca~ncc , 
,., .. ommu~ut, 19:>7, No. 4 17-29 
· - Za lcnmskui ·· ' · " [F L · · 

I I . · . u partunost v istoricheskoi nauke •or emmst party 
oya tv m h1stoncal · 1 ·· n-7 N 3 3 19 HQc!z j; . .. SCience , Voprosy [stonz, 1 ;.~:> ! o. • - · 
(M ekrhz tstorn Dagestana [Outlines of the Hzstory of Dagestan] 

_ 1 a· achkala, 1957). 
~:s Central _Asian R~vie'?_, 1962, No. 2, 127. . . 

G. frxemov, Iz zstorzz obshchestvennoi i filosofskoi nzyslz v Azerbazdzlzane 
v . veka (Baku. 1958). The two editions of the book were eventually 
rev~ewed by A. V. Fadeev in Voprosy Istorii 1963, No. 1, 121-30. The 
rc.v1cwrT exonerate? ~useinov of ideological' deviatio_n and. claimed that 
he had bee~ the vzctz~ of the same cuit of personality '~h1ch eventually 
dC'str?ycd h1rn. Gusemov was praised for his presentation of the Pr<>
f~TC'ssz,·c consequences of annexation and his emphasis on contacts between 
Azerbaijani and Russian intellectuals but was criticized for ideal-izing 
Shamil. 
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published a volume of documents on Shamil as a sequel to the 
Tillis documents of 1953, which h d d Sh nu'l the henchman . • • • 1• a rna e a 
of fore1gn xmpena lsts. The pn· · 1 d" G D Daniialov 

. d f nc1pa e ltor was . · • 
and the p~·cface c ended the movement as a fight for independence, 
althouoh m the cloak of a react· I" . vement GG 

o 1onary re xg1ous mo · 

c.entral A~ian historians did not go 50 far toward revision 
as the1r Caucasxan colleagues, however there are ample indications 
that such a dev~lopment was under way but was nipped in the 
bud. The same. Issue of V o jJTosy 1 storii which contained Pikman's 
art.icle on Shamxl als~ carried a revised view of progress in Central 
Asxa before the arnval of the Russians. According to 0. D. 
Chekhovich, the current view that the Russians had found a 
decadent and chaotic society in Central Asia was incorrect. He 
maintained that internecine fighting was already on the decrease, 
that the khanates were consolidating, and that the building of 
canals and new towns and the increase of trade all indicated that 
Central Asia was making progress before annexation to Russia.G7 

The reviewer of a book on a Central Asian poet took the author to 
task for including a chapter on the significance to annexation, which 
he said was superfluous, and for attributing the poet's views too 
much to "outside influences."Gs At the first Congress of Uzbekistan 
Intciligentsia in October, 1956, N. A. Mukhitdinov, First Secretary 
of the Uzbek Party Central Commit~e, recalled at length the 
areatncss of Central Asian writers and scholars before the Russians ::> 

carne (a theme counter to the Bagirov thesis) and reminded those 
historians who had attempted to refute the national liberation 
character of the nineteenth century movements that "the entire 
history of Central Asian peoples has been saturated with their 
struggle for freedom and independe111:e."59 But these ideas were 

'5GDvizhenie gortsev severo-vostochnogo kavkaza v 20-50 gg. XIX veka. 
Sbornik dokumentov [The movement of the mountain peoples of the 
northeast Caucasus from tht! 1820's to the 1850's. Collection of docu
ments], (Makhachkala, 1959). 

r.rQ. D. Chekhovich, "0 .nekotorykh voprosakh istorii srcdnei Azii. :X:VII~
XIX vekov" [On certam questions of the history of Central Asta m t e 
eighteenth and n-ineteenth centuries], Voprosy Istorii, 1956, No; 3, 84-95. 

5BCentral Asian Review, 1957, No. 1, 3-4, citing Kommunist Kazakhstan, 
1956 No. 9, pp. 61-64. 

r.ocited• by P. Urban, "The New Soviet Drive against National.ism in 
Turkestan," East Turkic Review, 1960, No. 4, 13-23. Quotatton on 
page 15. 
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never expressed in histories because of the timing of the crisis. 
The revised histories of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan had still 
not gone to press at the time of the Party crackdown on V o prosy 

lstorii, and when the volumes appeared later in 1957 they carried 
old views acceptable to the Party. Bckmakhanov published a long 
study entitled The A11nexation of Kazakhstan to Russia in 1957, 
the tenth anniversary of his humiliation by the Party. The book 
pleased the reviewers since it discussed at length the meddlin[:!; 
of foreign "imperialis;s" in Kazakhstan, represented annexation a~ 
a liberation by the Russians, called annexation largely voluntary, 
and devoted much space to the progressive consequences. · 

In 1959 the ''Conference on the Question of the Progrcssiv~ 
Significance of the Annexation of Turkestan by Russia" was held i~ 
Tashkent--the third such conference to be held in that city i 
a decade. The papers emphasized the theme of "Britis~ 
machinations" in Central Asia, the falsehoods of the "bourgeoj 1 

falsi~ers" of Central Asian history, and the friendship of th~ 
~uss1an and Central Asian peoples. About the onl~ controversi<q 
Issue was the question of the benefits received by th 

b . d" ~ su )'ect peoples under tsarism, one group conten mg that the 
were immediately much better off, while the other emphasize~ 
the harshness of tsarist colonial rule.Go 

This question of the nature of tsarist colonial mlc is the on! 
one which has been revised in the long run. After the Twentict~ 
Party Congress historians were directed to emphasize both th~ 
brutalities of tsarism and the friendship of peoples. The t\v . . ~ 

propositions arc not easy to reconcile, and in fact have not bee 
:econciled. in ~ecent Soviet historical writing. Thus one can fin~ 
m some. histones detailed accounts of the confiscation of land a11q 
destruction "of ~rops, the burning of villages, the requisitioning Clf 
f~o?stuffs wh~ch sometimes degenerated into plain robbcry,''r.l 
while other histories ignore these aspects of Russian conque11 t 

'"•Ob~dine_nniir:. nauchna_ia sessiia, posviaschcnnaia progrcssivnomu znachenii 
Pnsoedme1111a srednet Asii k Rossii (Tashkent, 1959). ~ 

r.t]storiia Turkmenskoi SSR [History of The Turkmen SSR], I, Book " 
(Ashkhabad, 1957), 123. < 
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almost entirely and dwell on the advantages brought by the 
conquerors. 02 

Whik the Party ideologists have been comparatively tolerant 
of varying interpretations of the nature of tsarist colonial rule, 
they have stood absolutely adamant on the thesis that annexation 
in all cases has been a progressive phenomenon, working for the 
ultimate good of the conquered peoples. No Soviet historian in 
recent years has dared to suggest that any tsarist acquisition of 
territory was a reactionary development, or that it worked to the 
detriment of the inhabitants. And the most severe Party 
denunciations have been aimed at historians who omitted 
mentioning the progressive consequences of annexation. The 
amount of' space devoted to this question in recent Soviet historical 
writing suggests that it is of high 'priority in the thinking of the 
planners of Soviet historiography. 

Between these areas of fluidity and rigidity, there are themes 
which have undergone some degree of change during the period 
of de-Staliniza.tion. The resistance movements have been examined 
in great detail, and while most of them are still labelled reactionary, 
;) few have been designated progressive. The main determinants 
seem to be the class composition of the leaders and their followers, 
the degree to which religion was involved, and the extent to which 
the movements opposed the Russians. Uprisings are considered 
reactionary when their leaders were of the feudal landlord class, 
when they were under the auspices of a religious group, when they 
had the objective of ·either maintaining a separate existence from 
the Russian Empire or of detaching themselves from it, or when 
they fought primarily with Russian troops. Movements are 
considered progressive when they are of peasant composition, aimed 
primarily at feudal lords or "foreign imperialists,'' and when they 
are not separatist. Apparently a movement must meet all these 
requirements to receive an approved place in Soviet history, and 
consequently the number is small. There have been several mixed 
verdicts-cases in which a revolt was partly progressive and partly 

02For example a recent history of the peoples of the Soviet North mentions 
weapons only once in connection with annexation to Russia when it 
states that "the firearms they [the natives] received from the Russians 
were instrumental in greatly increasing the development of hunting" 
(V. Uvachcn, Peoples of the Soviet North [Moscow, 1960], 13). 
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. . . I ·gan in OIH• cat got:Y reactionary, or cases m wluch a movement JC 1916 ." · e 1 
and ended in the other. The revolts of 1898 and 1 . rn Centrad 
A · h . · ed in t lis ligl t ai1 Sia ave been cspccrally complex when vieW I , 

I . . . . been put for, . d severa mmor changes m mtcrpretatwn have · var · 

The Party has insisted that the resistance movements be 
· d · 1 with the res 1 hat examme m the context of the class strugg e, . U t t 

any leader of aristocraic origin is ipso facto rea~tronary. Both 
Kcnesary Kasimov and Shamil failed to meet t~us rcquirerncn t. 
for progre55ive leadership. Sometimes Soviet histonans arc obliged 
to find the class struggle in hitherto undiscovered areas, or ta. 
define classes in arbitrary fashion. In the case of the Peoples of 
the Soviet North, for example, a recent history c~e~nes classes on 
the basis of the number of reindeer which an indrvrduai herded. 6 a 

IV 

. The reason for the Party's concern about rewriting th~ 
hr~to_ry of tsarist colonialism is the current problem of naLionalis~ 
Wtth~n the Soviet Union, which acts as a centrifugal f?rce opposin~ 
~.~e mcr~ing_ centralization toward Moscow. The, liquidation 0~ 

ourgeots nationalism" has been one of Khrushchev s most co ...,. ...... 
the · Th ns ........... t 
p mes In the struggle for ideological purity. . e new Pa~ 
.drogramme recognizes nationalism as "the chref political an 
1 eological weapon used by international reaction" against the uni~ 
of Communist countries. Nationalism is undoubtedly th • 
deter . . . e mal:t-.. 

rent l<> that fusion of cultures and ehmmatton of · ~"' 
bound 1. . . ..,... lntem<\.-. 
" ary mes which the Programme enviSions. .a. he f "' 

natio I I' . d b onn~ ..... na tbcration" leaders had to be denounce ecau h ,. 
were se t ~ 
d Sj'Inbols for present day nationalism: the recounting of h -:»-

eeda m · h . . K h .1 t el. ...... Ig t mspire a new enesary or S ami. ...... 

1 The term "national liberation movement" is reserved at se 
a most · pre t). .._ 
t entrrely for foreign countries, where the Communist hor.. ' 
o Use · . s c-~ 

N . nationalism as a means of overthrowmg cap·t Its' 
ationalis . . . . 1 a 0:\ 

S . m, as Richard Pipes has pornted out, IS consider d h ' 
OVIeht leaders to be their worst enemy or their best ally de e din}. 

on w eth . . . ' pen ~ 
er 1t IS of the foreign or domestic variety." ~ 

6~-
64 • ., •·22. 

Rtchard Pip "N . r d N 
The USSR cs, auona tsm an ationality," in Leonard Schapir~ 

and the Future (New York: Praeger, 1963), 72. • 
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. Several recent de~~loptnents have prompted Party leaders to 
be cautious ab~ut rcvtsmg the Bao-irov thesis which would have 
hc-en t"n line ·wtth th~ <ren 1 "' ' · th ·cesses · . . ::... era p1·ocess of denouncmg e ex 
of Stalin. \Vttl:m a few days of Khrushchev's secret speech against 
Stalin nationalist d~onstrations occurred in Georgia on the third 
anniversary of Stahn s death, and before the year was out the 
revolts in I-Tunga~y ~d Poland must have served as a warning on 
the power of nauonalrsm within Communist countries. Rehabilita
tion of the leaders ~d movements might have encouraged ~fuslim 
leaders to more r~ststancc. It has been suggested that a major 
factor in the cautious Soviet policy may be the desire to keep 
the peace between Muslim and non-l\1uslim peoples of the 
Caucasus.o5 Finally, Soviet leaders have had to be on guard against 
irredentist mov_em~nts in which Soviet peoples in the borderlands 
might join their kmsmen in a foreign country. Soviet scholarship 
and the pre!.s have denounced in unusually harsh tenus such 
movements as Pan-Islan1ism. Pan-Turkism, Pan-Iranism and 
Pan-Arabism. 

Central Asia, which is ideologically unreliable, is also a key 
pawn in the Soviet-Chinese conflict. It is significant that the recent 
Soviet denunciation of alleged border violations by the Chinese 
m Kazakhsta.Q also charged that the Chinese leaders, "by 
concentrating the attention of people on border questions .. · 
artificially stir up nationalistic passions, and hostile relations with 

h I U68 ot er peop ~s. 

Soviet leaders are evidently counting on "historical science" 
as an important weapon in their struggle to liquidate internal 
nationalism and establish the solidarity of Soviet peoples. The 
history journals have emphasized the themes of the friendship of 
peoples and progressiveness of annexation in lead articles since 
the Twenty-Second Party Congress and the adoption of the new 
Party Programme. The projected eleven volume history of the 
USSR whose table of contents has been published, will devote 

' . d considerable space to these themes. 67 They are menuone 

t;r.Central Asian Review, 1958, No. 3, 242. 
<HJPravda, September 22, 1963. 

<;7?1,{ p Kim "Oh osno"nykh problt>makh otcchcstvcnnoi istorii" [~ t~e 
fu~d;mcnta"l problem~ of native history], Voprosy Jstorii, 1961, o. ' 
14-5:~. 
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frequently m Central Committee resolutions on propaganda aod 
education. 

. . . . t Soviet interpre · 0 s It JS Impossible to pred1ct whether curren tat10 
h . b" -11 1 'l'h a 1·c several ap .-nt on t 1s su ject w1 ast for long. ere pa.~ 

inconsistencies which future Soviet historians xnaY b~ called upon 
t . . . h future mterp · ns o remterpret. But 1t seems hkcly that sue rctatiO 

. . ds of the t 
w11l be made m response to political deman rnomen · 
s· h" · · d xn in 1956 th · t mce 1s bnef mterval of comparative free o ' e Sov1c 
historian has been more firmly harnessed than ever to Party 
controls. There is more "coordination", i.e. control _frorn MoscoW, 
in historical writing than ever before, so that the historian is now 
generally a part of a team engaged in work on a sector of the 
Seven Year Plan. This was made clear in a Central Cornmittcc 
resolution of 1960, which stated that 

a primary task of our historians is tn reveal ~he s.o:ict peoples' 
extremely rich experience in solving the nattonahtJcs problem, 
to inculcate socialist internationalism, and to show the 
indestructible friendship of the peoples, which is constantly 
growing stronger and is in9Cparably bound up with 
implacability toward survivals of bourgeois nationalisrn.oa 

88Cited by Shtcppa, op. cit., 386. 
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